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The following has been taken from pages of Journals Charles
wrote during WWI.
The first section appears to be what he started doing by taking his
diaries and rewording for grammar and adding his memories.
The next section is direct from his diaries to finish his story.
The last appears to be a book format that he started and did not
finish.
Pictures, Letter, Postcards and notes have been added to help in
identifying locations and people through out the story.
God Bless
Linda Holtorf
Granddaughter in-law
1st Published 2004
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226th Infantry Manitoba Grizzly Bears WW1
Charles S Copeland in 2nd Row, 4th from left
Bert Wallis 2nd Row, 1st on left
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August 1914, with my young friend in Birtle, Manitoba, we had been training as Army Cadets at
Camp Hughes for two weeks, our second year in summer training getting infantry and rifle practice
as battalion units to further the individual platoon work we did throughout the year at home.
Without warning on the Fifteenth day, the whole camp was called to fall in together and the
Camp Commanding Officer told us we were to break camp immediately and be returned to our
homes as war had broken out in Europe and the regular army would be arriving the next few days to
prepare for active service.
Since this was to have been my final year, age 16, as an army cadet, the cadet corps was a four
year training plan, those of us in our last year wished they had waited another two years to start
battling, thinking the war would not last two years and we would have no chance of getting into it.
Back home and to school, from time to time watching the older fellows volunteering and going off
to England and France. June 1915, thru with High School and went to work for the Union Bank in
Birtle as Collection Clerk at $25.00 a month. Nice easy job, promoted to Savings Teller after two
months, still hoping to join the army, Mother and Dad said “no way till you are eighteen: so finally I
am eighteen and on April 3rd, 1916, I quit work as usual at the bank, helped my brother Frank feed
his heard of beef stock then walked over to the Town Hall, entered the recruiting office and signed
up for service.
Dr. Frank Smith‟s office was across the street and they sent me over there for a medical exam.
Doc. asked me if I was in good shape, I said “Yes”, he filled in his report and that was it.
Stayed on at the bank until the 15th, and then began training locally with some fifteen others
who had volunteered during the past month.
Lieut Leo Wardei, the regular army officer in charge of the Birtle Detachment was a very fine
and well liked officer. After three days of drilling, marching and simulated warfare in trenches we
dug east of town and on the hills, Lt. Warde recommended me for the Infantry Training Course in
Winnipeg. Stan Stewart, a school chum and also former Cadet also was chosen and on the night of
April 19th, we took the Midnight Flyer to Winnipeg. Reported for duty next morning, were issued
uniforms and told to report for training Monday morning. (Letter ii) (Letter iii) (Letter iv)
Put in five weeks of intense training and all passed as Sergeants. All troops, May 24 th, turned
out and paraded thru Winnipeg streets.
May 27th, arrived home in Birtle on the morning‟s flyer and begin training with our local unit.
Told 15 expected to leave for Camp Hughes next week.
June 2nd, fell in at our barracks, piled our kits or Hatch‟s dray, the Birtle Band, played us to the
station, one mile, most of the town people were there to bid us farewell, including my lovely sweet
heart, Dolly Wallis. When the train pulled in, I said
good bye but too bashful to kiss Doll in front of that
entire crowd, I was 18, she was 17.
Arrive in Camp Hughes that evening and our
battalion, the 226th Grizzly Bears, got together for the
first time. We were one of many battalions in the camp,
all living in tents seven men to a tent, sleeping all feet at
the center, heads at edge and hit bags for pillows. Camp
situated on a small desert, all sand.
June 12th, after drilling for a week, Lt Warde got me
a job as clerk in the Orderly Room, (battalion‟s office)
and I have no more drills to do. I liked this because the weather was quite hot and good to work in
the shade. Office work was very easy and after six weeks, having become homesick, had Dad send
a telegram saying Mother was in the hospital very ill. Got two days pass to see parents, great to be
home. Phoned and got another two days, it was the only way to get a pass, training was being
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rushed. Back to camp and two days later a terrific windstorm and heaving rain hit the camp, blew
our tents office down and we lost many papers, also flew many of the men‟s tents down and their
effect flying.
(Letter v)
(Postcard vi)
Aug 17th we were all given a months
vacationvii to go home and work in the
harvest. I spent three weeks at home and a
week with Uncle Harry and Aunt Annie at
Foxwarren, driving around in their car.
Tried to get two week extension but no go,
was told the battalion had been warned for
overseas and I was needed to work on the
papers needed for departure. The Sgt Major
in
the office was smarter this time. We didn‟t
leave for overseas until Oct 25th.
From the middle of Sept on, the usual routine in camp, we in the office took Red Cross training
two hours a day as stretcher bearers, the boys were now spending much time on the rifle ranges,
first snow came on Oct 3rd and the night of Oct 6th, the whole battalion spent the night in the
training trenches, Cuke, my office pal, and I had to go along as stretcher bearers. We found a quiet
spot, set up stretchers and went to sleep. Then was lots of firing going on and flares but no one got
hurt.
Oct 7, 1916 Camp Hughes (postcardviii)
Oct 10th, had our medical exam for overseas service, I passed OK but Joe Biernes and Harry
Leslie were both turned down.
Brigadier Major General John Hughes ix and Staff inspected our battalion today, all went okay.
The battalion spends most days now on the rifle ranges.
Oct 18th, 1916, the folks from Birtle and Foxwarren drove down today, arriving about 2 pm.
Brought lots of goods with them and we had quite a banquet. Percy, Tommy, Dad and I, in Percy‟s
car drove over to the 87th Bn to visit Adam Barton, Tommy‟s brother-in-law. Frank also came
down from Carberry to visit, the folks left at 7 pm for Brandon, to spend the nigh there.
That night it rained and snowed and so we had it easy next day. The 22nd left for overseas and
because of the snowstorm, had to leave their tents still up.
x
Oct 21, 1916, at home on final leave, have until
Oct 26th.
Oct 23rd got a telegram this morning ordering me
back to camp; the Bn just received its orders to pack
for overseas. Since the rest of the group was not going
back till the 24th, I waited the extra day and returned
with them. We left on the 10 am train, I stopped off in
Carberry to say goodbye to Frank and got back to
camp at 3 pm on the 25th. (Postcard xi) The Sgt Major
balled me out, and then said get busy on the records.
We all (office staff) worked 49 hours without sleeping
to complete the records for overseas. Had no time to sleep before we entrained for Halifax. I fell
asleep soon as the train pulled out and when we got to Winnipeg, friend of the family, Johnson‟s,
came to see me but I was so dead tired, they couldn‟t waken me, however, the Johnson‟s left me a
nice food parcel.
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Had fun on the train, stopped at Fort William, Cartier, Ont, Sudbury, North Bay, Toronto,
Quebec, Montreal, left that Province and stopped again at Campbellton, then Moncton NB (letter
xii
), Oct 31st at 12:40 pm, caught sight of the Atlantic, circled around Bedford Basin and arrived at
Pier 2xiii at 12:45 pm. Thought we would be going aboard ship right away but the Colonel got up on
a box and told us there was not troop ship available for us and we were to go into barracks on the
pier for ten days or so. The quarters were great, beds, steam heat and we being the largest pier, saw
all the big ships coming and going. At all the stops we made coming here on the train, we would
get off and go for route marches for exercise and people in all the towns were wonderful to us,
giving us cookies and cakes and drinks.
Pier 2 is 2 stories high, railroad track on each side and can handle 20 freight cars and engines on
each side. The largest vessels can dock at this pier.
When we arrived, the SS Lapland xiv was embarking troops so we were confined to our barracks
until they were finished and pulled away, out into the basin. This was a regulation each time a troop
ship came in. Usually when a new ship arrived, their first operation was to disembark returning
troops, wounded and other home on leave.
Oct 29, 1916, Moncton (Post Cardxv)
Nov 1, 1916, the Lapland left the pier and the Empress of Britainxvi and the SS Caroniaxvii pulled
in and began loading. Next day they both pulled away and anchored out in the basin.
(Letter xviii)
Nov 4th, we had the day off so Hewitt and I took the ferry across to Dartmout. It wasn‟t much
of a town, but we had a swell walk out into the country and along the waterfront, a nice change
from having been barrack bound for several days.
The destroyer Laurenticxix is coaling up and getting a new coat of grey pain. One troopship is
still anchored in the basin.
The 222nd Bn were supposed to have arrived in Halifax today but we learned then have stopped
in St. John until their transport comes in. Art Doig is with the 222 nd.
Two of our boys were mugged on Water Street last night.
A cute little destroyer, the Grisle, came into the harbor this morning, followed by the SS
Olympicxx, on which we expect to go over on.
(Letter xxi)
Nov 11th big doing today, the Duke of Devonshire xxii arrived on the SS Calgarian, accompanied
by two destroyers. He landed at our Pier and out battalion had to line up on each side of the street
as he and his entourage were taken to the City Hall and sworn in as Nova Scotia new Lieutenant
Governor. The Citadel fired a 21 gun salute for him. To damper everyone sprit then was strong
windstorm blowing dust and rubbish everywhere.
The Duke‟s troubles have just begun, the heavy CPR engine No 62 which brought us here, tried
to come into the pier to hook onto the Royal Trains to take him to Ottawa. The rails buckled under
its weight, so quite a commotion occurred. When the big engine was lifted back and new rails put
down, a small yard engine pulled the train off the pier and the Duke was on his way.
(Letter xxiii)
(Letter xxiv)
Nov 13th the Olympic moved in and docked on our south side this morning but the army
engineers boarded up all doors and window and put a board fence at each end to keep any of us
from seeing who or what they are boarding. We had all written last letters home the past few days,
fully believing we were to go out this time. We did learn that the 222nd was one of the units that
went on her.
Nov 14th the Olympic pulled out this afternoon. This evening we all went to the Academy of
Music for a concert given for us. Really enjoyed it.
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Nov 15th very cold and a heavy snowstorm blowing. They took us on a route march even so.
Heard on good authority we are going out on the SS Mauretania xxv this weekend. (Letter xxvi)
Nov 16th warmer again today. The Bn is busy polishing up their buttons and shoes, tomorrow
we line the streets at 2:30 pm for the Funeral of Lt. Gov General Macken.
Two Italian submarines and two destroyers came into the harbor this morning. Tomorrow we
have a muster parade to the Citadel for a medical check. Expect it is for our going on the
Mauretania.
Nov 17th, the Mauretania pulled up to the pier this morning with 700 returned soldiers. After
unloading, she pulled out and went down to the basin to load up with fuel and provisions. Spent the
evening at a concert at St Mathews Church, had a good time.
Nov 18th, preparing the battalions embarkation papers, Colonel Gillespie gave a talk to us today
saying he thinks we will be going in a day or so.
Had a good view of one of the submarines today, it surfaced and made a run all around the
harbor. (Postcard xxvii)
Nov 21st, still here. We found out today that because of new cases of Diphtheria breaking out,
we cannot go as expected.
Nov 22nd, the Mauretania tied up to the pier on the north side and a lot more retuned soldiers got
off. These were the ones too sick to get off five days ago when she first cam in. This afternoon we
all went on a ten mile route march, stopped at one old fort that was used against the Indians in the
first days of Canada. Next we stopped at one of the newer forts and were allowed in and inspected
the big guns and looked thru their big telescopes. Arrived back at the pier and all confined to
barracks.
The lighthouse on George Island xxviii burned down last night. We watched the big blaze till
“lights out” at 10:30 pm when the MP. shoved us all off to bed. Nothing was saved. (Letter xxix)
Nov 23rd, 1916, all doors nailed up and no one allowed out. Every door has a sentry and an
armed guard lined up at the gangway. The British Hospital Ship, SS Britannic has been torpedoed
in the Baltic Sea with 1500 wounded on board. All but fifty were saved.
The 242nd Bn are now embarking on the SS Mauretania. Uncle John Carr xxx is with the 242nd. I
went out on the roof of the pier and tried to find him but couldn‟t spot him amount the thousands on
deck.
The boys in Co “C” rioted last night, throwing boots, packs, bedding and everything movable.
The MP Guards came in and stopped the fray and arrested the ring leaders.
Nov 25th, the Mauretania pulled out at 4 pm this afternoon. The Colonel lectured the men for
their row last night and will have the leaders up for trial later.
Nov 26th, church parade called off to avoid any spread of diphtheria. They warned us not to go
into any public building where there were many people. Hewitt and I caught the Government Duty
Boat today and went along on her rounds of the light houses and buoys, enjoyed the trip, got back at
5:30 pm. Cold and hungry. It was a very interesting ride, went out of the harbor and out along the
coast for several miles each way.
Nov 27th, all confined to barracks again, the SS Metagama came in with some troops from
Bermuda, enroute to England. Another large ship came into the harbor last nigh but we cannot
make out the name.
(Letter xxxi)
(Letter xxxii)
Dec 1, 1916, had 2000 units of Anti-toxin 2 days ago and they gave us two days off to get over
the shock. Rested in bed and read.
Dec 3, 1916 over half the fellows, including me, show Positive, so we got another 200 units and
two more rest days. Had our clothes condemned today and issued new. The shots seem to draw
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your back right up, seems they was us to get used to bayonets, shoving those inoculations needles
into us. We had one case of scarlet fever today, sent to Dartmouth Hospital.
(Letter xxxiii)
Dec 17th raining and cold today. SS Southland is taking on passengers and mail. SS Olympic
came in again this morning, unloading retuned soldiers in tugs out in the bay and coaling up for
return trip.
Ed Taylor, Jimmy Fisher, Harry Leslie, Erni Ledbetter, Harold Jordon and myself took in the
play, “On the Trail of the Lonesome Pine” last night. Alf Powel in the hospital with Erysipelas.
Bert Wallis down with Tonsillitis.
Dec 10th, SS Floria docked with passengers and mail; she is just a small vessel. SS Canada, a
horse transport, tied up to the ICR pier next to ours. Both vessels have six inch guns on their decks.
SS Olympic still out in the bay, we feel we are going on her for sure this time. Percy Brentnall
and I saw Claude Smith in the YMCA last night, he is
with the R.C.N.V.R.
(Letter xxxiv)
Dec 16, at 10:40 pm last night, I finally stepped on
board the SS Olympic, Everyone happy. The battalions
are on “D”
deck and
sleep in
hammocks
slung from
ceiling
above the mess tables. Since our battalion is the senior
battalion, our Orderly Office runs the ships Orderly
Room. We have a large office on top deck and
adjoining cabins, really nice up here compared to
hammocks way down below. Up at 5:30 am for our
first breakfast on board, a wonderful change in food from what our battalion cook give us. Went up
on deck at 8 am and there was the worst storm going on that Halifax has seen in years. Sleet and
fifty knot winds, one sailing vessel sunk, the tug Boontor was crush between a pier and the transport
and several sheds along the water front demolished.
At 3 pm we pulled away from the pier and we thought we were on our way, but the Olympic
backed down into Bedford Basin.
Dec 20th, finally we are moving out, passed three destroyers and two subs on the way out.
Nearly every one on board feels funny today, one day out, each time she rocks forward, you feel as
though you are in space, then as she comes down, you cannot lift your feet off the deck. (Letter xxxv)
Dec 23, getting our sea legs, left our destroyer escort, the Calgarian behind this morning. Can
see nothing but sky and water, the ship just zigs and zags back and forth continuously to avoid
being torpedoed. We are running all alone now; the destroyers could not keep up with us. Saw the
mast of two ships off in the distance today.
Dec 25th, Christmas on board, no land in sight, had a real good Xmas dinner, turkey, chicken
and all the trimmings. A day to remember, still zig zagging and plowing ahead.
Dec 26th, land in sight, destroyers now dodging all about us like water spiders, giving up the
Irish coast, passing through mine fields and finally anchored off Liverpool.
Dec 27th, Very thick fog today, unable to go into berth, visibility 10 feet.
Dec 28th, Up at 3:30 am, disembarked at 9:45 am. While waiting for out train to pull into the
station, a trainload of German prisoners landed. They were all young and did not look starved.
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While we were waiting on the platform, a funny thing happened to me, an English soldier came
up to me and asked if we came from Toronto, as he had an Uncle Harry Copeland out there.
Got on our train at 10 am and started our trip to Bramshott Camp. Saw snow on the ground in
places and at one town there had been an air raid and buildings ruined. Arrived at Liphook Station
at 8:30 pm, disembarked and marched three miles in pitch dark, cold and pouring rain, with all our
gear on our backs. Found a nice hot supper waiting for us an adjoining battalion knew we were
coming and surprised us with it.
Dec 29th, whole battalion placed in Quarantine, Measles, Mumps and Diphtheria breaking out.
(see letter dated Feb 4th at end of document xxxvi)
(Letter xxxvii)
Jan 1, 1917, New Years Day in England. A worse one we have never had. The dinner our cook
put on was not fit for dogs. Raining steady since we arrived, mud up to our knees.
Jan 3rd, no rain today. Roland Dutton and Allen Haney are in the Hospital here. Dutton been
here since the 78th came over last April. Harry is back from France with shrapnel in head and neck.
Jan 9th, snow and rain and mud. No check on measles and mumps, hospitals all full, have to
keep some cases in our huts till beds available.
Jan 11th, first time out of camp since arriving, Andy and I slipped over to tin town tonight and
had a bang up supper. All meat here is being shipped in from Argentina, really tender and high
grade meat.
Jan 13th, snow and ground frozen, easier to get around
(Letter xxxviii)
(Postcard xxxix)
Jan 19th, papers say this is coldest winter in 36 years. Andy and I slipped out for supper again
tonight. (Letter xl)
Jan 28th, been here one month today, we received our first parcels from Canada and celebrated
by making our own supper in the office, pork & beans, toast, ham, cookies, shortbread, cake,
turnovers and cocoa.
Jan 29th, A lot warmer today. Was over to the North Camp this afternoon. The RCE &
Garrison Duty Battalion are over there.
Scotland Yard Detectives have discovered a plot to poison Lloyd George and Mr. Henderson.
The prisoners are Mrs. Wheeldon, Harriet Ann Wheeldon, Winnie Mason and Alfred Geo Mason (a
chemist). Found “Guilty” and Mrs Wheeldon sentenced to 10 yrs penal servitude. Harritet Ann
Wheeldon, 7 years penal servitude. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Geo Mason let off on no evidence to
commit them and that Mrs. Wheeldon drew them in.xli
(Letter xlii)
Feb 3rd, Willie Summerbell, my cousin, left for Salonika today, he has been wounded twice in
France and now on his way to Egypt.
Spent this afternoon putting out our first battalion paper, called the Grizzly Growl. We gave
each hut one copy and sold 300 for 3 pence each.
Feb 4, 1917, the USA handed the German Ambassador his papers today, look like war between
US and Huns next. (Letter xliii)
Feb 5th, five inches of snow this morning, US are seizing all German ships and interning them.
German crews have damaged engines on some. Another advance made on the Western Front.
Feb 7th, The SS California has been torpedoed without warning. 43 missing, 30 of the crew and
10 passengers. This is another snap at the US and will be the means of another note from Wilson.
Feb 8th, rumor has it we are to let out of quarantine soon.
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Feb 10th, Our first day free in England. Corpl Cameron and I walked down to Hazelmere today,
nice little town, took our first ride in an English bus coming home, then we issued the second
edition of the Grizzly Growl. Made extra money selling them for two pence.
Feb 11th, issued our paybooks today
and also were paid £2 (English pounds).
Got a new tunic and pair of shoes.
(Letter xliv)
Feb 18th, Hewitt and I walked to
Hazelmere today, went thru the Museum,
saw several Mummies and other relics,
one mummy dated back to 1200 BC. Had
supper at the Solders Club, and then took
the bus back by way of Hindhead and
Grayshot.
(Letter xlv)
Feb 27th, battalion inspected by General Howard and General Hunter. The Generals said the
226th were too well trained to be broken up and should go into the 5th Division as a unit. Our
Colonel Gillespiexlvi, after the Generals left, cane into the Orderly Room, threw his cap at the roof
and danced around like crazy, he was so happy.
Feb 28, Nineteen years old today, am no longer A4 but rose to A2 and fit for active duty in
France.
March 3, 1917, Andy and I got passes for Aldershot, went by bus from Hazelmere, 20 miles.
Lovely country on the way, found Aldershot quite a large town, swarming with soldiers from all our
colonies. Went thru some of their barracks and around town. Had supper at the Queens Hotel and
after some effort caught the returning bus to Hazelmere. The bus was filled and a blizzard had
come on. We started to climb the ladder to the roof but 2 M.P. pulled us off. No way to get inside
so we started walking, about a block along , the bus came up and we ran and caught on the ladder
again and climbed up on the roof, it was a rough ride but we did get back to camp on time.
(Postcard xlvii)
March 7th, Rest of the Birtle boys came out of isolation today, they have been in quarantine
since we arrived here in December. Snowing again today. We were going to cycle down to
Portsmouth on Sunday, but the snow stopped that.
(Letter xlviii)
March 12th, General Sir Stanley Maude captured Baghdad yesterday.
March 15th, took Gas drill today, through the gas chamber with Gas Masks on, then thru tear gas
without them. You feel like you have been crying for a week.
March 17th, hired a cycle and went up to Witley Camp, there was a field
day in Progress.
March 18th, Andy, Cuke, Dahl and myself cycled over to Farmham,
Surrey, fifteen miles, looked the town over, went all thru Farmham Castle.
Cycled back to Hazelmerexlix, had supper there, then cycled to Hindhead and
Grayshot, then to Liphook, finally back to camp and
bed. Cycled over 50 miles today.
March 20th, The Colonel is arranging for weekend
leave for the Orderly Room staff. First Canadian
mail arrived in over a month. Last incoming mail
from Canada was sunk on HMS Coronia. (Letter l)
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March 24th, Cycled over to West Sussex, saw three military balloons in the air, suddenly one
crashed to earthli. Cycled to Grayshot, having supper at 5:30 pm when suddenly a General
Mobilization was ordered. M.P.‟s were all over telling soldiers to get back to their camps as
quickly as possible. Back to camp and found everyone packing. Working all night getting papers
ready for drafts. Some will be going to the 199th and some to the 78th at Witley Camp.
(Letter lii)
March 28th, asked Capt Severn (Adjutant) if I could quit the Orderly Room and joining “D”
Company as a stretcher bearer or signallers. The Centurias, a
British hospital was sunk.
March 31st, weekend passliii. Walked to Hazelmere, snow
on the ground, caught noon
train to Woking, changed
trains and took train to
Basingstoke, met cousins
Nell and Wins Bowes,
cycled to their home,
Moundsmere Manor, 8 miles
away. A lovely big mansion with buildings and farm, had a great weekend. Winn and I cycle to
Preston Hanover, also to Basingstoke. (One of two journals reads: “Eight inches of snow on the
ground this morning. Walked to Hazelmere and caught the noon train for Woking. Changed trains
there and arrived in Basingstoke at 3:15 pm. Met Nell Bowes and we cycled 8 miles to
Moundsmere Manor
April 1st, have been all through the Manor. It is a lovely house. The owner is an American
Millionaire. Went for a walk over the farm and then to Preston Hanouer with Winn”.)
April 2nd, back to camp and found my request for transfer OK‟d. Gathered up my things and
moved over to Company “D”, part of Signaller‟s.
April 5th, got work today we are to move to the 12th Reserve Bn at Shorncliffe.
April 7th, entrained this morning, arrived at Westonhanger, and marched five miles to
Shorncliffe thru mud and rain. Living in tents again and the food not so good here. (Letter liv)
(Letter lv)
April 10th, went on a ten mile route march today, bought out all the shops along the way of
chocolate bars and cigarettes. They promise us a YMCA tent soon. (Letter lvi)
April 19th, left Otterpool Camp today, marched to Dibgate Camp in full marching order,
everything you own on your back.
April 21st, we are now in huts, the best camp we have every seen. Sam Greene and I walked
over to Cheriton and caught the bus to Folkestone. We are now transferred to the 43 rd Cameron
Highlander‟s, kilts and all.
April 23rd, spend our days on the rifle ranges at Hythe, shoot from 6 am to noon, lunch and free
the rest of the day, mostly just sleep.
(Letter lvii)
April 28th, Stan Stewart and I got our passeslviii and tickets this morning, walked to Shorncliffe,
took the train to London, arrived at noon, had lunch,
caught 2:00 train for Edinburgh, Scotland, got there
at 1:30 am, got beds at the YMCA.
Spent next two days exploring the city, went up
on Blackford Hill, to the Queens Castle, out and
over Forth Bridge, the largest in the world, saw
many destroyers and subs in the river. There are
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nets under the bridge to stop any German subs that might get that far in from the sea.
(Letter lix)
May 1st Left Edinburgh 10:20 am and arrived Durham England 1 pm. Found our way to Aunt
Annie Summerbell at (6 or 7 ?) Wanless Terrace (now Providence Row). She was sure surprised to
find two kilties at her door. After tea, she took us to see some of Dad‟s old pals, then to the house
where he was born and his old school house. Visited the gardens on the banks across the river Wear
from Durham Cathedral where Grandfather George and his sons operated a large market garden
business before they migrated to Canada in the early 1890‟s. Staying at Aunt Annies, great to get
back into a soft bed again. Visited Johnson‟s Hardware Store, as old friend of Dad‟s, he took us to
his home for supper, Stan and his daughter, Katy fell for one another right away. Kathy took us all
over Durham, it is a lovely city, build on seven hills.
May 3rd, Stan, Kate and I took the train to Newcastle, visited her friends, picked up a girl chum
for me, then we went around town, found a lovely park with a stream and stepping stones, called
Hazeldone. Back to the station and caught the train back to Durham.
May 4th, Canoeing on the River Wear most of the day, caught the night train for London and
arrived there at 6:30 am. Train was over crowded and we slept in the aisles. We put up at the
Union Jack Club and spent next day seeing London. Took the night train back to camp and then
back to training.
(Letter lx)
May 13th, Sam Green and I were at Sandgate Castle today, on duty
as guards, at No.8 and Mertells Towers. We were warned for oversea
draft tonight.
May 18, 1917. Major Erb took Sam Greene and I off the draft, said
we did not have enough training yet.
(Letter lxi)
May 24th, on guard at the Bombing School last night. Pinched a
few more grenades for souvenirs.
May 25, 1917, sixteen German bombers came over and dropped
bombs on us at 5:30 pm. First we heard them, then they showed up, 16 silver planes, we heard the
blast coming closer, then they began bursting all over, we ran from
one end of our hut to the other as they hit here and there, our first taste
of real war. Several huts were blown to pieces and many soldiers
killed. Art Doig was living in a tent between two huts with a battalion
next to ours. His tent took a direct hit and all five soldiers in it just
disappeared. All they found of Art was his ring finger with his ring on
it on the roof of one of the huts.
In Folkestone, it was terrible. Seems as the planes came to the
channel, they dumped all their remaining bombs at once, hitting the main business street, buildings
wreaked, and dead & wounded everywhere.
May 27, 1917, all camps confined to quarters today and until they get Folkestone cleaned up.
Saw Bill Cottingham and Thomas Dean today, they just arrived from Canada two weeks ago. Our
first draft to the 43rd in France left today.
(Letter lxii)
June 3rd, Henry Bone and I went to Folkestone today and went for a boat ride in the channel.
Bone got sea sick, it was very choppy. King George V birthday today.
(Letter lxiii)
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June 16th, Packed up this morning, marched to St Martens Plains, inspected by Headquarters
Staff, joined many other groups, then marched thru Sandgate, Cheraton and Folkestone to the pier,
boarded our transport, tide was out and waited till 7:30 pm before starting. (Postcard lxiv)
There are three transports and five destroyer escorts. 9:30 pm we arrived at Boulogne, France.
Disembarked and marched to a rest camp edge of town.
June 17, 1917, up early and started our 22 mile march to the base camp at Etaples. After a few
miles, I had to drop out, had bad head ache. An ambulance soon picked me up and took me to the
next rest camp. After two hours, the rest arrived and we all had a real good dinner. It was too hot
for marching so they let us rest all afternoon and sent all our packs ahead by motor loory. Had
supper at 5 pm and then marched the rest of the way to Etaples quite easy without the heavy packs.
June 18th, got our rifles, two gas masks, helmet and had a kit and medical inspection.
We started our two weeks course of training in the “Bull Ring”. We march to it over three miles
of sand dunes each day. (Letter lxv)
June 24th (see letterlxvi)
July 4th, Issued 120 rounds and emergency kits this morning and entrained for Calonne, five
hours trip in cattle cars and billeted for the night in a school house.
July 5th, marched seven miles and stopped for the night in Ester Cauchy. Slept on bunks of bare
chicken wire with only our rubber ground sheet and our great coast for cover. Too cold to sleep so
we walked around all night to keep warm.
July 8th, marched in full marching order up near Vimy Ridge today, attached to the 172 nd
Tunneling Co. living in tents just above Souchez Valley. One of Heinie‟s planes came over last
night and turned his machine gun on us, then flew at our observation balloon, shot it, set it on fire
and it came down. Scared the heck out us that just arrived.
(Letter lxvii)
July 11th, a part of us marched to Lieven tonight and are living in Heinie‟s old dug outs.
Worked all night carrying timbers up from Angres for tunneling. Have three eight hour shifts
tunneling, our dugout have the morning shift, shells landing all around the place. Another of our
balloons shot down today. Our scouts crashed two of Heinie‟s planes in our lines today.
July 13th, got relieved tonight, had to go out in parties of five, up over the Ridge as Fritz was
sending over a few heavy rattlers.
July 14th, Sam Percy Wilkierson and Andy Thomson, the 43 rd are bivouaced in dug outs in
Sauchez Valley, just below our camp.
July 16th, Marched back to Lieven tonight, the 43rd are going into the line at Avion. (Letter lxviii
July 20th, Watched a bombardment going on at Lens tonight, first we have seen and it is the
most exhilarating and scary thing I have ever watched.
July 22nd, shelling been heavy all day, our group is still tunneling and had to stay in the tunnel
all day, we carried the bags of chalk to the entrance but could not go out to empty them.
July 23rd, at the stroke of 1 am, all our guns have opened up a barrage and kept it going for an
hour. It was the greatest sight I have ever seen. Fritz guns shut right up with only an occasional
“Wooly Bear” coming over. The 43rd went over the top at 2 am and took all their objectives.
Germans counter attacked at 4:20 am but failed. The lost fifty prisoners and one officer, plus many
killed.
July 24th, order to report back to the 43rd today as our group packed up. After supper at the
172nd Tunneling Co, we went and five at a time and marched to Mont St Eloy. Found Lt Warde and
Lt Hancock with the 43rd there. Took Lt Warde over to see the 78th at Villers au Bois. The 78th go
into the line tomorrow night to replace the 43rd.
Explanation of Tunneling
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The tunneling we were doing started in Souchez Valley, there was a high ridge ahead of us and
our engineer‟s were digging a tunnel thru white chalk seventy five feet down, heading for the ridge
where they finally were able to place 300 tons of TNT and blew the ridge up, along with the
German‟s holding it, the shock was heard in England and demoralized the Germans, enabling the
Canadians to take the ridge easily. The tunnel to the Ridge was over a mile and the miners must
have saved thousand of our boys.
(Letter lxix)
Aug 4, 1917, taking a machine gun course past week, very interesting and machine gunners,
“suicide squad” does not have to do any fatigue duties. The battalions are on a “Divisional Rest”
here.
(Letter lxx)
Aug 15, left Camblain Le Abbe at 9 pm, marched twenty kilometers to Auchel, got there at 5
pm. We expect to stay here about two weeks, a good size place.
Aug 20, had to pack in a hurry last night and marched 15 kilometers to Peter Serveins, on way
to relieve another Brigade in the front line.
Aug 21st, up early and marched two hours to Bully Grenay, billeted in cellars of demolished
homes.
Night of 8/22-23, marched from Bully Grenay to St Pierre, living in cellars, reserve trenches to
front line. Was difficult getting up her in the dark, our M.G. Section each had to carry eight circular
pans of 120 MG shells as well as our other equipment, plus twelve mills hand grenades. We felt
like mules.
Aug 27-28, relieved the 116th BN in the Front Line. An awful stink coming in, great many dead
Germans lying all around between our reserve trenches and front line. Shelling has been too heavy
all week for burial parties to be in open. Lt. Fisher, my platoon officer got killed and many of our
platoon wounded on the way in.
Sept 2nd, had nine heavy barrages laid on us past two nights.
Sept 3rd, 116th Bn relieved us tonight and got caught in the shelling coming in. Some killed and
many wounded. We slipped out after they got in, really wild and scary, now back in reserves at cite
St Pierre.
Sept 4th, left reserve trenches tonight and marched out to Mont St Eloy and in huts in Ottawa
Camp.
Sept 5, went on the light railway, rails two feet apart, up to Neuville St Vaast, living in dug outs.
(Letter lxxi)
Sept 6-7th, left Neuville St Vaast at 8 pm, marched over Vimy Ridge out into the front line
between Mericourt and Archeville, were able to stay on top all the way and never used the
communication trench. Took us 3 hours to walk in, a very quiet front and very few shells coming
over. All have good cubby holes and it is very warm during the day but cool at night standing in
our kilts and watching no man‟s land. We open the bottom of sand bags, pull them up each leg and
stuff our kilts in to be warmer. We sure look funny. (Letter lxxii)
(Letter lxxiii)
Sept 12th, my platoon went out on no man‟s land patrol from 9:30 pm to 12:30 am tonight.
Crawled out nearly 600 feet and lay about fifty feet from Jerries barbed wire, had our machine guns
ready, while our scouts look over the wire and cut it in many places. We surprised a flock of
partridges in the vicinity and their fluttering caused Jerry to let go with their machine guns but we
hugged the earth and no one was hit and they let up. When it was quiet, we could hear the Jerries
signing and someone playing music.
We crawled around and over towards the Mericourt Road and quietly made our way back to our
lines. We had the rest of the night off.
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Sept 13th, moved back into the support trenches and the 4th CMR took over the front line. We
have cubby holes to live in and can crawl out get wood to burn during the day. We shave up
candles to put on the wood, it doesn‟t smoke. The work is heavy here, working parties deepening
old trenches, several old bombs were hit and wounded several men. After that we quit and decided
it was too dangerous. They were our first casualties this time in.
Sept 17-18, relieved and marched out to Neuville St Vaast tonight, got a good hot meal for a
charge, next morning we had our first bath in weeks and pay day. (Letter lxxiv)
Took the light railway after supper and rode down to Winnipeg Camp at Mt St Eloy. Spent
three weeks here, training for a drive on Lens and Mericourt.
Sept 27, given a job as batman for Lieut. C. H. Barraudlxxv, an army artist from Winnipeg. Wet
weather has set in and working in kilts was getting wet, dirty and cold. (Letter lxxvi)
Oct 2, 1917, Left the Bn today and joined the Canadian War Records unit at C.H.2. in Camblain
Le Abbe.
Oct 5th, went by motor lorry to Villers today. Billeted in No 7 Place de la Marie. Have a nice
room and living fine.
Oct 11th, motored to Poperinge, Belgium today, billeted in No 24 Croix De Notre Dame, up
against a big church. Jerry came over at 9 pm and dropped bombs on the station, wounding a few.
Our search lights picked one plane up and we watched him flying back for several miles.
(Letter lxxvii)
(Letter lxxviii)
Oct 20th, moved to No 19 Rue de Bassin. We have taken over two large houses and running our
own mess. Wright, Capt Robertson‟s batman is cooking and I am food purchaser and waiter. We
go out and scout the French stores for our own food, the officers buy the food. We sure are eating
well, no longer bully beef and emergency rations.
(Letter lxxix)
Nov 4th, Lt Barraud returned to London today so all I have to do is cater and waiter.
Nov 10th, Major Ken Lawson, another artist cam over from London today and allotted to me.
Have to go out with him when he goes sketching. Rumor has it we are to go back to our old front
again.
Nov 15th, Packed this morning and Major Lawson and I motored down to Arras. Came thru
Merville, Bailued, Bethune, Herrsin, Vimy Ridge and Arras. Living in the shell damaged Hotel Du
Commerce on Rue De Gambetta, Great having a room to oneself.
Nov 16th, wandered around Arras today, the White City. Arras is built over chalk mines and all
buildings are of chalk blocks. The major spent the day sketching the cathedral.
Nov 17th, raining today so Major Lawson had me dress up in kilts and all my equipment and
rifle and did a good sketch of me.
Nov 18th, the car came for us today and we motored back to C.H.2 at Camblain Le Abbe.
Nov 20th, Major Lawson left for England today; I‟ll be working in the office for awhile.
(Letter lxxx)
Dec 2nd, Sgt Ellis, our office boss, left for a leave in England today. Capt Robertson motored
down to Boulogne with him and brought back Major Augustus John lxxxi. I‟ll be taking care of him.
Dec 5th, Major John doesn‟t like living in Nissen Huts and is looking for a better place to live.
Jerry was bombing Mt St Eloy last night, dropped a few too close. (Letter lxxxii)
Dec 8th, Major John and I packed up this morning and motored over to Aubigny-en-Artois. The
major found a partly occupied Chateau Aubigny and took over two bedrooms and their large living
room, using it for his studio. (Letter lxxxiii)
Dec 10th, went downtown for breakfast this morning and when I got back at eleven, found the
major had taken his toilet articles and took off for Paris.
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Dec 14th, the major arrived back at 11:30 pm, asked me where I was Monday, he wanted me to
go too. Said next time he wouldn‟t leave on such short notice and wanted me along. Walked the
five miles up to C.H.2. today to get the mail, the office were not aware the major had been to Paris.
Dec 15th, Had my photo taken today, it is just a year since I embarked at Halifax on the SS
Olympic for England.
There has been a terrible explosion at Halifax; a Belgian relief ship rammed the Mont Blanc, a
munitions ship with 4000 tons of T.N.T. and a deck load of gasoline. The Mont Blanc took fire and
blew up, with such force that the water front was mostly demolished and destroyed. Windows were
broken for a range of 60 miles. There are 200 dead and 25000 homeless.
Dec 17th, M Proyart, owner of the Chateau here in Aubigny died last night. We had the first
snow of the winter during the night, four inches.
Dec 18th, Major John left for Boulogne and England today and I came back up to C.H.2 to stay
till John returns after the Xmas season. Be busy in the office.
Dec 25th, had a good Xmas Day. Then concerts, movies and a free fight, two of the boys drank
too much Vin Blanc and got into a knock down drag out. Our menu for the dinner was: roast
turkey, veal dressing, mashed potatoes, and turnips, boiled ham, plumb pudding, brandy sauce, tea
& coffee, nuts and raisins.
(Letter lxxxiv)
Jan 1, 1918, New Year‟s Day in France. Have it nice and quiet again. Lt Douglas from the
office picked Lt Lewis up this morning and took off for Paris.
Jan 8th, Major John back from London. Weather warmer and snow almost gone but about 9:00
am, it started snowing heavy and nearly 8 inches on the ground now.
Jan 10th Major John motored to Rmien today to visit friends. (Letter lxxxv)
Jan 12th, walked over to C.H.2 and had lunch, picked up the mail and rode back with Robertson
and Lewis on their way to Boulogne to pick up Capt Robertson and Lt Merlines, another
cinematograph operator.
(Letter lxxxvi)
Jan 16th, Major John arrived home again today.
Jan 19th, had my photo taken today, everything on, gear, rifle and gas mask. Snow all gone, fine
weather and winter crops well up.
Jan 28th, Brown and I drove to Villers au Bois this morning to get coal for the fireplaces. Major
John off to Amiens again for a few days.
Jan 30th, Capt Robertson and Corp Manning, another artist dropped in this morning to see if
Major John was back. (Letter lxxxvii)
Jan 31th, Major John not back yet as I decided to sleep in. About 11:30 am, Capt Robertson
came down from C.H.2 with some canvases for John, found me sleeping, this is the life.
Feb 2, 1918, Busy cleaning up the studio today, when I came in from supper, found the major
had returned.
Feb 5th, John and I went up to C.H.2 this morning, then drove to Vimy Ridge and Thelus, then
back to Aubigny after making sketch‟s along the way. The major is also doing an oil painting of me
on a 20X24 canvas. Whenever the weather is wet or cool, we stay in the studio and I try to sit still
while he dobs. The painting is coming along fine and he plans it for the War Museum that is
planned to be in Ottawa. A big mail came today, two parcels and five papers, plus letters.
Feb 13th, been having pain and headaches past week so Cpt Robertson brought Wright down to
relieve me and I am to spend a week in the office, just relaxing and answering the phone.
Feb 14th, there was an investure parade here this morning, King Albert of the Belgium. G.O.C
1st Army and G.O.C Canadian Corps officiated. 14 officers were decorated.
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Feb 15, went to D.D.M.S. this morning. They gave me medication to stop the pain in the old
bullet wound in my right temple. Fire broke out in the police quarters about 11:30 pm. The bugler
sounded the alarm and the whole camp turned out to help extinguish it. It was very cold out.
(Letter lxxxviii)
Feb 17th, woke up about 3 am. The tent flaps was wide open, the covers had rolled off me and I
was freezing. Got up, dressed, put two pair of sock on and back to bed. We are having the coldest
weather of the winter now.
Feb 18th, was walking down the street to the Chaplain Services Center and ran across Mr.
Hensley, my old high school principal in Birtle. He is a private in the Signal Corps. The 43rd
Cameron‟s came into town this afternoon and are billeted for the night. Met Bert Wallis, Harry
Leslie, Charley Cooley and quite a number of others.
Feb 20th Saw Hensley again, he has been given a job on the Corps Educational Classes, teacher
mathematics in the different brigades. The 43rd left for the front line at Avion, going on the light
railway as far as the reserve trenches.
Feb 26th, drove to Villers au Bois for more coal today, took it down to Aubigny for the
fireplaces.
Feb 28, 1918, twenty years old today. Went to corps theater last night, The Dumbells, 3 rd
Division Concert Party put on their best concert ever.
March 2, report back to Major John in Aubigny. Good to get out of the office again.
March 6th, tooth ache lately so went over to the 42nd C.C.S and had the dentist check. One tooth
was infected so he got his pliers and began tuggin and pulling, felt like he would put the side of my
face off, finally came out. The roots had curved around the jaw. Left there hurting much.
March 9th Major John invited out to dinner at hillers tonight so I took a stroll thru three nearby
villages, five kilometers, then took the tram to Carency, walked home and found Sgt Ellis and chum
waiting for me, they wanted to look at the major‟s canvasses.
March 13th, sitting again today, John is painting a double portrait of me and a corporal from the
C.F.A. We both have our steel helmets on.
March 15, 1918, three of Heinies bombers came over about 8 pm this evening. They dropped
three aerial torpedoes and then hovered around to see what became of them. The first landed in
some trees from our Chateau. It was a 300 pounder and the shock was tremendous. We had no idea
they were over us until the crash. It tore off all the shutters and blew in the doors and windows.
There was glass all over the rooms, much of it sticking into the walls and furniture. Upstairs where
I was it was worse, the plaster on the walls and ceilings also torn off like paper. I was in Major
John‟s room at the time and only the heavy curtains over the windows saved me from getting cut. I
never knew how I did it but found myself in the fireplace.
When all the racket was over, I could hear the old folks downstairs running about so I went
down to see how they were, they were really shook up so I turned off all the lights as the Chateau
stood out so bright with the windows out, did not want any more bombs thrown at us. We all then
went down into the cellars for a half hour. Came up and what a mess. Everyone then got busy
cleaning up. I cleaned our two bedrooms first. He arrived later and thought it quite a joke that they
had bombed us. I failed to see anything funny about it. I had quite a time getting to sleep, thinking
they might return.
March 16th, cleaning up day. Did the studio downstairs first, awful mess but none of the
canvass‟s were hurt. Quite a crowd of townspeople looking it over, the hole were the bomb hit is
twenty five feet across and nearly as deep. One large tree over a foot in diameter and about fifty
feet high was thrown over a hundred feet. Homes all over town had roofs and window damaged but
no one was injured beyond glass cuts.
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March 17th, still cleaning up. Soot from the fireplaces is everywhere and into everything. About
4:30 am this morning a slab of plaster dropped onto the foot of my bed. Woke up thinking Heini
had come back. One thing we have lots of now, fresh air. We have blanket over our windows and
the old folks are in rooms somewhere in town. We have plenty of wood for the three fireplaces we
use.
March 21st, Germans have launched a tremendous offensive on our right flank between Arras
and St Quentin.
March 23rd, we still hear the bombardment going on and five trainloads (light railway) of
wounded and gas victims pass thru here today.
March 24th, three German planes just flew over, heading for St Pol. Major John came back from
Lievin and says the big drive is not over yet. Hiene claims they have retaken Albert and Pironne
and now moving toward Amiens.
Ran across Harry Leslie at the 22nd CCS here at tea time today. Harry is alright but his officer
Lt Dale is gassed. Says the amount of gas shelling now is terrific. One of our companies had their
own gas blow back over them and the men think it was liquid fire, flopped down in the trenched to
escape it, but the time they saw their mistake, ninety were gassed, fifty later died.
9 pm a Hieni plane just dropped some bombs at the edge of town.
March 26, 1918, we were just going to set out for Leivin in the car when orders came from the
Town Major that all Officers billets in Aubigny must be evacuated by tomorrow morning. The 17 th
Corps Hdgrs have been shelled out of Equa.
March 27th, moved up here to Camblain le Abbe last night and this morning set Major John and
Lt A Y Jackson both artists, back to England, the big offensive is coming too close for comfort. I
am going to be a caterer and waiter in the mess for the time being.
March 28th, like my new job, we have a wonderful cook now eating as though in best restaurant.
Each morning he gives me a list and I shop the local stores for deluxe food items.
April 9th, Anniversary of taking Vimy Ridge. Low clouds all day but one lone bomber flew
over quite low, dropped several small bombs on the aerodrome and town. It was exciting to see him
tearing around so low due to clouds; he was lost and trying to get a land mark, everyone was out
shooting at him with rifles and machine guns; he got about a mile out of town when an “Archie”
burst on his tail and crashed.
(Letter lxxxix)
April 28th, having great weather, in full swing as a waiter, I have never eaten so well. Rumors
of a move soon.
May 7th, orders to move came yesterday. This morning we packed up back south to Permes en
Artois. Alexander and I found excellent quarters; this town has not been hit by the war so far. The
whole Canadian Corps is out of the front line now and in training for shock troops, mobile, to be
rushed into any area where things are getting out of hand.
May 22nd, had a letter from Brother Frank today, he has been to the Mayo Bros in Rochester and
his writs is now OK. He hopes now to get on with the R.A.F.
May 24th, Heine has started shelling Perms with twelve inch shells today. You can hear them
coming, the sound like a freight train.
This end Charles‟ translations from his personal diaries.
_______________________________________________________________________________
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This is the start of his diaries to finish his story of WWI
May 24th, The Y.M.C.A. had their ground all fixed up for a sports day today, but it‟s been
blowing and raining all day. (Letter xc)
May 27th, Old Hieny been pretty active during last night with his bombing planes and his
blamed old 12 incher that he shells this place with. Dropped quite a few bombs here last night and
after midnight our gunner brought down one of the planes. It started on fire about 1000 feet up and
glided slowly down for about three miles. There were four men in it. One jumped out and the rest
were burnt up.
June 2nd, two shells hit pretty close to the house today. Just about 150 yards away. One great
piece of shell cam crashing through the roof above my bed up in the attic. A rumor about that we
are going to move again.
June 3rd, old Hieny shied over a couple of 12 inchers on our street about eleven this morning.
One landed against a house about 100 yards up and flattened it out. The people happened to be all
out but one old civilian was sitting in his cart outside an entaminet opposite and a piece hit him on
the jaw and broke his neck. His horse got hit in three places but not fatally.
June 8th, Hieny opened up again last night and put over two shells every two hours during the
night. One hit pretty close and splinters dropped around the horse and yard. No one hurt and no
damage.
June 28,1918, all ranks on Conf HQ sub staff and attached were up for a board today. Wright
and I got our categories lowered from A to B1. Our changes of staying with the WRO are better
now.
July 1st, Canadian Championships Sports Day at Linques. I went there in the ration lorry.
Linques is about 50 kilometres from here. It was a swell day and hot. Met quite a few of the boys
from home: Ed Taylor, Vaughn Watt, R Short, Geo Haney, Len Hooper, T McKinnon, Alf Powell
& a few others. Got back to Pernes at 8:30 and had to get the table ready for dinner at 9 and it
lasted from 9 to 10:30 pm. Tired out and slept like a log.
July 4th, had a big chicken dinner tonight. Bought the chickens at the market and they looked
fine, but when cooked they were as tough as leather. Going to have another chicken dinner next
market day. The French people had all their flags hanging out in honor to the US troops.
July 16th, just getting ready to serve lunch at 1 pm today when Mr. White our secretary came in
and told us we were to pack right up after lunch and be ready to move out by 3 pm. Orders had just
come in for our mess to proceed to 1st Echelon at Agnez-les-Duisan. 3 o‟clock and we were ready
waiting and no lorry showed up till 7 pm. Got away by a little after 8 pm and stopped at every other
entament for a drink. By 9 pm, we had reached Calone Ricourt about six kilometers in an hour.
Kept this up till we reached Houdain and by then the people were closing up and the MP‟s about so
we sailed right along and went up the main road to about half ways between Camblain L‟ abbe and
Mont St Clay were we switched off to the right and went down through Mareuol and Acq on into
Agnez-les-Duisan, arriving there around midnight and had just got our load off into the yard at “The
Priory” were our mess was to be, when it started raining like fury. The Boche was hovering over
the town and had to get the mess equipment in out of the rain in the dark. That done, found that
some batmen had crawled in our sleeping quarters so we had to stretch out on the dining room floor.
All up at 6 next morning but it was still raining so decided to give no breakfast but let the officers
bum off the other messes.
July 20th, Fergusson came for me this afternoon. Thank god I‟m through with the mess its been
hell here, the other waiter went on leave the day we left Pernes and I‟ve been waiting on 14 regular
members with seven and eight guests each day. I am now staying in Camblain L‟ abbe as batman to
a Canadian artist, Captain J W Beattyxci, a blame good sport. Have very poor accommodation here
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and don‟t think the boss will stick this long. Juts as we were passing the Chateau Gates on our way
from Duisan, another Imperial Staff car came tearing out and crashed into us. Got quite a shock and
the car put completely on the blink. Had to carry my kit up to the Captain‟s room and a lorry pulled
the car off the road. We are attached to the 18th Confer HQ.
July 23rd, the car came for us today and we‟re back in Pernes again. The Captain is billeted in
No 61 Grand Place and I have a room along with Hartley, Lt Douglas‟s man, in the convent.
July 28th, the 52nd division took over the ground floor of the convent for their HQ so I had to
move upstairs and we moved the office over in the school mistress‟ house on Rue De Mort. Having
a spell of wet weather now.
July 29th, orders out last night for a move this morning left Pernes at 9 am under sealed orders.
All thought we were going north into Belgium again but when we took the St Pol road, we knew it
was south to the Somme. Kept traveling steady, going through St Pol and on towards Hesdin,
turned south just out of Hesdin and through Doullens, Hangeat and at 3 pm we pulled into a fair
sized village called Molliens-Vidame, about 20 miles west of Amien. Our billet in No 87 Rue de
Camp. People here have never seen the Canadians before and are asking us if we speak the same
language as the English. Prices are low here too and one can get nearly anything. Vin Royge at
2.75 a bottle, champagne at 8 to 12 a bottle. Some difference from where we just came from.
Wines at 7 & 8 and champagne at 15 to 20 for a bottle.
Aug 6, 1918, St. H Ellis went to Paris on special leave to see his brother. I am looking after the
office as well as Capt JW Beatty now.
Aug 10th, Capt Beatty went back to England today to have an operation. Orders came to move
to Dury this morning. All packed up and hug around all day waiting for our transport. Expect we
will have to unpack our bed rolls and put in the night. (Postcard xcii)
Aug 11, waited around another day. Mr. Douglas arrived back from taking Beatty to Boulogne,
about 5 pm and got transport to convey our effects to Dury. Billeted in a good billet. Have a whole
house to ourselves.
Aug 13th, Sgt Ellis arrived back last night. I am expecting my furlough to England tomorrow.
Aug 14th, Got my pass this morning. I am off this afternoon. Going from Villy-sur Somme.
Just taking haversack and kit bag. Kit bag is full of souvenirs. One new German gas mask that I
got from Hangard yesterday.
Aug 15th, caught a light car from Dury to Amiens last night, The driver took me all around the
city and then to the Gare du Nord. Found out from the R.T..O that my train left at 8:20 am in the
morning from Villy-sur-Somme. Walked around the city for an hour and then took a lorry to the
sail head. Slept in a barn overnight and nearly froze to death. Up about 5 am and stuck around the
station till our train pulled out at 8:20. Went as far as Hangert. Stopped there an hour and a half
and changed to the regular leave training. We traveled along all day and always paralleled to the
line, stopping at every rail head to pick up more leave men. Got as far as St Pol and then went by
Hesdin, Montroeul, Etaples to Boulogne. Marched up the hill to rest camp for the night. One lousy
blanket a piece with six to a tent. The E.F.C gave us a gook hot supper and then to bed.
Aug 16th, Up about 6 am breakfast at 7 and at eight we were all hanging around the gate waiting
to march to the boat. Stuck there till noon when we got ticket for dinner again and got a first class
meal. Stuck around the gate again till three and then the rush to get off. Marched down to the boat
and I got on the Princess Victoriaxciii. Arrived in Folkestone at six and off onto our train. I have
about an hour; ours pulled out and got into London about 9:00. Beat it straight for Waterloo Station
and the Union Jack Club. Got a room, had a good hot bath and into bed.
Spent the following two day going around sight seeing. Bus conductors came out on strike and
the tubes were too crowed to travel so third day I took the train for Durham. Got in there about 8
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pm and found my way to Aunt Annies. She was just upstairs going to bed. Made me a cup of
cocoa and a bit to eat and start talking till nearly midnight.
Aug 23rd, took the 7:45 am train to Ferry Hill this morning. Got into the station there about 8:10
and walked about a mile out to “The Brooms” and found No 87 Gordon Place. Aunt Bowes and
family were just having breakfast. After having another myself, Nell and I went for a walk into the
town to do some shopping. Spent a pleasant day fording about and arrived back in Durham dog
tired about 7:30 pm. Just got back to Aunt Annies and found Will‟s fiancé starting off home so had
another three mile walk to do before going to bed. Had planned with Nell to go to New Castle
following morning.
Aug 24th, too ill to get up this morning, so put the day in bed. Disappointed that I won‟t get to
see the New Castle, Aunt Trevy at Gateshead and South Shields.
Aug 28th, left Durham at 11:30 last night and arrived in London at 6 am this morning. Spent the
day sight seeing. Through the Tower of London, Kings Stables and Albert Hall.
Aug 29, 1918, went through Westminster Abby and Parliament House today. Through the
Science Museum where every known mechanical devise is represented. Seen the big Scientific
Exhibition and Navel exhibition of photos. Sleeping at Rest Hut in Governors Gardens tonight.
Train leaves for Folkestone at 6 in the morning. Putting the evening in at the Orpheum. (Post
Cardxciv)
Aug 30th, arrive in Folkestone at 9:30 and into the Rest Camp on the bus. Wrote a few letters
home and had dinner, cooked by the “Waacs”. Marched down to the pier at 2 and onto our
transport. Got into Boulogne at 5 pm. Found Mr. Douglas on the pier waiting for another artist so
asked him to take me home in the car. Left Boulogne at 6:30 and arrived in Hestin at 8 and stopped
at the Hotel du Commer for dinner. Splendid dinner and left for CCHQ at 9:30. Got to NoyelleVion at 11 pm and fixed Capt Vealey, the new artist, up and off to bed.
Sept 6th, moved to Duisan today. Good billets here.
Sept 9th, a Mr Talmage, artist, came up from Noyelle-Vion this morning and I moved up to the
C.C.U.E.S. with him. C.C.U.E.S. in Achicourt. He is doing the paint for the Veterinary services.
Middle age gink and rather query. Has no rank so will get attended to accordingly.
Sept 15th, run across Bill Reader and Fred Hart in the CH 14 here last night.
Sept 18th, went over to see the 78th last night. They are in Wailly forest.
Sept 20th, over to the 78th again last night. Geo Renton is CSMJC Coy now. Arthur Webb is a
runner for his company officers.
Oct 1st, moved up to Queant, just in the center of all this big Hindenburg line. There are five
great rows of wire entanglements. It is indeed a marvelous this how our boys went through it so
easy. It seems absolutely impregnable. We have first rate German billets here, plenty coal and
wood but about a mile to go for water. Souvenirs by the thousands here.
Oct 5th, Talmage and I have fallen out. Told him off this morning as he expected me to go
sauntering around with him all over the place and had no time to do my work.
Oct 12th, moved up closer to the station today. We are in a swell German Officer billet.
Oct 15th, Major General J L Lippert was buried in the military cemetery here this afternoon. It
was a very large one, one company of the 8th Battalion Winnipeg for the firing squad and numerous
Division & Battalion Staff attend besides thousands of rank and file.
Oct 20th, moved from Queant to Auberchicourt this morning. We moved our luggage in the
horse ambulance and rode inside ourselves. Got a swell billet on the Rue de Aniche. A whole
house, completely furnished, for the four of us. CCVES and Mr. Talmage with Agrion and myself.
The house is just as thought the people had just stepped outside, the cupboards were complete in
everything, full sets of dishes, tumblers etc, pots, pans, kettle and all. A lovely fireplace in every
room.
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Oct 28th, Talmage went back to England sick this morning. I am staying on with the CCVCS
for today, to get a net set of clothes, extra.
Oct 29th, the Major rigged met out last night. New cap, tunic, breeches, putters and told me to
come back in a week to get a pair of field boots. Caught a lorry from Auberchicourt to Lawarde
where CCHQ is and reported back to the office. Nothing to do for a few days now.
Nov 5th, Corps HQ moved up to Denain today. We arrived after dark. Had just got a billet for
myself when Douglas, our officer in charge of War Records France, told me I was to go to the 2 nd
Can Motor Machine Gun Battalion with Mr Shelden Williams xcv. Rode up to Valencienna in the
car and report to the 2nd CMMQ orderly room
Nov 6th, the brigade pulled out about 5 am this morning to go into action on the Mons road. Mr
Sheldon Williams is stopping here until tomorrow afternoon. His brother Ralph is in town with his
unit. (Letter xcvi)
Witnessed the formal entry in to Valencienna at 10:30 this morning. Gen A Curri and his staff
with numerous other red caps were there officially. Square was crowded with civilians and soldiers
and each division and unit on the Corps was represented in the march past.
Nov 8th, rode from Valencienna into Belgium in the “Whistle Poop”, with the 2nd C.M.M.G.
Battalion. Billeted for the night in Montroell. Bosche just a kilometer away and pumping over a
few whig-bangs. People sleeping down in the cellar and we have their two rooms upstairs. After
supper, the old man went out to the garden with a shovel and dug up a couple of old brass lamps
and a nickel gas light. Had buried them when the Bosche was commandeering all their copper,
brass and nickel.
Nov 9th, went down stairs to clean my boots and the boss‟s and Madam made me clean them
right in the kitchen. Said it was too __outside. Then she made me some coffee and some pancakes
and plenty of butter and sugar on them. The have heaps of sugar, far more then the people in
France. Left Montroell at 3:30 pm and moved forward. For the first four or five miles every X road
and crossing was blown up. Then we got on fine, just a crater here and there. As we got further on
the towns were all lit up with gas and electricity and some of the towns had the street lights lit.
Whenever we stopped by the road, the Mademoiselles were all crowding about hugging and kissing
and offering us coffee and cigarettes and a few entertainment owners threw open their doors to
everyone and beer was going fast. We arrived in Frameries just at dusk and Battalion Hdqrs was
right at a cross roads in the center of the town. Our lorry had just pulled around the corner onto the
sidewalk and Stokes the driver and myself were standing on the off side. Had just remarked that he
might have the crossing mined when the HE (high explosive) came crashing in. Hit the house just
on the other side of the lorry, the shrapnel tore into the side and on over us into the house on the
other side of the street. An awful order then settled over us and we were groping all over the lorry
for our gas masks when, crash, another one right in the same place. We are off the lorry and up that
street to beat all. Throat and eyes were burning pretty bad so went into a house a got a drink of
good cold water. Went back in about fifteen minutes and got our kit and beat it to our billets. He
landed more gas shells into the town in different parts of the town the whole night..
Nov 10, 1918, The 2 HE that landed in last night smashed two motor cycles up and gassed ten
civilians. They took them off to the hospital, all blind from the chlorine. Had the best billet I have
had or seen in France, last night. The people are some of the heads of the town and very well to do.
They were afraid to sleep upstairs on account of the shelling so went down stairs into the cellar and
gave the boss and I two of their best rooms. Had expected to move today but rumored that we are
to put another night in here now.
Nov 11th, what a great day this has been. We were just going to go into action this morning
beyond Mons when a Battalion Hdqrs staff stopped us and told us not to go any further as the war
was to end in a couple of hours. It was mighty hard to realize at first but when we passed back
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throuogh the artillery and saw they were all silent, we were just that relieved to know we had come
through it all safely that we just shook hands and there was hardly any celebrations. We went back
to Frameries for lunch and at 1:30 pm, left for two Chateaux, three kilometers on the other side of
Mons Chateau de Gazeaucourt. The boss had just left it in the morning about 11 am and when our
first car went there about 11:30 in the morning the people were still hiding and when the OC rapped
on the door, they peered down at him from up in the attic.
Nov 12th, went into Mons today. It is quite a nice city. Plenty of fine old artistic buildings
about. Stores all look fine with their windows all decked out.
Nov 13th, The 2nd CMMGC moved back to Valencienna this morning so Mr. Williams decided
to stop in Mons. Got too rooms in the Hotel De Vos. Swell restaurant attached to it for us to eat.
One dining room for Officers and one for O.R.
Nov 14th, Spent the day sightseeing around the town. The car came up from Valencienna to
take Mr Williams back to HQ. No room in the car so I am left here on my own. Went to the theatre
tonight to see the Dumbells but too big a crowd to get in. Run across Gordon Cuke, Henry Stevens,
Harry Leslie, Kingdom and a few more old 226th boys in Mons today.
Nov 15th, formal entry into Mons today. It started at 10:30 am by General Horne, GOC 1 st
Army and all the numerous red caps from the different Corps, divisions and brigades. They were all
crowded around the front of the Hotel de Ville and also the Mayor and City Fathers wilt their flags
and banners and fancy dress uniforms. At 11:30 after the Mayor and Gen Horne had read each ones
speech to the other, the troops started marching past, first came the Imperial Hussars who fought
around Mons in 1914, then followed Infantry, Artillery, Calvary, Engineers, Red-Cross, Railway &
Construction units and that lasted until after 2 pm. Then I went back to hotel, got my dinner, took
my kit and mad my way to the outskirts of the city and jumped a lorry headed for Valencienna. It
took me about twelve kilometers and stopped. Walked about four more and then caught on another
that took me right into Valencienna and got off in the Grand Place and went to the Camp
Commandants Office to find out where the War Records was. After marching up and down side
streets for about and hour and a half, I located them and after finding where my own billet was, was
soon into bed and off to sleep.
Nov 17th, Major Kerr Lawson and Wright went down to Arres today. Brown took them down in
his car and is staying there also.
Nov 18th, moved up to Mons today. Good billets for all, we have a room in the same house as
the Office No 87 Rud de ___Visages, just below the Cathedral.
(Letter xcvii)
Nov 21nd, Run across Kindon today. He has just returned to the Batallion. We went up to the
top of the Belfries. Some climb to the top but a grand view of the county and city from the tower.
Jerry was using it for an observation post while our boys were advancing on the town.
Nov 24th, moved to Gassilies today. It is a fair sized town, situated about five miles north of
Charleroi. Our office is in No 7 Rue de la Nation and my own billet in No 9. No 9 house is
furnished complete but the owners, who were well to do German-Belge (?), went back to Germany
before me came here. We have splendid room and fireplaces and electric lighted throughout. The
people in No 7 are very nice.
Nov 25th, this is the first town we have ever been in that the people want to give us everything
and welcome us in their homes as brothers. Thornton and I have been adopted by Madame Leborge
in No 9 and ________(too light).
Nov 28th, said farewell to our friend in Gassilies this morning and left for Huy. Passed through
Charleroi and along the National Rue to Namur. After passing through Namur, we followed the
Muse and the scenery along the valley was splendid. Arrived in Huy and found it a fair sized town
situated in the Muse Valley with a large fortress up on the summit of one side of the valley. Fairly
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good billets but not near so good as those we left behind in Gassilies. Hartley, Sears and I are pretty
well off. Have a good room with a nice old couple and they can‟t do enough for us. Coffee and
cognac every night and plenty of bread, butter and jam. We have been getting just bully beef and
hard tack this last week so we don‟t refuse the fresh bread. The old man speaks very good French
and has us come in early every night to teach us what he can.
Nov 30th, went up and through the big fortress today. A splendid view of the surrounding
country from the top. The Germans used it as a prison for our prisoners of war and the interior is in
a filthy condition.
Dec 1st, left Huy at 9 am this morning for Vielsalm. The road wound in and out and up and
down and around big hills all the way. At one time we were at such a high altitude that we ran right
through some clouds and we nearly froze to death. Arrived in Vielsam ate in the afternoon and got
good billets. Feather beds for all of our staff. It is just a small village. We are just five miles from
the German frontier now. One of our cars with Rider, the photographer went into Germany a piece
this afternoon.
Dec 3, 1918 Vielsalm (Post Cardxcviii)
Dec 7th, Left Veilselm at 8 am this morning and crossed the German Frontier at 8:45 am. Quite
a difference in the people. No flags or cheering here. The people stand inside behind their window
curtains and gaze sullenly at us. The children in some towns come out and cheered us and begged
chocolate and cigarettes. Arrived in
Schleiden and fair enough town. Apperly,
an old chum of mine and I managed to get
a first class bedroom in the main hotel in
town. By writing two officers names, who
we knew were on leave, on the door and
keeping the door locked all the time no
one got wise to our little home. We have
a good place for the office. The owner is a
minister and is anxious to learn us to
X
speak German. It seems easy as so many
Schleiden
Germany
–
X
is
where
Charles
was
staying
words are so like ours.
Dec 9th, the QPM called a parade of all
men on Corps HQ for 5 pm this afternoon. When we all were there, he told us that one of the boys
had held up a civilian and relieved him of 3000 marks and if he was there, he had better keep out of
sight. He then took the civilian along the line to recognize the one who held him up but nothing
doing, he wasn‟t here.
Dec 11th, left Schleiden at 8 am this morning and moved to Bonn on the Rhine. We have
reached our goal at last. It is a lovely city. Fine large buildings and lovely parks in different parts
of the city. Every one has a good billet and every convenience. Girls come every day to scrub out
our rooms and keep the place spotlessly clean. We ride wherever we like on the street cars and get
on and off as we please.
Dec 16th, the boss, Sheldon Williams got so fed up with Douglas, the WRO that he asked him to
attach him to the 8th LBD Battalion for special work so we moved up to Porz, on the other side of
the Rhine and about 8 kilometers out of Calogne. Good billets in the Kolner Hof.
Dec 17th, took a trip into Cologne today. It is a pretty fine town. Went through the big
cathedral and it‟s a lovely place. The city is just as crowded and full of like as London. Windows
are all dressed up well but not overstocked with food stuff. If one has a few bars of chocolate, he
can demand any thing or price for it. Soap, fats and bully beef sell at high prices too. We came
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here to make them pay so we are doing our best. The black bread is terrible. Given one dysentery
if just one slice of it. The men will give you anything for a package of good sweet biscuits.
Dec 19th, went to Cologne again. Visited a wax work show. Fairly made one creep to see some
of the things. Men and women with wounds, moving their chest and arms and turning their heads to
watch you as you passed. They were so real that you hardly knew which was which. All these
places are free, so we just stroll in anyhow and they feel too windy to ask for any admission fee.
This Rhine and Mosel wine is certainly all it‟s said to be. Almost the same as champagne and one
has to be very careful or his talking of his relatives. It is far cheaper than the French _____ and the
too are not to be compared. The officers have commandeered all the Schnappers and Rhum as
usual, and now they are picking out the best cafes and putting up their signs “Officers Only”. Poor
things, they will have a terrible come down when back to civilians they go.
Dec 21st, the English military authorities have placed Cologne out of bounds to Canadian troops
and fondly (?) imagine we shall stay out. They have pickets on both bridges where the trams run
but we go in by way of the railway bridge over the Hohenzollenbruck. Once in, no one trouble you
for a pass.
Dec 24th, Jimmy Ryder came up from Bonn to take us back for tomorrow. I was into one of the
munition factures yesterday and got some pistols and a quantity of flares. Williams is going to take
some home. Shot them into the air as we went speeding along the road. One dropped on a pile of
grass in a yard so we quit for awhile and moved some. Arrived in Bonn and back to my old billet.
Found Wright back from Arres so we put in Xmas Eve in the Kieser & Wiener Café. Splendid
orchestra and nice evening all around.
Dec 25th, Xmas Day.
Had a very nice day fit. A fair dinner put up but no turkey or geese. Plenty of mutton,
vegetables and pudding. Our turkeys were side tracked by some feather brained Englishman and set
to Paris and when we located them there, they refused to take the responsibility to send them on.
Dec 26th, back to Porz again. Hunted around for a new billet and after trying a few houses,
located a swell billet and the people as friendly as can be. Taking a chum along for company in the
house.
Dec 28th, went up to Cologne again. Run across a swell bath house. Kiaser Wilhem Baths.
Individual tub baths, shower or swimming pool or Turkish bath. Had a shower and put in the
afternoon swimming. The water in the pool is as clear as crystal and almost lukewarm.
Dec 30th pass to Kohnxcix
Jan 6, 1919 Bonn & Rhine (Post Cardc)
Jan 14, 1919 Germany (Post Card ci)
Jan 15, 1919 Bonn & Rhine (Letter cii)
Feb 4, 1919 Andenne, Belgium (Letter ciii)
Feb 6, 1919 Andenne, Belgium (Post Cardciv)
Feb 7, 1919 Brussels (Post Cardcv)
Feb 8, 1919 Tournai (Post Card cvi
Feb 9, 1919 Calais (Post Cardcvii)
Feb 10, 1919 London (Post Cardcviii)
Feb 19, 1919 Durham (Post Card cix)
March 9, 1919 Bramshmount Camp (Post Cardcx)
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Lieut Leo Warde

i

ii

Birtle, Man
April 25, 1916
My Dear Charlie,
I am sending this little piece of inspiration for you and please send me a receipt in return. I hope this will help you feel
better. The Col says see that you are a pretty good chap you might be able to fine some use for it (no (doubt) “eh”.
I went up to Happyland Man afternoon and your fellows had gone to your lecture.
Hop right to it you fellow and show that we have the good at Birtle for we are all pulling for you boys and we feel sure
you all have the stuff in you to make good.
Our little bunch is looking small today 4 at class and 6 seeding.
Give my regards to the boys and Mrs Warde sends her best wishes for your success.
From your friend and Comm,
Lieut Leo Warde
iii

Birtle, Man
May 10, 1916
My Dear Charlie,
I received your letter and receipt. ____ and very glad that you boys are doing so well and having a good time in the
bargain. I guess you find the work very interesting and instructive. I do hope you boys get along alright and I heard
from the inside that you all were trying hard and were good steady men, so I guess things are alright with you fellows.
Percy Wilkinson and Joe B___ went to Portage on Monday night. I am trying to get the 2 Jordons in the machine gun
section. I am putting Ledbetter through the signals and Sam Green through the ambulance work so with everything
going on we will have a little army all our own.
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Charlie I am taking the liberty of forwarding 4 tickets for the dance and draw and hope this acceptable to you boys you
can send the change when ever you fellows feel flush.
If you boys are not down for the dance. I expect to go the Peg . for the 20th and will try and se you all then.
Wish you all good fortune.
Yours truly,
Lieut Leo Warde
iv

Foxwarren, Man
May 21st, 1916
Dear Charlie,
Well how are you? Thanks every so much for the bracelets. They are just lovely, and we were so pleased to get your
post cards, I am going to write every Sunday to you if nothing prevents me we have Sunday school in our Church now.
Uncle Tom‟s Maggie & her sister and us went down to Aunty Minnie‟s yesterday and today Saddy and us went out to
Granddads and we had only been out a few minutes when Franklin brought Uncle Tom, Aunt Minnie, Willie, Mrs
Powel and Alfred came too. Before we started for Birlte one of the car wheels was down so we fixed it and when we
got just round the first corner you turn to go to Birtle it burst again. So we all got out and fixed it again, it was great
fun. It is raining tonight we were at Grandma‟s when it started and Aunty Minnie and Uncle Tom we all came home in
a hurry. We had our dog with us. I must go to bed now good night.
From Nora C. XXXX
Daddy will write soon to.
v

Camp Hughes, Man
Aug 9, 1916
Dear Mother,
Jus a few lines to let you know we are still here. Not for very ong I hope as we all expect to get off on harvest leave
soon.
I am having a fine time. Not working at all. I have a little Poison I‟ve spot about an inch square on my arm so just lay
in my tent and sleep. There are lots of the boys getting it from the bushes around here. It is just a little itchy, but they
say that if you seat it will spread so I guess there is no chance of it spreading on me as I am not out of bed yet. It‟s fine
to lay in bed till 8:30 and sleep . I am going to try and make it las as long as I can so that I will have a fine rest before
coming out on harvest leave. Geo Haney has it on his neck and he is sleeping to. Alf Pawell is off up to the dentist this
morning to see about his teeth again. Lloyd Whitworth & Harold Jordon are in their tent snoozing. They were
inoculated yesterday morning and so was I. It don‟t hurt or bother us at all this time but we take the two days rest all the
same.
The rest of the boys are all away on a route march going __ somewhere. It looks a lot like rain just now. We had quite
a wind and sand storm again last night. I was up town about half past eight when it started and it sure made things
move for awhile. We doubled all the way home but there was not rain there. Frank was up on Monday. There were a
lot of visitors up on account of it being Avio Holiday in Winnipeg. If Dad hasn‟t sent that form back yet, you might tell
him to hurry it along as it has to be here four days ahead so as to get my transportation free. Your loving son,
Charlie C
PS Percy Wilkinson is going to fix his form up like mine so it will be all right. All hs wants is the pass so Ill affix
Dad‟s name to it for him.
vi

Camp Hughes, Man
Aug 16, 1916
Dear Mother,
Just a few lines to say I will be home on Friday sure and if you have time, just take and press up my clothes a bit.
There are about 20 of the boys coming up together.
Your loving son
Charlie
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viii

Camp Hughes, Manitoba
Oct 7, 1916
Dear Mother,
Am enclosing a money order for $30.00 and keeping another $27 for myself here as I expect we will get farewell leav
this coming week. We had our final inspection this morning by General Hughes and Staff. They also inspected the
office and were highly satisfied with everything. They never said anything as to what the outcome of this morning
inspection would be as they tell that in a couple of days after the job. The 203rd are warned for the 19th Oct and we are
warned to leave with them. So we expect to get our date of departure soon. I am just waiting till I find out for sure
whether we are going before I assign the pay. We spent the night of the 5 in the trenches and I sure had a fine time. I
took my stretcher
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Brigadier Major General John Hughes

ix

Pier 2
Canadians are familiar with the immigration sheds of Pier 21, where so many families started their lives in Canada. Pier
21 opened for business in the 1920's. More than a million new Canadians passed through its halls.
But Pier 2 welcomed more than twice as many immigrants-- 2.7 million-- from its informal beginnings on Cunard
Shipping Company lands in the 1860's. A grand expansion was finished in 1915.
Pier 2 took a heavy beating in the Explosion, but its new concrete walls withstood the blow well enough to continue
handling immigration and military traffic for another ten years.
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SS Lapland

x
xi

Tache, Ont
Oct 26th, 1916
Dear Mother,
We are about 175 miles from Fort William now. 10 after 9. We didn‟t leave Camp till 8 o‟clock last night. Just
finished Breakfast now. They sure put up a good meal on the train, sausages, coffee, porridge, potatoes, bread & butter
and we have all kinds of cake. We are to arrive in Halifax about 2 am Sunday morning. There is sure some fine
scenery down here, lakes, hills of solid stone and pine trees all over. It‟s to rough to write very well. Hope this finds
every one well.
Best regards to all,
Your loving son – Charlie
xii

Moncton, NB
Oct 29, 1916
Dear Mother,
Am having a peach of a time. We are still on the train and am having some ride. We are on the Government Railway
now and it is sure some line. We go from one station to another and wait half an hour for orders at each little station we
pass. There sure has been some great scenery today. Coming along the south side of the St. Lawrence we saw fine
scenery. I wouldn‟t of missed this trip for anything. We stopped at Campbellton this afternoon for two hours. We met
the other train and the whole Battalion went for a march. Then we brought the first train load back to the station and
went on another march to let them get on ahead. It is right on the shore and we went away up to the highest part of the
town and all around. There are 32 men __ waiting to transport us over so I expect there is to be an awful crowd of us
going over together. The best sights will be when we hit Halifax tomorrow morning. We passed a trainload of return
soldiers today and what we saw of them was mighty little wounds. We should worry though. We are all as happy as
kings and having sometime. There is sure a difference in the climate down here. I feel a hundred percent livelier. Of
course they are feeding us like kings and all we do is to take a little walk each day and then back to our cars and
cheering and welcoming the people. We last 8 hours getting to Montreal and by the time we get to Halifax it will be 2
days. That will give your some idea of how we are going. We wait for every little freight train on the line. They don‟t
was us to entrain till Wednesday anyway so we are in no hurry. I don‟t know on what boat we are going on but will try
and let you know when we hit England. Well, let me know how everyone is and how everything is going as soon as
possible. So long till my next card come. Best Regards to Daddy, Willie and to rest of Birtle.
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Your affectionate son,
Charlie
xiii

xiv

xv

Moncton, NB
Dear Uncle
We are just out of Moncton and expect to have another big welcome there. We had a peach of a time at Campbellton
this afternoon. Was there for 2 hours and all over on a march. I expect it will be noon on Monday before we get to
Halifax.
Best Regards to Mother and Dad,
Charlie C
Empress of Britain

xvi
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SS Caronia

xvii

xviii

Halifax NS
Nov 3, 1916
Dear Mother,
Well, we are now in Barracks here. We have a dandy building right on the sea here. We are right where all the troops
leave Canada and since I have been here I have seen five big liners come in, get on four and five battalions and sail out
into the harbor to await the time when they are all ready to await the time when they are all ready for England. The
184th and 209th which left Camp Hughes three weeks before us only got here yesterday and they are out in the bay now
on their boat. They let us go uptown for the first time to night since arriving. We have been fastened in like prisoners
of war on account of so much secrecy about the troop‟s ship and cruisers at our pier. Seen a captured German boat
come in this morning and she took on the 196 th and 146th and sailed out again this afternoon. They don‟t waste anytime
at the pier. We don‟t know when or how we are going and don‟t care. We have a better barracks than any in Winnipeg,
so don‟t care if we stay all winter. I don‟t expect through that we will be here any more than four or five days. I have
not done a thing since getting her expect to lay in my bed and clean my harness and eat and sleep. They drill the boys
right in the place here. It is some fine place. It will hold ten battalions and there is just ours upstairs here and we have
two big electric lit drill halls fully 300 yards long and 50 yards wide and the whole place is made of concrete, even the
roof is solid concrete. She loads two large liners with troops at the same time, one on each side. We see all of them
getting loaded and when ever there is one or two getting loaded the keep us locked in until they get away so that we will
not tell anyone about what‟s going on. I wouldn‟t of missed this adventure for anything. I‟ve learned more since
joining the army than I would have seen or learned in 500 years in Birtle or if I had stayed in the Bank. The retuned
soldiers tell us that we will be all sent home in six months so we should worry. It is now 10:10 and I have to make my
bed so farewell and my Best Regards to every one.
Your affectionate son,
Charlie
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SS Laurentic

xix

SS Olympic

xx

xxi

Halifax, NS
Nov 6, 1916
My Dear Dad,
We have got three far and that seems to be about as far as we are going. The 22nd are to stay in St. Johns so it looks as
though we are here for the winter. Of course we could be in England before anyone found out we are gone as if no one
gets a letter from me once in three or four days, you may think we are gone.
I have seen the Olympic and it is a whopper of a boat. It can outrun any submarines and only takes three days & some
hours to reach England from here so if we go on here it will be a short trip and we will all feel better for it.
Hewitt and I went to Dartmouth Saturday. It is just across the harbor and the ferries are running back and forth all the
time. It‟s a far cleaner lake than Halifax although far quieter. On Sunday we went away over into the Residential part
of the city and it is a fine place there. Fine parks and public gardens with wild fowl and the grass as green as in mid
summer. I only hope, though that we don‟t have to stay here for the winder. It is to slow a place for four battalions of
men.
There are the 226th and 246th and two artillery corps here and there is getting to be lots of revivalism, but I think our
boys can more than hold their own and they have made a good start. Had a field day on Saturday and we came out on
top. There is a piece in the paper about us this morning and I am going to try and get a clipping and send it up.
We are getting permanent passes given to us now and they let us out fro 6:30 till 1:30 every day we are not on any
special duty so that means that we in the orderly room have every night out. We can go out and have a good supper.
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One good meal a day will keep us feeling fine and fit for the voyage. I‟ll be seasick, I know but am not going to worry
any over it. Well good by for now, Write soon and tell the rest of the folks to write,
Your loving Son,
Charlie

Victor Christian William CAVENDISH (Governor General of Canada)

xxii

xxiii

Pier No 2, Halifax NS
Nov 10, 1916
Dear Mother,
I received your two letters. One yesterday and one this morning. I am glad to hear that you are having fine weather in
Manitoba. The weather here is fine. We haven‟t had a storm of any account since we left Camp Hughes. We are
beginning to get tired of Halifax and are wishing that they would move us to England where we would get settled in a
permanent place for at least four months. Where we are now we never know what to do as we expect to get word to
embark any old time and cannot lay any plans about anything. We thought the other day that our time was coming but
as it is we are still here and not the slightest idea of when we are going. Some of the boys think we are here for the
winter. I believe though that we will get away before another couple of weeks are over and we will all be a glad bunch
when word comes to embark. I am anxious to get on one of these big ships that are coming in here and taking other
battalions out and leaving us sitting here on the pier to see them sail off. Since coming here we have seen 22 battalions
go to England mind you. That means nearly twenty-five thousand men and we are left here in agony. There is certainly
an awful big movement of troops going on this fall and when you are right were you see them all embarking it opens
your eyes to the fact that it is a mightier war than we ever though when we where away off in Manitoba.
It makes one feel sorry for the poor fools that are afraid to enlist and come along and do their little bit as the saying is.
They are missing one of the finest things that they ever will be able to see and I would not have missed this trip for
anything and Joe Beirness may well be sorry that he is not along, but Joe couldn‟t help getting turned down and I was
wishing that I had been rejected when we were leaving, but I have changed my mind a whole lot since then. We have
seen all kinds of returned soldiers get off the boats and some with arms and legs off and artificial limbs in their place
that if one did not know they had them they would think that they were just the same as they were when they left
Canada for the front. They certainly fix the boys up fine before they send them home and I guess that is why they are so
long in getting back to Canada after they are wounded.
Now that Hughes has got in for president of the States it may make the war come to an end a little sooner is the feeling
here. He won‟t take so much as Wilson did and that will help to put a finish to her although I hope we get to England
before they stop.
That is a trip that I don‟t want to miss now that we have go as far as Halifax and I guess that we will get there alright.
The 222nd are at St John NB. When they put them into barracks there and us here it does look as though they had settled
us for the winter.
The people here have taking a great liking to us and they are giving concerts and entertainments nearly every night.
They gave one in the Barracks on Monday night. One in the St Mathews Cathedral Tuesday night. A dance in the
Citadel Wednesday and there is a concert on tonight in the Armories. They see the contrast between our boys and the
boys in the local battalion which are nearly all toughs. Our boys soon showed the boys of the 246 th were to get off at
when they started a little rough work in Water St. They layed a couple of our boys out and then the boys here started a
gang and were going to clean them up and that soon stopped that kind of business. We seem to take all honors were
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ever we land. It seems to be on account of most of the boys coming from their home towns where they must of led
better lives than these city battalions as we sure beat them all when we were at Camp Hughes and got a good word all
along the line on our way down here.
Well Mother, I don‟t want to keep you from getting on the supper as this will reach you nera supper time so remember
me to the folks and tell them all to write. It sure makes one happy to get word from home when we are so far away.
Your affectionate son in Khaki,
Charlie Copeland
xxiv

Pier No 2, Halifax, NS
Nov 12, 1916
Dear Mother,
I received your loving letter this morning and I see you have begun to have winter. I don‟t thing they have any winter in
this part of the country so I don‟t expect to see any more winter until next November. The weather here is fine and the
sun is as hot today as it is in mid summer. Hewitt and I were across to Dartmouth again today and took a walk away out
into the courty about four miles. The scenery here is fine and the grass is as green as can be. Percy Wilkinson and tree
or four chums of his that he just found on the cruiser that brought the duke over were over to. Percy found his chums
last night and has been all over of his on the same boat (Calgarian). The officer in charge of it is the man that captured
Dr Crippen. He was also on the Empress of Ireland when it sank. His name is Robert G. Corbet. At present there are
three auxiliary cruisers in the harbor and a destroyer so you see I am seeing all kinds of this these days. Went down on
one of the piers this afternoon and caught some star fish. They are as thick as can be around the pillars. We are
expecting to get out some time this week so will be nearly over by the time this gets to Birtle if all goes well. I thought
in my last letter that our time had come but we are still here and this is just another rumor that is going its rounds.
I forgot to say in my other letters that I got one of the parcels. I got the one at Portage from Mr. Warde when we were
away down on Ontario next morning. I was sound asleep when we passed through Portage and when we go to
Winnipeg. The boys tried to get me up when we got to Winnipeg as there was some people to see me there and I didn‟t
know them but Ed Taylor said it was Mrs. Harry Johnson. I was so tired that I couldn‟t get up and when I did they had
beat it so I never seen them. If they left any parcels for me I guess some other body got them as I never saw them. It
was such a crowd that the people had to pass the parcels from one to another to get them on the train. We had quite a
time as it was to get all the stuff eaten before we reached Halifax and had to stuff ourselves so as not to throw it away.
I was glad that the boys didn‟t forget Pete Sutcliffes windows and if I had been home he wouldn‟t have had a square
inch of glass left in any of his windows if I had had to sit on the roof of Jack Roseboroughs place all night waiting for
the old Jew to go home.
This is the 3rd letter and I have sent two or three cards since coming here and surely some of them have reached you by
now.
I am glad that Willie Cottingham has joined as he will now be able to see how his Father has held him back and it will
do him to get out and see a little of the world. Viv Wallis was telling me that Willie went to Winnipeg and that was the
first time that he had been on the train but he is mistaken for he once went to Solsgirth and walked home with some
repairs. He will have to watch himself if he goes in with a strange bunch of men. He would have been wise to enlist
when I did and then he would have had lots of friends from his home town along with him.
The officer in charge of the cruiser that brought the duke over invited our boys all over to roam around the ship and see
what it was like between the hours of 2pm and 3:30 this afternoon. It is certainly a fine boat and guns on the front and
rear.
Well, I think that I have told you all the news up to date and will write as soon as I get in another supply.
Kind regards to all.
Your affectionate son in Khaki,
Charles
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Mauretania

xxv

{Built for Cunard by Swan, Hunter & Wigham Richardson, Mauretania, along with the Lusitania, were designed to
Admiralty specifications for quick conversion to armed merchant cruisers in the event of war.
Launched on 20 September, 1906, Mauretania sailed to New York on her maiden voyage on 16 November, 1907.
Vied with Lusitania for the Hales Trophy (Blue Riband), an award presented to the ship making the fastest crossings on
the Atlantic. By 1909 Mauretania had proven to be the faster of the two vessels, and held the Blue Riband for the next
twenty years, until 1929.
With the outbreak of World War I, the vessel was recalled to Liverpool for conversion to armed merchant cruiser.
However, on 11 August, the Government released Mauretania and Lusitania from their duties.
With a much diminished demand for crossings, Mauretania was laid up at Liverpool. Following the sinking of Lusitania
in 1915, the vessel was to be put back into service, but before this happened the Government requisioned her for
trooping duties in the Gallipoli campaign. In late August the vessel was converted to a Hospital ship, making several
trips to and from Gallipoli before becoming a transport for Canadian troops. The vessel made two transport crossings
before being laid up in November 1916.
In March 1918 Mauretania was used to carry American troops until the Armistice. Following the cessation of hostilities
Maury was used to repatriate American and Canadian troops.
On 21 September, 1919, Maury made her first commercial crossing following the war.
In 1921, owing to a fire damaging a portion of the first cabin, it was decided to send the ship back to the builder's for a
refit, as well as conversion to oil burning. The refit took until March, 1922, when Maury returned to service.
The oil conversion worked well for the ship, which now boasted an increased top speed of 26 knots.
During 1929 new German threats, as well as age, were beginning to signal the doom of the Mauretania. The Bremen
managed to take the Blue Riband away, albeit by a small margin.
The merger of Cunard and White Star in the early 30s meant the fleet had to be reduced. Mauretania was switched to
cruising and painted in an all white scheme. Following this she was laid up at Southampton, right by Olympic, which
was also laid up. On 3 April, 1935 she was purchased by Metal Industries Ltd. of Glasgow for scrapping.}
xxvi

Halifax, NS
Nov 15, 1916
Dear Mother,
I am sending along one of our programs of our concert last night. It is a fine play and if you ever get the chance to see
it, you want to go. Last night was the first time we were out of barracks since Sunday when the Olympic came in. The
222nd are away on it and we are expecting to follow this week on the Mauretania. We would have been away before
now only she was seven days late so our sailing was cancelled. We have certainly put in a good time in Halifax and the
people have been fine in their treatment to us so we gave them a concert last night in return. When you write next time,
will you give me Jack Waltons address so we can try and look him up. You can tell Mrs. P Wilkinson that Percy will be
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on his way over when this reaches Birtle and also tell or pass the word along. They don‟t know yet although they have
an idea we are going soon. We only found out last night and I can‟t tell them or it would get around and that wouldn‟t
do well. I think I have told all I can for this time so will have to say “Farewell” till my next letter reaches you.
Remember me to Birtle.
Your Loving Son
Charlie
PS We heard yesterday that we were all drowned in mid ocean, we heard that from Portage La Prarie, some people like
to sen rumors around the country. CSC
PSS Am enclosing an order for $20 to you. I have $27 odd in packet and $21.10 coming to me yet, I‟ll get it as soon as
we land for our weeks leave. Let me know how my account stands will you. I am sending a home made cheque
payable to you and your can fill in the amount of my wad and put all my money to your own credit. Your son – Charles
xxvii

Halifax, NS
Nov 18, 1916
Dear Mother,
Got your letter and box of candy today. The candy didn‟t lay around very long. I got Bill‟s card to. I hadn‟t got a letter
for days and began to think you were writing to England but was sure glad to get a letter just before we go. We go on
the morning of Tuesday. We are all well and you may be sure that this here chicken will take care of his own little self.
That‟s the only thing I hate about Halifax and that is the girls. It doesn‟t take long to find out these things and people
who took an interest in us soon put us wise. We will be in the mid Atlantic when this gets to you. It just takes days to
go so will not have much time to get seasick and peuk all over the bed. I‟ll bet there will be some fun the second day
out. I‟d sure like to be home for a couple of days and have a skate down to Haines Bridge. This is more interesting
though. Did you get the 20 I sent the other day? Well ____ Charlie

George's Island Lighthouse-Halifax Harbour
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xxix

Pier No 2, Halifax NS
Nov 22, 1916
Still here Mother and likely to be for some time to come. We are not going now as we expected but have to stay here on
account of to much sickness.
About 20 of the boys are in the hospital suspected of having diphtheria and as long as it is going we can‟t get a
clearance so will have to stay. The boys are taking it in good heart although 9 out of 10 haven‟t any cash and that is
where I am lucky and am going to hang on to it. I wouldn‟t mind if you would send along a little box by parcel post.
The bread they give us here is too heaving and we have to spend our money buying meals. They told the boys today
that we would be here another week or ten days but the boys won‟t believe it and expect to have Xmas dinner on pier 2.
The people of Halifax sent a petition in to keep us here for the winter. If it works out and the boys have to stay here
there will be some __. If that‟s the way they are going to show their patriotism, they won‟t get much of my cash if I can
help it.
The weather is getting colder and freezing at nights. The only thing is that we are too warm inside at nights and we find
it not near so healthy as at Camp where we were always under canvases. I‟ve only had a headache since coming here
and since the diphtheria started a couple of weeks ago. I‟ve been mighty careful and leave the water alone. The Birtle
boys are all well. G Haney was sick a couple of days but there‟s nothing wrong with him now as he went out on a route
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march today for 7 ½ miles. The boys were all wishing tonight that they would give them more marches and then they
would be healthier. I‟m going to try and go out on the next as we have nothing to do now. Got everything ready for
this week and here we are. Well, mother, I‟ve got to write a few more so will you tell the folks at Foxwarren to write. I
wrote to Harry, Percy, Tommie and Charlie and Nora is the only one who wrote back. Kindest Regards to Dad and
Willie.
Your loving son
Charlie S C
PS I saw the moving picture “The Battle of Lomme”. It is sure some picture and certainly shows war in it true light.
You want to be sure and see it.
PS Did you get the letter I wrote on Sunday 20th and the program I sent?
PSS Did you get the 20 buck. I‟m not worrying over it only would like to know how I stand. I was also thinking it
might be a good place for Dad to write and tell the Great West that I now belong to King George and am off to fight for
him. Charlie S C.
xxx

James John Carr, brother of Marie Edith Carr (mother)

xxxi

Halifax NS
Nov 29, 1916
Dear Mother,
I received your letter tonight and am glad to say that we are still in good heath and hope this finds you all the same. The
diphtheria is still breaking out but I think that after today there will be a check in it. We were all inoculated again and
that will kill the germs in our systems. We got it the left arm this time and my arm is kind of numb tonight but that is a
sign that it is working and I can still pound this old machine so I‟ll pass.
Charlie Cooley got it twice today on the right arm as there was a rash breaking out so they gave him a double dose. I
don‟t see how a double dose would do the rash any good or not but in the army they would give you a No 9 pill if your
big toe showed any signs of aching so maybe they had to keep up the looks and gave him a double inoculation to cover
the rash. Did you get my last letter that I sent on Saturday. If you din‟t why I can let you know in this one again about
the 242nd, so if Uncle John was still in it he will be in England by now so you can let Grandma know.
I have written to Ray and hope he gets the letter OK. I am going to give Frank his address as well as he would like to
write to Ray as well.
It is a might welcome thing is a letter and it is now that one likes to get them when we are so far away. Mr Warde
thinks I am a pretty lucky boy to get so many letters regularly; he hasn‟t had one for a week. There isn‟t a boy in the
Battalion that hasn‟t a good word for him and he is the best like officer in the whole lot. It is certainly funny how they
all take to him so. Well, Mother, I haven‟t got much news as I never get time in between letters to get very much but its
better to write regular and have letters coming nearly every day so will write again in a day or so.
Your loving son,
Give Willie Howard‟s address so that he can write to him. He is making ammunition and Stan is in England in
Overpool Camp.
H. Duncan
I59 Russell Ave
St Catherines, Ont
xxxii

Halifax NS
Nov 30, 1916
Dear Bill,
Well, and how goes the shooting and the trapping. They say that you are getting lots of snow this winter. As yet, it is
summer here and all we get is an occasional shower. It seems funny not to see any snow at this time of the year.
It looks as though 1917 will be here before we get away now as there is too much sickness just now. They applied the
“Schick Test” to us on the left arm. If after three days your arm gets red around where they injected the needle, you are
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subject to diphtheria and they then give you another inoculation of 200 germs of ani-toxin right in the middle of your
back. It is only natural that I should get it and I have been feeling sort of tired and not well for the last four days so the
doctor said I had had a slight attack and this inoculation has just come in time to save me from being a sick boy. I have
to get my dose tomorrow so that will mean another couple of days rest.
Things are pretty slow here now and I haven‟t been near the office for the last three days. We just lay in our bunks and
read, eat and sleep. I went up town tonight for the first time since last Thursday. I was only out for a half an hour to get
this paper so you see how much I care about Halifax. It wouldn‟t bother me if I never see the place again as I am just
fed up with it. The streets are all darkened at night and it is certainly a dismal place at night. The street lights are still
on the streets but since the submarine scare they have not been lit and a stranger to the place would soon get lost at
night.
Charlie Cooley went up to the Hospital today for a few days. If you go sick to the MD and have a sore throat or prairie
itch or anything like that, that he can‟t treat your for, he just packs you off to the Hospital for three or four days.
Charlie‟s arms all broke out so he went up today.
We have four or five going to the Hospital every morning and another four or five coming back. I‟m going to parade
sick next Monday morning and see if he won‟t send me up. This prairie itch is still coming out on me, so I may as well
get sent to the Hospital and get a softer bed and lit them stop the itch. They give you a little better food to, so I‟d like
that.
How is the rink this winter? Let me know who all is curling and also how is the skiing going. I would just like to get
off for Xmas week and come out west and go skiing and skating again. Last Sunday we went away out of the harbor on
the Duty Boat and stopped at an Island for an hour and we saw a pond there where they were skating and by jinks but it
made us think of home. I guess we won‟t see any skating until next fall though so it‟s a case of let her rip.
Well, I believe I‟ve got in all the news of the day Bill so remember me to Dad and Mamma and tell the folks at
Foxwarren to drop me a line now and again.
Your Brother,
Charlie
xxxiii

Dec 6, 1916
Dear Mother,
Well I got the eats alright. Believe me that turkey soon disappeared. We just unpacked it at noon and started right in
on it and packed it away between the four of us. The tarts I have been having them for my supper and we had the short
bread when we had the turkey dinner. The candies arrived on the same mail (Monday Morn). Then to keep up our
good dinners, the two corporals each got a box so we have been eating all our meals inside instead of going to a
restaurant. I still have enough tarts left for a couple of meals although the fudge is all gone. I hope they hurry the
parcel from Foxwarren as I don‟t think we will be here much longer now. I don‟t think it would be safe to send another
large hamper, but the fudge will keep and they could send it after us. They gave us such a dose of anti toxin in the back
last time that I don‟t think we will be troubled with diphtheria or any other fever the rest of our lives. I was feeling a bit
tough last week but am alright again and am going out for a long walk every day. I believe that staying in so much
makes you have that tired feeling so the MD told me to get out more and get fresh air into my lungs.
The MD has at last got started towards pushing the Red Cross work and we started yesterday afternoon and will
continue every day from now on. I‟ll work in the office in the morning and take in the first aid in the afternoon. They
wanted me to join the signalers and I would of; only they have started this now and I believe I‟ll be safer in this than the
other so am going to stick to it.
Sam Green took me up to visit Miss McCurdy at her brothers place here. They have a nice little house and he is night
editor of the “Echo”. Miss McCurdy is teaching school here now. We had a lunch before coming away so that helped to
pass off one night. We either go to a show or up to the YMCA and play billiards all night to pass away the time.
In your last letter you said Uncle John was in Montreal. The 242 nd went on our boat so I should think he would be away
by now unless he is staying with a draft.
When we come out of the show last night, it was just pouring down rain. The first heavy rain I‟ve seen since we were at
Camp Hughes. It will do the streets good as they are all up and down hill so they would get a good wash.
We had a fine big fire here on Sunday night. A large wharf and warehouse with an office building burnt down. It was
blazing away from 8:00 until after midnight and the flames were sure shooting up into the sky. Just when there are
keeping everything so dark from this last “sub scare”, they have a whale of a fire right at the waters edge to show up the
place for miles around. They think it was set on fire by a woman who was seen beating it away just as it was seen to
flare up and the explosion went off.
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Well, this sheet is nearly finished and I must beat it to dinner so will have to close up for today. I got one letter
addressed to England but they had stopped it here and sent it to Pier 2.
With love to all.
Your loving son,
Charlie
xxxiv

Halifax NS
Dec 12, 1916
Dear Mother,
Just a few lines before we go. I am writing this at the YMCA as I don‟t expect to get out of barracks after tonight.
They paid us again and gave us a half holiday this afternoon. We are to have a muster parade at 10:00 tomorrow
morning and expect to be confined to barracks then. We will go on board the Olympic on Thursday and leave Friday
night or Saturday morning. Will be in mid Atlantic when this gets to Birtle. Did you send a parcel to Charlie Cooley
with a cake and little parties in it. There is one here which came this morning and we will have to eat it as they won‟t
let them have anything like that at the Hospital. He will be left behind although there are eleven coming out in the
morning and Alf and he may be with them. I seen the doctor this morning ad as soon as he seen me he said I would
have to be left behind as prairie itch is infectious. I‟m not sick at all only it is just like it was when I was home in the
fall and it itches so when I go to bed at night. He didn‟t was to lose me so I have to change my under wear every day
and boil them. Not much of a job eh. One thing is certain and that is that when we get over I am going to parade sick as
soon as our leave expires and get sent to the Hospital until I get cured of it and will be able to have a little better food
and bed. You wouldn‟t think it but it takes from three to five weeks to cure it and it will take the full five for me so I
should worry. Don‟t send anything like bread, buns or cookies when we get over as by the time we get it; it is hard and
getting sour and we hate to have to throw it away so if you would just send us a little fudge now and again it will go
much better and we always see that none of it is wasted.
We are having great weather today. It‟s not raining but the clouds have just opened up and the whole sky is coming
down. I‟ve seen some rain storms but it has been raining barrel fulls since morning and the streets are small rivers. I
suppose you have snow by now and surely the weather has changed. It would be fine if you had warm weather all
winter and then the stock would be fine and easy to look after.
Willie said you were sending Charley and I a Christmas cake. I hope it reaches us before Thursday or else it will have
to be forwarded.
There is some talk about a new division being made up for the east and we stand a good chance of getting in on it. It
would be fine if we did and we would stay as a unit and go away to see the Egyptian. If not, I am going to try and get
into the artillery with Percy Wilkinson.
Well Mother, I think I have got in all the news etc.
Give my love to all and a Merry Xmas & Happy Prosperous New Year.
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
PS I am enclosing my permanent pass as another souvenir to my collection. Charlie
xxxv

Some Where on our Way
Dec 20, 1916
Dear Mother
Well, mother we are still in Canada and having a peach of a time and the food now is fine. If we could get it like we are
now why there wouldn‟t be any kick coming. The only thing that is catching us is the damper atmosphere and we all
are getting little colds in the head. Then, being used to sleeping in hard even bunks all summer and to get into
hammocks gives you a kink in your back when you get up in the morning. Walter Jordon got a large parcel just at
supper time tonight. And opened it and we had Xmas cake, fudge, mints and smokies for our last course. We have all
Birtle boys at our table and when ever a parcel of eats we pass it around and live fine. If some of the young fellows at
home could just have a weeks time with us they wouldn‟t be so slow in coming along and getting into this big game.
Some of the boys have violins and others have accordions etc and after supper the show begins. We are as happy and
have not thoughts of anything else but of putting in a good time.
I often wander at Henry Dary staying away up at the ____ there working like a slave for the good old UB C without
holidays when he could be having the time of his life here.
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I have had two friends of min say they were sending me fudge for Xmas so I expect to get a surprise some of these days
and get a few parcels by the mail. I don‟t care about the cake as long as I can get lots of homemade fudge as it seems to
go much better. I seem to have lost the taste for fancy pastry and cake and would not worry if I never got anymore.
When we were in the city I got so much that I don‟t care for it now. Well, Mother, I hope this finds you all as well as I
am now and that your Xmas tree is a success as usual. Remember me to the folks and tell them to drop me a line.
With Love from your Son in Khaki,
Charlie
xxxvi

Bramshott Camp
Feb 4, 1917
Dear Mother,
Another week run off the reel. Gee but the time is certainly going a some rate just now. No sooner get up and you are
going to bed again. By the time this gets to good old Birtle it will be getting warmer over here. It hasn‟t been so bad
this week but the two weeks before were pretty chilly. Froze most of the water pipes and a few nozes‟s as well.
As there were five cases of mumps this morning it still looks as though we will be here in quarantine until after the war
and maybe six months after the war so that we can put in the full termination of our service. It certainly seems funny
that they can‟t get any check on these diseases.
The boys are taking it fine. Have had very few crimes since we got here. I have been over town nearly every night and
as soon as I get this finished I am going over to buy some goods for lunch tonight. A can of pork and beans and some
cookies. No matter how many we get from the army, a tin of Hienz‟s pork and beans with a can of lobster sure does go
down great at nine pm.
The different companies were out for a walk this afternoon and each one took a football and when they got to the
commons they stopped and put in the afternoon playibggames and going around and seeing the sights. Grey‟s Elegy
and Tennysons old home are two very prominent ones and there are all kinds of others. There is the Bramshott Church
that they say was built in the 12th century. I have never been down to see it yet but when this quarantine is lifted I am
going to make a good try and get over to some of them, We are to busy just now and they won‟t let us go on the route
marches. Of course we don‟t cry and over not being able to go on them only if we could go on one now an again just to
see a bit of the place and some of these old curiosities.
I am sending a parcel of a few books and a belt for Willie. Will you get my other Military books and put them
all in the haversack. One or two of them are for Viv Wallis and Bill so if you will take them out and pack all of mine
away. I am going to make a collection of Military books and this is just the start.
I see by the paper this morning that Wilson has hand the German Ambassador his passport. Well that may be
all right if he had nothing else to do but if he really means to do something he wants to be mighty careful. He has to
many of them germens to deal with and they could give us a lot of trouble if they started anything in the states. Still if
he can raise a million men it will be a means of fetching the war closer to its end as when two or three more little
nations get against Germany she will yell for the rest to break off and put up the excuse that she can‟t fight the whole
world. It looks as though I will never see France just now.
Some say the war will be over in another six months and if it is, why I guess I may as well give up all thoughts
of seeing France.
I would like to get across the channel if only for a month‟s training and peace was declared.
Well, mother I can‟t think of much more but will ring off for to-night and go and get those pork and beans.
Let a few of my friends see these books but be sure and keep them for me.
Love to Dad and Willie
Your Loving Son,
C S Copeland
xxxvii

Bramshot Camp, England
Dec 31, 1916
Dear Mother,
At last a line to let you know we are alive and well. I didn‟t get a chance to write before leaving Halifax as the boat
pulled out the day I was going to write. Altogether we spent 13 days on the boat: 4 days in Bedford Basin at Halifax,
31/2 days in Liverpool Harbor and 6 on the way. They took a longer route and zigzagged all the way over. The second
day out we were all sick and I was so dizzy I just went to bed and stuck there for a couple of days and then I didn‟t
notice the rock at all. We were senior battalion on the boat and our orderly room staff took the shifts orderly room and
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so we had to work all the way over. The Colonel was in charge of all the troops on board and we had nothing to do with
our own battalion.
The food on the boat was fine for the first few days but when we had to stay in the Basin for 4 days and Liverpool for 3,
the grub ran low and especially the fresh water. Xmas day we had sausage, roast chicken, liver, corn, pudding and
apples and oranges. Some place to spend Xmas day. We were off the coast of Ireland on Xmas day and got into
Liverpool the next day but there was an awful heavy fog on and we couldn‟t get the boat in. You couldn‟t see ten feet
in front of you.
They have some funny coaches to ride in here. 8 in each car. There was a big train load of German prisoners at the
dock the morning we got off. They just came over and are on their way to an internment camp. They were a fine
looking bunch of men and were quite happy.
Some of our boys may see the front but I know that a blame lot more won‟t. We have had to much sickness since
leaving camp Hughes and that has pulled a lot of them down. Fellows like me 18 and under are sent to Witley camp
and are transferred to the cadets there. I may be a cadet before long and a soldier no more.
The 203rd are here and we are just six miles from Witley Camp where the 222nd are. They talk about system over here
but there isn‟t enough system to blow a feather off the ground.
Well, Mother, I have told you all I know and will now close wanting for some mail
Your loving Son,
Charlie S C
(We are in quarantine and haven‟t got any mail yet)
xxxviii

Dear Mother,
Hoping this little manuscript finds you all as well and feeling as good as it leaves me.
Am getting to like the country now and it is alright. We haven‟t had our leave yet and don‟t expect to get it until we go
over to Shorncliffe which we will be doing as soon as we get out of quarantine. Geo Haney decided to have the measles
this morning so that is the first Birtle boy to get them. It is the fashion here to have either measles or mumps. We have
three and four new cases every morning now and never bother about sickness now. I had one little cold for a week and
that is all. Of course we don‟t sleep in the battalion lines but have one two roomed hut for the four of us so that is
where we shine and have a peach of a time.
Andy and I went downtown at four today and had our tea at one of the restaurants. Ham and eggs, Cocoa, Rolls and
butter and cake. Gee but I did enjoy that meal. Prices may be up but now and again we sneak out and have a treat.
Eggs are just four pence here, penny each and ham about four bob a lb. Chocolate is the dearest kid of candy and any
candy like fudge etc which is made out of sugar can‟t be bought. You know those little boxes of safety matches. They
are a penny a box so instead of matches we use waste paper and there are signs all over the wall about economizing in
paper and not to waste any. They know there is a war on over here but in Canada, war means prosperity to most people.
Mother, as soon as I get back to Gods country I am going to look for a good job in the west and stick to Canada forever.
It will take years to make this country what it was from what the people here tell us and they don‟t talk very much
either.
The cooking has been much better this last week now that the cooks have got settled and are putting up good meals.
Then again, the meat is Argentina meat and it is certainly much better than the stuff we got in Camp and Halifax.
The bread change never came but instead of brown bread we are getting better white bread than Harrison or Wallis ever
put out so we have no kick coming now. There is no water put in the Jam here and what gets us is that now when we
expected we would be getting shorter rations we are getting twice as much as we did in Canada so that shows that
someone was either trying to help the government or himself while we went short. Of course this 5d.1/2d that they
allow extra for food for each man every day makes a great difference as we have one of our own officers to buy for us
and he doesn‟t buy the same thing every day but changes the “menu card” and has tree or four changes in a week.
I got a letter from Aunt Annie a couple of days ago and she said she would be glad to send on my mail but as we will be
together as a unit for a while yet I thik if you send parcels sewn up in cotton and addressed to the Army Post Office it
will be better than troubling her with the parcels.
She tells me that two of my cousins are at Basingstooke. There name are Winn and Nellie Bowes. They had a brother
from Canada in one of the battalions and has been killed and I‟m going to write Aunt Annie and find out where
Basingstooke is so that they can cycle over and I can have a look at them.
Well, as the boys want me to get into the hay and put the light out so that they can get to sleep so give my love to all and
tell them to address all our mail to the A.P.O. London as we will be moving around the country , but send your own
letters to Aunt Annie.
Best Love to All.
Your loving son,
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Charlie
xxxix

No Date
Dear C. Wonder if you expected to see us on Sunday as was hoping to managed a few miles to cycle, but the wind was
too much for that long journey so had to turn back. We wouldn‟t __get so was coming on my own. (hard to read rest
card from Win and Nell Bowes)
xl

Bramshott Camp, Hanti, England
Jan 19, 1917
Dear Mother,
Hoping his finds you all as well and having a fine a time as I am at the present. Everything going fine now and not a
grumble. They are gradually putting a check on the measles and hope to have it stopped by the end of the month.
We have to be under quarantine for 21 days after the last case of mumps and I think that by the end of February we
ought to be clear.
The mail is all handed into the Battalion Orderly Room here each morning unsealed. Then it is all disinfected with
formalin and the post Corporal has the nice job of sealing them all up. It is only right, as it was before; we were sending
out letters which were just so likely to carry the diseases as not a spread it in our homes.
Although as yet none of the Birtle boys have had anything except a cold, there have been cases of measles and mumps
taken out of both the huts they are in by a couple of the Shoal Lake boys and they are all isolated now. Not even
allowed out of their huts to walk around our own lines and have their meals delivered to their doors.
They go out for a route march every day for seven or eight miles and drill every morning so they don‟t lack for exercise.
I went out one afternoon when there wasn‟t anything to do but never no more until I have to. I saw a lot of the “island”
but I am to tender by not having any drill and the roads being so slippery sure made me tired. Slept like a log when I
got home that night. We never manage to get up in time for breakfast half the time so now we get enough bread and
butter the night before and have cocoa and toast with honey for breakfast. Honey is cheap here. A shilling for a 11/2
pint jar and pure honey too. There is no need for money over here except for smokes and for when you go on leave. A
person couldn‟t wish for better meals. We have sausages & corn on Monday, Bacon & potatoes on Tuesday, Pork &
beans on Wednesday and then it starts with sausages again. To night we had plum pudding again and I am near
bursting, had three helpings and would have had more only I couldn‟t get it down. Never mind about cakes just yet
Mother but sends fudge and chocolates as they are the hardest thing to get. Oh, and would you put in half a dozen of
those little boxes of safety matches. They are sure a luxury and we use paper for matches, they are 2 ½ a box in the
canteen here and only ten cents a dozen in Canada.
If my scarf is kicking around in the cupboard, put it in as well.
I got your letter of Dec 31st this morning and I am going to number all mine from now on and then know if any go
astray we will know.
We are expecting another Canadian mail in about four days and expect to get a parcel in it. The corporal is the only one
who has received a parcel since we left Halifax and we can‟t understand it. Most of the Birtle boys got parcels from the
10 WE Birtle but three or four of us haven‟t got anything yet.
Had a letter from Nellie Bowes that other day and I sort of dropped a hint to her that we couldn‟t get any sweets so
maybe I may get something there. All the boys are doing it now and a lot are successful.
We expect to move as soon as the quarantine is lifted, either to East Sandling, Kent or to Shorncliffe so send my mail to
the Army Post Office and it is sure to reach me then. Your letter of Dec 31st came in 19 days and that all right. Only 19
days from Birtle don‟t seem very much.
I am going to Leeds with Hewitt when we get our six day leave and will slip across to Durham for a day from there. I
don‟t want to come back to Canada without first seeing Aunt Annie. Nellie wants to cycle over to see me, but I wrote
her last night that we were quarantined and she wouldn‟t be able to get in. We have come to the conclusion that we are
half cousins. They are Nellie & Win Bowes. Their young brother from Vancouver was killed just a short time ago
when saving a wounded man.
I only hope we get a chance to get to France before it is all over and then I could say that I was in the war, but would
hate to come back now without seeing what it is like over there. Of course all this talk of it ending in another six
months may be bash and we may all get our fill of it and be glad to get away form it. They are sending the boys across
to England with the same as I have “prairie itch”. The hospitals are all so full with so many “German Measles” cases
now that they won‟t take us in the hospitals.
I am bathing every day, washing my under clothes and rubbing sulphor ointment all over and it is curing me slowly. It
is not near as bad as it used to be and hope to be rid of it in a month.
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If you haven‟t put in any of the addresses of the Birtle boys yet, will you get a few so that we can write them? If
Grandma has Uncle John‟s yet, put it in and get Jack Walton‟s to. It seems hard on Jack that he is to be sent over again,
but they are routing every available fit man out and sending them over.
No chance fro me yet as I am not old enough for France and besides have had no drilling. Have to have six month
training and I haven‟t had any yet. The training over here is altogether different and far more interesting then squad
drill and forming fours. Here it is trench work, bombing, bayonet fighting and so on.
All the leather equipment that was given us the day before we left Camp Hughes for England is thrown in a heap here
and the Web Equipment given us. They are always talking about the pried of leather etc and here they are equipping
Canadian Soldiers with enough leather each, just a couple of days before leaving. Then after wearing it to the train,
from the train to the ship, from ship to train and from train to camp. Then it is piled in a mountain heap and left to
waste. Then they adventure about the prid of leather. No wander.
Well, Mother, when I sat down I didn‟t know what to write but gee whiz I couldn‟t stop when I got started so pardon the
poor writing.
With love to all.
Your affectionate Son Charlie S C.
xli

'Friends of Alice Wheeldon' by Sheila Rowbotham. The good part is an academic essay 'Rebel Networks in the First
World War' which is largely dominated by the Wheeldon case. "Alice Wheeldon, a second hand clothes dealer living in
the back streets of Derby, was accused and convicted of trying to murder Lloyd George, Arthur Henderson and other
persons by poisoning. The poison, in the case of Lloyd George, was to be administered by a curare-tipped blow-dart ...
fascinating insights into the lives of absolutist pacifists on the run, and the Ministry of Munitions agents who spied on
them. Mrs Wheeldon was convicted on the unsupported evidence of such informers and sent to prison - 10 years hard
labor." Released in 1918 but died the following year.
xlii

Bramshott Camp, Hants, England
Feb 1, 1917
Dear Mother,
Received your letter of Jan 13th this morning and sorry to hear you are getting so much cold weather. I thought you
would have received some of our letters by then but I guess you have by not so will know where we are. The thing is
will we be here when you answer this letter. As there were thirteen cases of mumps this morning I guess we will. We
thought that we had got a check on the diseases but was nearly staggered when they reported thirteen cases this
morning. One fellow came out of the hospital yesterday and went back this morning with the mumps. He had the
german measles the first time. And another guy had the measles and mumps together.
They are not the serious kind and the boys just take them as a joke now. If the doctor looks at you, sure enough you
have the measles or mumps.
I got a letter from John the other morning and he is at Esher, Surrey. Just twenty five miles from Bramshott. He says
he is going to come over on the bike some find Sunday. They are making a mill and when it is finished they are going
to make lumber for the trenches. John is mill sergeant so will be having an easy time.
He informs me that a cousin of mine is in the 202nd battalion here in Bramshott. His name is Louis Lent but I don‟t
know where the relationship comes in at but should worry any way. I am finding so many new relatives over here that I
can‟t kept track of them all.
We have forgotten what a pay day is. Some people say it is a day when soldiers get money. The last time they gave us
money was in Halifax on Dec 10th and they say there is nothing doing in that line again until the quarantine is lifted and
from the looks of things this morning we will be in quarantine next winter. I have enough to last me another three
weeks and have thirteen pounds due besides a couple of pounds lent out so will have some time when we get our
landing leave if we ever do get any.
I was over to the North Camp this afternoon for a walk. After that I was over to Tin Town and had my afternoon lunch.
Cup of coffee, pastry, cake and a ham sandwich. Didn‟t get up in time for breakfast this morning and was feeling
hungry. They are not supposed to sell to anyone without a pass, but I got in alright.
When we got up this morning there was a couple of inches of snow on the ground and the weather had got warmer. The
sun has been out all day and melted it. Expect it is going to get muddy again. That is why we like the colder weather.
It keeps things dryer and is better walking. Not near as much sickness when this cold weather is on. It is the wet, damp
weather that catches most of them. Wills of Binscarth had been in the Hospital for some time with rheumatism. Got a
letter from Harry and Annie and was sorry to hear that Aunt Katie is getting worse. They were telling me that a number
of Birtle people in Birtle were sending parcels but as yet all I have received are the two that I mentioned in my other
letters.
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Still there is no hurry for eats just at present as we have never had such good food since we struck Camp Hughes last
June. The bread is cooked as fine as home made and there isn‟t a crust left at the tables. What we don‟t require at the
meals we take to the hut and toast. Three large slices and half are our day‟s issue. We get sausages twice a week for
breakfast. Bacon and corn twice. Pork & beans twice and fried steak and potatoes once. If any one thinks that is not
good enough they are hogs.
The five pence half penny scheme for each man daily is sure the best system to deed soldiers as they can get a variety
then.
Work starts at 7:45 here and half the time I am late for breakfast as that is entirely to early in the morning for me. Then
in the afternoon the boys go for a walk of ten or twelve miles but I went once and that was enough. I am going to wait
till the Orderly Room gets broken up before I try any of those funny tricks again. We are kept busy enough with returns
now that we don‟t need any spare exercise like that.
If Dad has any steers that he is thinks of selling why just invest some of mine kale in them. I want to have some tock
for when I get home again as I am thinking of starting ranching.
Word has come through orders tonight that the men may shave their upper lip so I see where the men will all have to get
aquatinted again as there won‟t be many of them keep their mustaches.
It doesn‟t affect me any as all I have managed to get was a little fuzz and I used to scrape that off now and again to keep
the dust off.
I got a couple of pairs of socks from deserters parcel so am well fixed for a while.
I am going to make up a parcel of few books and other things that I don‟t need over here. I got a letter from Ray
Brennas today. It was written on the 28th of Dec and had gone to Halifax and back here by Feb 1st. Some journey it
had. It is still in France pegging away and says everything is quiet now. They will soon be starting the big push again
and then there will be something doing.
That has been some loss, the Laurentic getting minded. We all know her well as she was off the pier for nearly a month
at Halifax.
I had passed her often on the ferry when going over to Dartmouth. She had only left the harbor here ninety minutes
when she struck so it couldn‟t have been a torpedo. Well, I think I have put in all the news this time so will rig off and
beat it to the post.
Love to all,
Your loving son,
Charles Copeland

xliii

On Active Services
Fighting Measles and Mumps
Bramshott Camp, Hants England
Feb 4, 1917
Dear Mother,
Another week run off the reel. Gee but the time is certainly going a some rate just now. No sooner get up and you are
going to bed again. By the time this gets to good old Birtle it will be getting warmed over here. It hasn‟t been so bad
this week but the two weeks before were pretty chilly. Froze most of the water pipes and few noses as well.
As there were five cases of mumps this morning it still looks as though we will be here in quarantine until after the war
and maybe six months after the war so that we can put in the full termination of our service. It certainly seems funny
that they can‟t get any check on these diseases.
The boys are taking it fine. Have had very few crimes since we got there. I have been over town nearly every night and
as soon as I get this finished I am going over to buy some goods for the lunch tonight. A can of pork and beans and
some cookies. No matter how many we get from the army of tin of Hienz‟s pork and beans with a can of lobster sure
does go down great at nine p.m.
The different companies ere out for a walk this after noon and each one took a football and when they got to the
commons they stopped and put in the afternoon play games and going around and seeing the sights. Grey‟s Elegy and
Tennysons old home are two very prominent ones and there are all kinds of others. There is the Bramshott Church that
they say was built in the 12th century. I have never been down to see it yet but when this quarantine is lifted, I am going
to make a good try and get over to some of them. We are to busy just now and they won‟t let us go on the route
marches. Of course we don‟t cry and any over not being able to go on them only if we could go on one now and again
just to see a bit of the place and some of these old curiosities.
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I am sending a parcel of a few books and a belt for Willie. Will you get my other Military books and put them all in the
haversack. One or two of them are for Viv Wallis and Bill so if you will take them out and pack all of mine away. I am
going to make a collection of Military books and this is just the start.
I see by the paper this morning that Wilson has handed the German Ambassador his passports. Well that may be all
right if he had nothing else to do but if he really means to do something he wants to be might careful. He has too many
of them Germans to deal with and they could give us a lot of trouble if they started anything in the states. Still if he can
raise a million men it will be a means of fetching the war closer to its end as when two or three more little nations get
against Germany she will yell for the rest to break off and put up the excuse that she can‟t fight the whole world. It
looks as though I will never see France just now.
Some say the ware will be over in another six months and if it is why I guess I may as well give up all thought of seeing
France.
I would like to get across the channel if only for a months training and peace was declared.
Well, mother I can‟t think of much more but will ring off for tonight and go and get those pork and beans.
Let a few of my friends see these books but be sure and keep them for me.
Love to Dad and Willie,
Your loving son,
C S Copleand
xliv

Bramshott Camp, Hants England
Feb 15, 1917
Dear Mother,
Out of quarantine last Saturday and have been all over the country since. Visited Hazelmere, Hindhead and Grayshott
last Saturday. I walked to Hazelmere (51/2 miles) and took the bus to Grayshot and Hindhead. Hazelmere is quite a
good sized town. They have a fine museum there which would require a week to go through and see everything. The
have one Egyptian Mummy girl 2200 years old and the hair and finger nails are as natural like as can be. Then they
have monkeys, birds, fossils and what not. I‟m going down again this Sunday and have another good look around. The
weather is fine now and I am getting to like it great.
That was some yarn about Ed Taylor getting married and getting turned down. He passed the board OK and so did
everyone else. Even if you did get turned down for France, they soon find something for you to do in the labor
battalions and from what I have seen of them I am all for France as soon as we get to our own unit and the office here
get broken up and I get I two or three months good hard training. Breakfast is now at 67:30 am and training starts at
7:45 am. Drill for an hour and then come back to the huts and have lectures for half an hour and then back to the field
for another hours work. They sure have a great system of training the men here. It will certainly seem funny to start in
drilling again. One thing, it is interesting here, Bayonet Fighting, Trench & Bomb fighting and then the gas drill. This
is no sham or fake gas but the real dope they use in France and your clothes stink from it for days after. We have that
part yet to come and expect to go through it soon. The gas masks are all here now. I would like to get my picture taken
in one only they are packed away in an airtight chloroformed box and they would leave too much stench when I took it
off.
Roland Dutton left the hospital here a couple of weeks ago so I guess he must be on his way home. I am still looking
for a few of the addresses of the boys over here but haven‟t got any yet. I found Uncle John by just putting his name
and Battalion on and sending it to the Army P. O. They put all mail through the A.P.O. London so you may as well send
it all straight to the A.P.O.
We had the standing Clothing Board here today inspecting all our clothing. I have had one new pair of boots issued a
couple of weeks ago and the pair I had were a little to large so Bob Shot had a pair all wore out so I borrowed them, so
now I am getting another new pair. Am getting a new tunic and have had a full new issue of Stanfields Underwear.
Beats that stuff we had in Camp all to pieces. They condemn nearly anything you take up so I am going to make certain
that I get as much new stuff as is possible to get, either by hook or crook. Army life gets one into the habit of beating
anyone and everyone, ever time there is the slightest chance.
We are not getting our landing leave until we get to Shorncliffe and I am not sure yet where I‟ll go. Have a good mind
to take a tour right up to Glasgow or Edinborough and stay about a day in each place, spend the first day in London and
travel during the night to Scotland. Get there next morning about 8:30 am or nine. Now that I am here in the country, I
am going to make the best of it and see al I can.
I got your letter of the 25gh this morning and everyone is patiently waiting for Canadian Parcels. I have only received
the two parcels so far that you sent me so If anyone else sent me any they must of gone astray.
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Well, Mother, will right off and wait anxiously for those candies, my mouth has been watering ever since I got your first
letter about them.
Love to all,
Your Loving Son,
Charlie S C
xlv

Branshott Camp, Hants, England
Feb 25, 1917
Dear
Hoping this finds you all in the same state of good health as it leaves me and all the other Birtle Boys here.
We are having misty weather again now. Haven‟t been able to see a hundred yards through it for four days now. I
don‟t mid it as it is fine and warm in the office here and I have had far less colds this winter than I have had in Canada.
It was raining pretty heavy yesterday and last night and the roads are rather muddy today but no more than the usual.
There hasn‟t been much excitement this week. Just the usual round of work and then off to town after 4:30 pm. Hewitt
and I went down to Hazelmere last Sunday and went all over the museum. There are two mummies there. One a man
and the other the girl I told you about last time. The man is still enshrouded in the embalming cloth but you can just see
his toes of his right feet were the cloth as been pulled off. He is lying in a glass box with his coffin underneath and a
block of wood carved like him on the top. The coffin is all of carved wood in Egyptian style of about 3000 years ago.
The girl mummy is standing upright on the wall in a glass box. It has all the cloth off it and you can see how the skin is
all dried up and sunken in to the bones.
There was one Elephant head there that stand nearly as high as I do. It was killed in 1874 and shows that size of them
then as compared with the Elephants heads of today.
Next came the kangaroos, Alligators, snakes of all kinds from Africa. One there about nine inches thick and about
thirty feet long. There were skeletons of every creature from a little water bug to the largest now living. Well, if I keep
on writing about this I won‟t get anything else so the next thin on the program was supper at the Soldiers Club. It is run
by the Women‟s Auxiliary and they serve the meals themselves. It is some place to go for a meal and they know how to
cook and charge about half the price they soak us here in Bramshott.
We then caught the 6:10 bus for Branshott and arrived in Camp at 7:20 pm and beat it to the picture show where we put
in another two hours time.
Then home and lights out. Now to get on with this weeks doings.
The mumps are pretty near all over with now. Have only had two new cases all week. We lost one boy this week, one
of the Portage boys died in the Hospital here. This is only the fourth death in the Battalion since it started Nov 15, 1915
so we have a pretty good record. He was buried in the Bramshott Church yesterday afternoon.
I am putting in one of the snaps we had taken just behind our office. There are a number of trenches behind the place
and we stood just at the end of one. You will see by it that England in January was just the same to us as it was in good
old Canada. It is different now though. All the snow gone and nothing but rain, much and slush.
I got the box of candy alright and the boys let right in on it and we had half of it out of sight next day. That makes the
third box I have received from you. I got one from Ethel last night. Andy and I started in on it for breakfast this
morning. We never get up in time for breakfast and have to rely on our parcels for that meal of the day.
For a long time we were using cocoa and didn‟t know what to do about coffee until we were struck with the happy idea
of camp coffee and sweetened condensed milk., so now we have a regular set out in the morning. Toast, margarine,
jam, sausages, cakes and biscuits. If the boys in the different battalions in Canada knew how they feed us over here
they wouldn‟t be able to keep the soldiers in Canada. All this talk about food being so short etc is all bosh. Just put in
to fool the Germans or something as we never got fed like this all the time we were in Canada.
Had a letter from Mrs Cottingham this morning. She said she wished Willie wouldn‟t be able to come over for a while
but if he wants a better time he wants to get to England were they have decent place to live and eat in. If he ever goes to
Camp H eh will wish had gone to England on the double. The hours are a little longer when you get going but we have
been under that quarantine so long that our first six weeks here were absolutely wasted and we are just starting in now
to get down to hard work. Well Mother, I think I have put in all the news for this week so will have to ring off and wait
for your next letter.
Your loving son in Khaki,
Charlie
xlvi

Colonel Gillespie
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Bramshott Camp
March 3, 1917
Dear Mother,
And how‟s everyone this week? I received your letter of Feb 2, 1917 a few days ago. You are sure getting some cold
weather this winter and I am rather glad I am over here where it is fine & warm now. Have had splendid weather since
writing last and the roads are fine and dry now. Percy Wilkinson & I are thinking of going out on the bikes this Sunday
and make a regular tour of the country. We are getting L Whitewaters camera and will get a few snaps if the sun keeps
out I also sent a parcel of books today. Will be sending another as soon as I get my war equipment. The other Birtle
Boys have theirs, but I won‟t get mine until the last. We were inspected by Gen Hunter and Gen Howard this week and
on account of having the best battalion in camp, he is pulling us in the new 5gh Division and we will be a Res Bn (?) of
ourselves. Everyone is as happy as a king over it. We got paid again today. I got a pound and have started a bank
account here of ___. I will be able to keep it for my landing leave better there then in my pouch. My assigned pay of
20 a month doesn‟t start until the beginning of this month so let me know whether you get it by the end of the month or
not
With fondest Love to all,
Your loving son,
Charles
xlviii

Bramshott Camp, Hants, England
March 11, 1917
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Dear Mother,
Well and here‟s another week run off the reel and we are still fooling around Bramshott here. Have been having rather
wet and cold weather all week. It has been raining steady for the last two days and so misty that you can‟t see a
hundred yards. Last Wednesday it was as cold as the middle of January and the wind was blowing like a regular
blizzard. When we got back from Aldershot last Sunday night and jumped off the car it was snowing a regular blizzard
and when we left Aldershot at 7:45 it was as warm and not a cloud in the sky. There is no use making any arrangements
to go any place here as it is liable to be raining in ten minutes so the only thing to do is to carry your coat always. We
have been going to go to Portsmouth the last two weeks but each Friday it has started tin raining or snowing and we
have had to put it off. We went to Aldershot last Sunday instead. We expected to find just a Military Camp but got a
surprise when we landed right in the middle of a big city. It is about as large as Halifaz and quite a city. There are more
soldieries in that one town than any other here. You can‟t walk down the middle of the street for bumping against men
from all the different colonies. To look down the street you would think there was some big day on, they are crammed
from end to end. We were all through the Australian barracks there. We weren‟t able to get into any of the stores so we
are going up again some Saturday and get into the ordnance stores where you can get army goods at the right price and
anything you want. I am not going to buy much as we here lots of good advice from returned boys and they tell us to go
over with as light a pack as we can possibly get as we will have a walk six or seven miles after landing at Le Havre and
he says that the boys junk everything not wanted off by the roadside and make the pack as light as possible. The can
sure tell some amusing stories of there little adventures. You just got to sit and roar and yet if it was not laughing matter
to them when it happened. If the general public could only hear some of the stories, they wouldn‟t look on the war so
bad now. Andy‟s cousin was in last night and he only got hit on the right thumb and has had 5 ½ months leave in
„Blighty‟ at different hospitals. He said he just roared an d slug off his pack and great coat and started on the double
back to the base where he knew he would get sent to England. He says there is no charge of the war lasting all summer
and if we do get over we will be mighty lucky if we manage to get any fighting. I want to go through one charge before
coming back and then I will be able to tell people I was in the war. We will be sending a draft over before long. I think
but as I have been in the office all the time I won‟t have any chance until the last. Am getting sick of the place anyway
and Andy and I have been thinking of quitting it and getting out and doing our share of the work. We are missing all
the interesting part of the training now. The boys have bombing, trench work, bayonet fighting and all the new drills in
muske try, while we get nothing of it by being in the O.R.
I run into Wulbur Haines last night in Funland, he just came to the camp yesterday and was looking for us. They are
nearly all broken up now and most of them in France. The 196 th came here with them. The are both in the same
Reserve Battalion. We don‟t know exactly what we are going to do yet but are pretty sure of staying as a unit and
instead of us sending drafts to other units, we will be a reserve battalion and they will be reinforcing us. We will have
some of our boys over by next moth from all the rumors going around. The officers on parade tell their men that some
of them will be over inside six weeks but it will not be that soon for me. I have all my web equipment now and it sure
beats the Oliver Equipment. I wore my Canadian equipment once, didn‟t even soil the leather and handed it in the other
day to be thrown in the rubbish heap of other Canadia junk over here. It is an awful pity that the people of Canada can‟t
find out more about the mighty waste of money on graft and the way the government is pulling the wool over their eyes.
There will be a lot to answer for when the Canadia soldier gets home again. Believe me but I will never have any faith
in any Canadia political party after this. I have learned a lot and so have all the other Canadian soliders that have had to
tak the equipment and rifles that were made by the Ross Rifle Co and Oliver Equipment. Thank God I only wore mine
once and that nearl finished me.
Don‟t think I am down hearted Mother, as that is the last thing I would get over here. Only it make us mad to think of
these things and how our own people have to pay for it. I have never spent a better time in the army than since getting
here. Everything is different and we are not fastened in one little camp like interned Germans. I have been to four
different camps the last two weeks and without a pass to three. We had to have one to Aldershot as the bus doesn‟t get
home till 10:30 pm and to be out after nine thirty requires a pass. In Canada you couldn‟t go a mile from camp without
getting fourteen days.
Was down the Haxelmere this afternoon with Charley Cooley and had the second best dinner since hitting England.
Andy and I found the place last Sunday so I am going thee every Sunday now. It is a private house and you go in and
sit down just like being at home and play the gramophone till the old lady gets your dinner ready, then fail to and eat a
real English dinner. She give us, Roast prok or roast been, mashed potatoes, parsnips, apple pudding, pie, tarts, cake,
tea and brad and butter. This for 1/6 d. If you was to go to a restaurant you would pay six shillings for that. We had
roast pork last Sunday and it just reminded me of home done to the right brown. With it we had apple sauce, parsnips,
potatoes and sauce. Then came apple dumpling with milk and sugar, a thing you don‟t get over here every week day.
Then tere were apple and jam pies, two kids of cake, tarts and lots of bread and margaine. No used to go hungary in the
country yet. We hear a lot about the country running short of grub but as yet have failed to see any difference but have
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noticed a bigger meal card as far as our meals go. I forgot to say that Wilbur it getting as fat and big and husky that you
wouldn‟t know him. It is sure doing him good over here.
Is there any sign of Art Doig and Elmer Wilson coming over. They will have to get an awful big shif on if they want to
see England as the end is in sight and they don‟t stand much chance of every seeing France now so don‟t need to be
afraid to come on over.
I wander if you could get Percy Waltons address for me so that we could get a line on him. Wilbur Haines saw John
Johnson and Percy Hart the day before yesterday. I think it was at Witley that he seen them when he was on his way to
this camp. Send along as many other addresses as you can to. I haven‟t any of the boys and want to write them.
Well Mother I think I have done pretty good this week in spinning of three and half sheets so will ring off now and wait
till tomorrow morning when the first batch of the next Canadian mail arrives and see what there is for me.
Remember me in Birtle;
Your loving son,
Charlie S Copeland
PS Did you get that parcel I sent last week. Have you received my assigned pay for March.
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Bramshott camp, Hants, England
March 20, 1917
Dear Mother,
Received your letters dated Feb 12th, 18th, and 25th in this mornings mail. This is the first mail from Canada for nearly a
moth and we were beginning to think it had all been sunk. It was officially notified in orders here that a large
consignment of Canadian mail had been sunk on the Laconia and we naturally gave up all hopes of seeing any for two
or three weeks. We got five bags packed solid with letters this morning and the parcels well be along tomorrow
morning. I guess they held up the boats for a week or so after the subs got the Laconia as we missed three straight
weeks without any. I had given up writing for last week as there was nothing to answer.
I am having some time even if there is a war on and grub getting short. Four of us went cycling on Sunday. Had our
dinner at Farnham, 15 miles away and then went all over the place and all through Farnham Castle. It was built in 1000
and is open to visitors and we were up over the walls and down in the dungeons and started for home at 3:30 pm.
Cycled to Hazelemere for supper and then to Liphook after that. Altogether we rode over fifty miles on the bikes on
Sunday from 11pm. Gee but it is great fun cycling over here. The roads are as smooth and just like cement only they
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beat the streets of Winnipeg al hollow. On Saturday I went to Witley in 15 minutes, it is just six miles and all down hill.
I didn‟t loose much time on the way but it took me ¾ of an hour to come back; all up hill coming back. If I had a
motorcycle I would take my landing leave on it and just ride and ride till my leave was up. We can‟t have the landing
leave till every one in the Battalion is out of quarantine and that means another month from now. We got rid of the
measles and mump question nearly and two days ago Henry Bone went to the hospital with C.S.M. You will remember
him as he used to go to the Indian School at Birtle. His is the first one to catch that dread disease, Spinal Meningitis and
we are wandering now how it is going to turn out. We are certainly hoodooed as as soon as one thing gets run out along
comes some other disease to stop the leave awhile longer. The O.C. has been making arrangements to get us weekend
leave in the Orderly Room here so I will be going up to London in a week or so. There is no other place to go to for a
weekend pass so I thought I might as well run up to London and get acquainted. It is only 40 miles.
I sure hope it pans our alright and we get the leave from Saturday noon till midnight Sunday. Durham is over 200 miles
from here and it wouldn‟t pay me to go away up there. I would be to long on the road. Besides I need the dough for my
landing leave. I have 7 pounds saved for it now and I think I can get around on that if ever we do get our Kings leave.
The weather has gone through an awful change since Sunday as Sunday was the finest day since we got here and it has
been blowing and snowing all day today. That is the only thing I don‟t like about this country and that is that you can
never build on what the weather is going to be in six hours time.
If it is dry and warm next Sunday we are going to go to Guildord, 17 miles from here. And from there to Godalming.
We are trying to see all the country we can in our short stay here as we have been expecting to move to Shorncliffe ever
since we got here but it don‟t seem to come through. I am going to look over your letters again now and then to answer
them.
I will be on the look out for the candy you spoke of and I guess it aught to be along this week as the letter dated Feb 12 th
only came this morning along with the rest.
I just got John John‟s address today in a letter from Frank so am going to write him. Perhaps he can tell me a few
things about London as he seems to have been up there a few times. To bad about him getting shot by cupid‟s arrow,
but you can‟t blame him as they have some very nice girls over here.
How is Willies head coming along now? I hope it gets all OK again as it is no joke to get a biff on the head. I know
only to well and do you know that this damp weather troubles my old wound and makes my head feel as though there
was a pressure on it all the time. If ever I have to go on parade I will be falling out and then they will be having a
medical boar on me and putting me in Ciii class. I am not worrying any over that as then I would get a good job here in
some command depot and would know what I would be doing till the end of the struggle.
From the way they have been running the last week it seems as though there was something on but the will soon turn
and bite and then we will be in for another years fighting. I would tell you some of the stories and the returned officers
attached to us tell us only they are censoring more of the mail now and they might give me blazes for putting it in. They
can certainly tell you some fine stories of their little part of the front. Our Regt‟l Sergeant Major was wounded right
were all the fighting is going on now when he was there two years ago and he has been back to Canada ever since our
Battalion started and they never budged from the place he was hit until this spring so it seems as though the retreat is
only beginning.
Percy Wilkinson has been made a Lance Corporal and going to Aldershot for a course in musketry. Ed Taylor has gone
back to Pte and Stan Stewart transferred to another platoon in D company.
Let me know how Kathy is getting along in your next letter and as to how she came out of the operation.
I guess Walter Jordon was tired of the country the day he wrote and told them about such a dismal place. As far as I am
concerned I would live here for ten years. I think it is the best place yet except that it is always raining and that they
will only give you a two course meal at the hotels and you have to visit three before you are satisfied you have had a
meal. Believe me but England is feeling the pinch just now and the Canadian soldier gets far more food than the
English people. They have to feed us first and just lately they have cut down our grub. Potatoes are mighty scarce and
what they do give you for spuds I wouldn‟t feed to the hogs if I was at home but I eat them up now. We pinched some
sugar the other day and a time of cocoa and some condensed cream so have been celebrating for breakfast lately. If you
would put in a tin of Frys Cocoa next parcel and mix lots of sugar with it, it would beat anything you could put in as
sugar is about the best luxury over on the Island here. I have managed to get four pairs of socks now so don‟t worry
about rushing them.
I thought that was some joke about old Tansley getting hitched up again. He might of waited till the war was over but
they say that every one is getting married in Canada while all the boys are away fighting so don‟t blame John Johnson
for thinking about it over here. Maybe he thinks there will be no one left if he waits to get back to Canada.
I didn‟t see Loui Lent again as the 202nd moved to Willey about a week after I found out he was here and I was only
over there for an hour on Saturday and there was a big sports day going on then.
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I guess Mrs Cornes parcel must have gone to the boys who look after the mail. They take their share of any parcels that
are mutilated and a good few others so when one goes astray we just say “Oh well, some postal clerk got hungry and
kept it”.
That is a good idea they have now of stopping the women and children from coming over here. They are only eating up
the food and there is not enough here for them. They should send every Canadian women home that is over here now
and then they would not be as short as the present.
When you go any place here for a supper they all say ham or eggs or sausages and mash and I have got so darn sick of
eggs that I have been staying in and eating the mulligan and find it a lot better than the food the restaurants sell.
How are the cattle on the farm standing the cold winter? Frank said in the letter today that two or three of his bulls had
turned up their toes and bellies. It seems funny that you are getting such a cold winter after the last few warm winters.
Well, Mother I have run out of news for this week so will have to wind the machine up again for next week epistle.
Remember me to all the Birtleites and tell them I have never had a better time in my life than since I arrived in England.
Your loving son,
Charlie S Copeland
PS Please excuse the mistakes as I have about 51 letters to answer.
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Bramshott Camp, Hants, England
March 26, 1917
Dear Mother;
Now that all the hurry and scurry is settled again I will spin off another letter. Since 6:30 pm Saturday we have been
standing to in full marching order ready to move off no one knows where. At 6:30 the Military Police started speeding
all over the country making every soldier beat it back to their camps and I happened to be six miles away at the time but
speeded home to beat all on the wheel to see what was the matter. It was a general mobilization all over England. All
men and Officers on leave were called in and every thing made in a state of war. We were expecting to move away any
minute and for the last two nights have just taken off our putties and boots. Every thing packed ready to leave for
France or where-ever they would be sending us. There were all sorts of rumors going around. Some said the Germans
had landed on the eat coast. Another was that there was an Irish rebellion. Another big raid in London. And the one
we all believed most, that the Germans had made a big counter attack and that there was something large doing on the
Somme. As it is now I guess we will never hear what it really was as about 3 pm this afternoon word cam through to
carry on as usual and the draft we had ready to go were not needed. Bert Wallis, Lloyd Whitworth, George Haney and
Sam Green were in one draft that was all ready to leave Kit bags packed and all but it is all over now and we are
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breathing easier tonight you may be sure. We were never so much excited as on Saturday night and the Officers hardly
knew what they were doing. It was all so sudden and unexpected that it was such a break in on the day. All the troops
were scattered all over the country as it was a half holiday on Saturday.
I haven‟t unpacked my stuff yet and think I will only unpack what I really need as I am not going to be caught like this
again if I can help it. I am sending home another parcel of the things I don‟t need and am also sending Willie his Xmas
parcel. I think it will just about suit him. I sent Frank one like it but not so good.
Will tell you about my adventures the past week now. Hired a bike for a week on Saturday and the first thing I done
was to ride over into West Sussex, about ten miles for the Camp here. While passing along a hedge I noticed a balloon
away up and so hopped off and sat on the hedge and there I noticed two more away across the valley. All at once the
leading one started to come down suddenly and dragged along the tree tops for a piece. Then it rose about fifty feet and
went plump. Just collapsed altogether and went smash into the trees while the other two rose away up higher and went
sailing on. I was across the valley from it and couldn‟t see whether there was anyone hurt but I think if I had of been in
it and it had of started behaving like it did some one would have got hurt. Of course nothing would be heard of it as
there were observation balloons and it seems they were quite common on Saturday. Some of the boys seen one over the
camp and Cuke was up in London and seen one flying over the city to. I am going up to the city next Saturday noon till
Sunday night so will be able to tell you what it is like next week when I get back. We have only three huts in quarantine
now and when they get out we will most likely get our landing leave right away. It is going to be fine by us in the
Orderly Room here getting weekend leave, one each week that will mean we will each get it once a month. Of course I
don‟t expect to get it anymore as it is doubtful if we will be here another month. With so many rumors going around
one cannot make any plans but just wait and take whatever comes along and smile.
I got your parcel OK and it was the best one yet. The turnovers and cake were just what we had been waiting for. They
have put on a stricter food regulation now and we can‟t go up town and buy meals at the restaurants now before 4:30 in
the afternoon so it means staying at home for everything now. The meals though can‟t be beat except supper. Supper
consists of cold meat jam or hone (@1/2 water) bread and margarine and tea. I don‟t care for their jam so go down
town and have ham and eggs and triffle. They sure do put up, some good kinds of triffle over here. They are putting up
notices now to go easy on the white bread and eat more oat cake. For my part I would just as soon have the oat cake as
it goes better than their war bread. Some days the bread is like a stump of a newly cut tree. You can cont the different
dark rings running around it where the baker put his hand in to stir the dark dough with the white and didn‟t take enough
time at it.
It is always fresh though and no matter how many rings is in it, it has the stuff we got in Canada in Halifax and Camp
all beat flat. The lope we got in Halifax we used for plastering up the cracks in the walls and for plastering the ceiling,
but you don‟t do that with the bread here even if there is a war on only about eighty miles away. They are fighting only
130 miles from where we are and we are getting better food that the whole time we were in Canada, about five thousand
miles away and where the people didn‟t know there was a war on except from what they seen in the papers and that isn‟t
very much.
I am writing to John Johnson tonight and also to Uncle John again. I haven‟t had any word from him for a month now.
I expect he is still here thought. I will be passing through Esher next Saturday afternoon on my way to London and am
writing him to be at the station if he can work it.
Have you received my assigned pay for Mach yet. I have only got seven pound saved up for my landing leave and will
use a couple of them for this weekend so I wish you would send me along three more pounds by the best way for me to
bet it. I am by no means short of cash as I have two pounds due me this Saturday and enough in my pocket for three
weeks of Camp life but want to have enough to have a good time on leave. I thought at first I would go to Basingstoke
for the weekend and se my cousins but then I thought I would see London while I had the chance and trust to getting to
Basingstoke some other Saturday or Sunday. It is only twenty four miles and could be done on the bike on Saturday
and come back on Sunday. Nell wrote and said she had started to come over on the bike the Sunday I was to Farnham
but couldn‟t peddle against the wind so had to turn back and a good thing it did stop her that time as I was away myself
having a good time on the bike.
Well Mother, the Col has just beat it home and as we haven‟t had much sleep the last two nights I am going to close off
this time and get my bed made. Will slip out to the post office to get this off as I believe there is a boat leaving for
Canada in a day or so. One of our Majors got word to go to London today to go to Canada and some of the boys in the
hospital got word today to get ready so I am going to try and get this off with it.
Hoping this finds you all as well and having a good or nearly as good a time as it leaves your loving son,
Charlie S Copeland
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Dibgate Camp, Shorncliffe
April 7th, 1917
Dear Dad,
Arrived home of leave Saturday night and feeling fine. Spent two days up in Edinbourgh and then came down to
Durham on Tuesday and stayed there till Friday night when we beat it to London and got in there at six in the morning.
Just kept going around in the buses seeing all we could see and left for camp at 3:30 pm. Just one day in London and I
thought that was enough & so did Stan. We had a good time in Edinbourgh and the people treated us Canadian great.
They can‟t do enough for us.
We never let on to Aunt Annie we were coming and just walked __ she knew at once who it was. Then se took us
around to South St and showed us the old house and garden on the hill just off the river and then we walked over to
Johnson‟s & seen Mr. Johnson (the painter) and his youngest daughter Katy. She then took command of us for the rest
of our stay and she was ___ sport. Took us all around and away out to the nurseries where Grandfather used to grow his
goods. We also visited the Dodds. Mrs. Dodds used to be Lizzie Johnson and she remembers you. They had us up
there twice for teach and we had our last supper there.
We went through the castle and seen all the old rooms etc.
I also went to the schools you where at & Aunt Annie took me to see all your old chums.
Met some of your old school mates the last night I was there. Lot Newby, Billy Sanderson, L Anderson and Mrs. Fish
(school mistress) she is teaching a girls school yet. Then there was Tommy Robinson (Plumber) and Mrs. Grabbum and
also Tommy Baldclaugh another schoolmate who is working at the country court office now
The same old bridges are there but the streets have changed a little. Many more houses and the old place you were born
in has been partly turned down.
Thursday afternoon we went to New Castla and seen the city. Spent most of the time ____ ___ __ going along the
walks along the river. They certainly have some fine walks in Durham and New Castla.
Friday, I spent canoeing on the River Wear and went right up to Shorncliffe on the river.
Do you know it is a devil of a job to spend money even if there is a war on? I left here with 7.10 pounds and got home
with 5 pounds. Our railway fares were all free and things are twice as cheap in Scotland.
Then in Durham we stayed at Aunt Annie‟s and we couldn‟t spend anything there.
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Then in London it only cost us 10 d for roast beef, Yorkshire pudding, vegetable and cabbage. Tea and tapioca pudding
with the usual slice of war bread. You can get all kinds of anything but bread and all you are allowed of it is 2 oz for
each meal (6oz a day). We only got about 4 oz in camp here.
By the time you get this letter Jimmy Fisher, the two Jordons, A Smith, Eddy Taylor, Bobby short and George Haney
will be in France. They are going to the 16 Canadian Scottish.
They came around this morning and warned me to get ready to take a drill course but it doesn‟t start till next Monday
now so I don‟t know yet whether I‟ll be on the next draft or not. If I don‟t take the course I‟ll be sure to get in the next
and it will ___ to the 43rd Canadian Scottish. They are talking of issuing us with our Khaki Kilts in a day or so and if
they do, it‟s a cinch I‟ll not wear my pants unless I have to. We had them on the eight days on leave and they are
certainly the thing. We had our pictures taken in Edinbourg and Durham and are expecting them any night now.
I see by tonight‟s paper that an airplane dropped four bombs on London last night, I wish they had come over Saturday
night when I was there and perhaps I‟d have seen them. We could hear them fighting pretty plan out in the channel
today.
It makes me mad the way the Germans come over right into the English harbor and shell the towns and then to see the
way the papers keep on blowing up the navy here. There is certainly something very wrong.
I don‟t know what‟s wrong with our mail. I haven‟t seen a letter for over two weeks and only got three then in the mail.
I got one parcel yesterday from Mother and a handkerchief so it was fine.
Well Dad, will have to stop as I‟ve run out of news. Am in the very best of health and feeling fine.
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
lv

Somewhere in England
April 9, 1917
Dear Mother,
Just a few lines to let you know I‟m still alive and kicking. I don‟t just know where we are: Left Bramshott last
Saturday and arrived here later on in the afternoon. Thought we were going to the 14 Res Bn at Shorncliffe but got off
at some little shoot. Off siding and walked into this detention camp. The crazy fools have some new fangle now of
putting you in isolation for ten days when you move from one camp to another. We spent 3 months of quarantine in
Bramshott after getting from Canada so I guess another month or so won‟t kill us although believe me I am sick and
disgusted with this fools battalion. The boys are all disgusted with the whole shoot. Our officers haven‟t enough (guts)
in them to even try and help us but are pulling like wild to keep us from going to the 14th as soon as we get there our
senior officers get their tickets. The sooner that happens the better it will be for us. We are about 4 miles form the sea.
Our boys were out on a route march today and walked to Hythe and went along the coast for a piece. I thin we are
about 8 miles form Shorncliffe or Falkstone.
Will write more when I am not feeling so sore. At present we are in tents and mud outside about 3 feet deep so you can
imagine how we feel. Otherwise we are all well and “happy”.
Your loving son,
Charlie
lvi

April 10, 1917

Dear Mother,
They just put this Y.M.C.A. tent up yesterday and opened it tonight so it will be easy to write now. I have been on
guard for the first time today. Went on the 2 till 4 and go again at 8 till ten tonight and again at 2 to 4 am tomorrow
morning and from 8 am till 10 am after breakfast. Will then make my bed and intend to sleep till Friday morning. I am
just about a hundred yards from the hangars and have been watching the airplanes coming in and out all day. There are
on an average of 7 to 10 over us all the time and you get so that you don‟t bother to look up at them. I happened to be
extra lucky and get on No 2 Piquet and so have been able to see them gliding down and running along like great birds to
their hangers. This is the fourth day in the detention camp so it leaves only six more and then we will pack up and
march to the __ Canadian Reserve Battalion at Dibgate Camp. Shorncliffe is ony about 8 or 81/2 mile so we will be a
happy bunch when we get out of this here mud hole and get to where we can get a decent meal again. The band is
playing “Home Sweet Home” just now and I keep starting to beat time with the pen. Now they have stopped and are
playing “Old Black Joe” nice and low. This is a great life and no mistake. If I can‟t look after No 1 after this war is
over, why something will be the matter.
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Got a letter form Uncle Will at Vancouver tonight and was sure surprised. He says he was trying to sign up but got
turned down. If he knew what ware was in England, or at least in Kent he would think mightily serious before he ever
tired to join the army. Young Bucks like me have a fine time but I do hate to see married men here doing these ten mile
route marches for an appetite.
I would never join the Infantry again and would never take up office work either. I have had a far better time since I
quit the office than all the time I was in it on thor (?) side. Any day it rains we make our beds and go back to sleep.
That‟s one thing I can do fine and as the tents are all painted it is always dark so it‟s easy to sleep. The only place you
can keep warm is in bed so it is no use sitting up. The war must have made an awful different to this Island as it‟s been
snowing and raining worse than Canada. I struck it lucky this afternoon when I put in my tow hours as it didn‟t rain any
but it‟s raining to beat all outside now so expect to have a dreary night of it but as guard only comes once in a couple of
months, I don‟t expect to be on again till warmer weather. Maybe the next time I will be hiding behind a trench in
France looking for a round head.
We can hear the guns here at time from the great fight now on and I expect it must be an awful roar over there.
I don‟t know what is the matter with Eric not ___. He has been at Aldershot for the last three weeks and the boys were
saying he had C.S.M. a little more than the others so perhaps he‟s been feeling blue. Well Mother will ring off now and
go and get ready for the next turn of my post.
With Love to all,
Your Loving Son
Charlie S.C.
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Dibgate Camp, Shorncliffe, Kent
April 25, 1917
Dear Mother,
At last a free minute to write. I‟ve had every afternoon and night for the last ten days but I kept putting I off day after
day. I have been at the Hythe ranges shooting my course in musketry and another three days will finish it. We fir down
in the beach and most of my bullets this morning went out to sea. I couldn‟t shoot to hit the bank at all; I made a failure
this morning but made enough during the other days to cover up so I guess I‟ll get through OK. I put in for my pass to
start next Monday till next Sunday night and will wire from Edinbourough for an extra 2 days. From there I want to go
to Durham for a day at Aunt Annie‟s and then to spend the rest in London.
We are in heaven just now. It hasn‟t rained a drop since the day before we left Otterpool Camp (last Thursday).
We marched from Otterpool to Upper Dibgate in a couple of hours in full marching order. Everything on your back and
the sun shining like fury on top of it. We were shot all to pieces as soon as we got here and the Birtle boys are in nearly
every company now. Who wouldn‟t be a soldier? We get up at 5 am, have breakfast and then walk to Hythe ranges (2
miles). Shoot off ten or twenty rounds and then come home for dinner. Then we make our beds and sleep the rest of
the day. Nothing to do now but eat, sleep, draw my $1.10 a day and wear out clothes. There is a clothing board on this
afternoon and three of the boys are hard at work scraping the knees and elbows out so as to get new clothes for going on
leave. I‟m going to wear my kilts & so is Stan so all we need is a new tunic. We are getting our new Tam o'Shanters
this after noon. They issue them but we buy the Gleng arry to walk out in. Charley Cooley went on leave this morning
along with ___ around of others. He went in his kilts as well. As soon as I get a chance I will get my photo taken so
you can see me all dressed up and no place to go. We don‟t use them kilts in France but get issued with khaki ones so
they don‟t show up. We sent a draft the last two weeks so I guess if I come out alright on the musketry I will be getting
a draft in about six weeks time. We thought about two weeks ago that we would never see France but from the way
things are going now I don‟t think it will end this year. We are going to make a real clean out of the huns & so that
means all this year and next.
Johns Johnson, Harry Stanton, Jimmy Priestley, Bill Church & Fred Hart are all here. I‟ve seen them all except Church
and he is coming up to see us some night this week. John Johnson is in quarantine for mumps. Well nothing, the
clothing parades getting ready and I‟ll ring off now beat it.
Hoping this finds you all in the same health as myself & having as good a time.
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
PS We are just three miles from Folkstone.
PS Forgot to tell you that we could see the coast of France when walking along the promenade at Folkstone on Sunday.
The air was clear and just right. If I never get to France I can say I seen France anyway.
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Dibgate Camp, Shorncliffe, Kent
April 29, 1917
Dear Mother,
You will be thinking I been a lost myself but I‟ve been going to write every night for the last ten days and kept leaving
it. Here I am now away up in Scotland and having a swell time. Stan and I are together and you would scream if you
could see us as we are regular Scotties now. I am going to get my photo taken and you will be surprised to see what a
fine Scotchman I make.
We left Shorncliffe yesterday morning and arrive here at 11:30 pm last night. Put up at this place for the night and have
been around seeing the place this morning. Edinbough Castle is right next to us and we are going over to it this
afternoon. I seen Durham Cathedral last night as we were passing through and New Castle on the Lyne. We are going
to try and stop off at Durham for a day and see Aunt Annie.
The two Jordon‟s and three or four others of our platoon are up here somewhere and we are on the look out for them.
We are 480 miles from camp now and I haven‟t put out 4 bob yet. They are sure fine to a soldier up here. The
Y.M.C.A. people meet you at the station and show you were to go. Then you can get a bed for 3d the night and things
are not half as dire as in England.
We are all through out training now and expect to be in France in six weeks. We get the Khaki Kilts when we get to Le
Have so will have to leave the tartan behind. They are great clothes to walk in. You feel so fresh and easy round the
knees especially if the wind is blowing. The first boys from the 226 to go to France are leaving this week so from now
on you may watch for our numbers in the paper (1000001 to 1001300).
I have to have my teeth fixed again as the filling came out so I‟m going to have them fixed right this time and am going
to ask for gold fillings and be done with army filling. Will scribble off a line or so later and let you know how I‟m
enjoying life.
With Love to all,
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
lx

Dibgate Camp, Shorncliffe, Kent
May 9, 1917
Dear Mother,
Received your two letters of March 24th and April 8th yesterday. Also the parcel of candy came while I was on leave.
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I certainly did enjoy myself while out on leave and especially in Durham. We sure had some time in the kilts and the
town turned out in masses to see us. I got so mad I put my great coat on but Stan sailed right ahead. After the first day I
got used to the girls all admiring my fine knees and never wore my coat again. Aunty took us all over and I seen where
Dad was born and his school and lot of his old chums. We got there Tuesday afternoon and just walked in and surprised
Aunty and we were only expecting to stay till Wednesday afternoon but, once we got acquainted with Durham it was
hard to part and we stayed until Friday night and just had Saturday in London.
The boys I mention in Dad‟s letter are going tomorrow afternoon and Alf Taylor just came in from Hastings tonight so
he is just in time to see Ed before he goes. I expect they will be picking out another draft day after tomorrow and expect
my name on it but I don‟t think the MD will let me through on account of my teeth.
Alf Powell got back today from Aldershot. He is all fine now but it will be a month or six weeks before he get s on a
draft. He is off on his leave on Friday. By the way did you get the grenade I sent?
I wrote Frank last night and I old him what I thought about him wanting to get into the game. He could never stand the
bayonet fighting we get and would only get put on fatigues so I sure gave him a word or so. There will be plenty of
time next year for him if they still need men and I hear tonight that they have everything planned out now as to getting
us back to dear old “Canady” We will get our discharges right here in our own camps and it will be six to nine months
before some of us get home. I sure hope they let us keep our uniform when we do get through.
John Johnson, Jimmy Preistly, Harry Stanton, Cyril Barnes and Larry Brennan are all here in this camp and Fred Hart
was up to the day we went on leave and he left that day for over there.
I don‟t see why they are so slow in getting the assigned pay out in Canada and when they do start, see that the $20 starts
from March 1st and I‟ll get the address from Ted, of where to write to in Ottawa about it.
If you here where Percy Walton is stationed, please let me know. Jack is clerking in some Forestry Battalion now and is
not fit for France again.
The 174th are here and they are taking our place in the 14th as we go France. The 200th are all quarantined in Liverpool
and are in the same fix as we were at Bramshott. Poor devils, they have my pity, but they will know what soldering is
like now. It is just getting serious on the food problem and a little cake or a few of those turnovers would go all right
now.
We are to get the khaki kilts issued in two weeks time and it will be fine drilling then. You can walk twice as far and
not get near as tired when wearing them.
I am make up a small parcel tonight and will mail it tomorrow.
Alex Law sure has done good in getting into the R.F.C. They get looked after swell and are billeted in private houses in
the towns. How is Harold Cartright getting on?
Let me know if that shirker, Curbank Edmunddon signs up or is made to join. I hope they get conscription, if only to
get some of that shirker family into khaki.
Well here is hoping this finds you feeling as fine as I am and I‟m getting as fat as a hog. This is the life and I wish I had
never seen the inside of an Orderly Room. I‟ve never been in better health since I quit the office ___ into the hanks and
doing my little bit of the days work. Aunt Annie is looking fine and I also seen Uncle (her husband) graves and her
sister Fannies. They are just back of her house in the little old church on the hillside.
With Love to all,
Your Loving Son (in kilts),
Charlie
lxi

Dibgate Camp, Shorncliffe, Kent
May 21, 1917
Dear Mother,
Got your letter of April 22nd on Saturday the 18th and the parcel cam in Sunday afternoon. That was rather funny about
Mr. Thompson dieing off so sudden.
I believe you said Mrs. Hall was sending me an Easter Card. Well, sorry to say, it has not arrived and I guess it must
have gone under. I should have written to her at Xmas and to a lot more in Birtle who sent me cards even with a card
that I get all balled up and don‟t know whose I did answer and who I didn‟t so then I just shove my old pad on the shelf
and beat it off to town.
I was on parade today for the first time in ten days. Last week, all our hut was warned for draft to go over this week and
so we were busy as bees getting our old clothes etc changed and I got all fixed up and Saturday morning when we fell
in, our old Major Erb, 2nd in command of the old 226th, came strolling along past the draft as were all lined up and he
spies Sam Green and I and one of the old pay office boys, so he stops and orders the Capt in charge to strike our names
off the draft and tells us to beat it to our huts and have the rest of the week off. He told us he wouldn‟t allow any of the
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regimentally employed of the old 226 to go to France until all the other boys of the 226 are gone so I guess all the Birtle
boys will be over and back before we get on another draft. Stan Stewart is the only Birtle boys going on this draft and
the rest are the Shoal Lake and Souries boys. They are not allowed out of the lines now and are ready to go at the ten
minutes notice. There is a draft from the 11th and John Johnson is in it so I guess Stan and John will be going over
together.
I was down to see Art Doig and Ernie Sowerby Friday night. They are going into the same bunch as John Johnson.
Saturday night I went down and rooted young Bill Cottingham out. They are along with the 200th but are going to the
18th just next door to us. They have just been in England seven days now and will not be allowed out of their quarantine
camp for another three or four days.
Tommy Deen is here also and is in the 18th. Cyril Barnes is there to and was over again yesterday.
We are having mixed weather this week. In the morning the sun is out and you are roasting. At noon it is just pouring
down the rain and at three out comes the sun and it gets warm again. Funniest country I ever seen.
I‟m glad you got the money and I‟m on the look out for the 10 bucks you sent. If I had of known what a job it is to
spend money when on leave I would not have bothered as I really don‟t need it now so you won‟t need to send any
more. There may be a war on and all that, but just the same, you don‟t notice much change when on leave.
The parcel arrived OK and it sure surprised me. It was some parcel but I don‟t know how I‟m going to get away with
the cocoa and sardines. You see, we get coffee, tea and cocoa for our breakfast meals here, ___ and kippers, haddie or
herring and there is always plenty of the first three so please don‟t send anymore cocoa or canned meat or fish. I can get
lots of milk to but the sugar was just the right thing and the chocolate cream bars. It sure reminds on of home to get a
good bite of Canadian or American chocolate. This English dope is just like eating dry cocoa, it is always just plain
chocolate bars. They don‟t seem to have any of the American plan of ding things and the other night we seem an
advertisement for fresh ice cream and thought we would go in and order a fruit Sundae so in we goes and when we
bought it there was a little square block of pineapple stuck on the top of each dis. They never eat anything but the plain
ice cream. Well, we took one spoonful and we all looked at one another and slipped out hands to our mouths and spit it
out. I never in all my life tasted such punk dope so what they had the nerve to call ice cream. Never the less we let it on
the table and walked out, congratulating the landland on her marvelous invention.
I see by the paper they are trying for conscription in Canada. Gee I hope they conscript Ewbank Edmundson and a few
of that old Jews sons as well. Some joke that auction sale of his. Am enclosing a few photos as well. Am just in the
pink now. Will be in this place another two months.
With Love to Dad and Bill,
Charlie S C
lxii

Dibgate Camp, Shorncliffe, Kent
May 29, 1917
Dear Mother,
Still having a swell time and, gee, have had some exciting time last week. You will have read of the great raid we had.
It was a grand sight to watch them soaring over up. They are colored silvery and the sun was just setting and shown up
on the bottoms of them and they must looked like a flock of geese until they started getting as they thought, smart but
they are poor shots at 14,000 feet. They dropped quite a few before they got here and we could hear the roar of the
engines for five minutes before we could see them.
Folkerstone got it awful and that night when the boys who were at Folkerstone at the time got back and told us of the
awful mess and sights there it just made your blood boil to have them come over and kill innocent people like that and
only drop a few on us where it was most expected. One expects them to shoot at us and it would have been legitimate
but to have them slaughter innocent women and children made me mad. If one to their machines had ever cam down, it
would have been torn to pieces and god have helped the occupants. It was a sore spot on us to, as none of our machines
came out to meet them and it was after they had left this district and got near Dover that the anti aircraft guns and some
of our planes got busy.
Stan and a lot of the Shoal Lake boys went over on Sunday night. Ed Taylor writes and says he is expecting to go up
the line in the near future so there will be business when Eddy Thomas meets Fritz.
Nearly all the rest of our old Battalion are over or on draft now and C Cooley was put on the morning.
Sam Green is on again and is going to the 78th, John Johnson also went over on Sunday with Stan S.
They haven‟t put me on any more drafts yet but I think that by another month I should be over there. They are certainly
sending a lot over now and they bring back as many nearly as they take over.
They must have things fixed pretty fine now or else they couldn‟t bring so many back on leave.
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Boat load and boat load comes in every day and believe me they are a happy bunch. I‟ll bet there are a lot of happy
homes in England this last two weeks from boys who have been away so long getting home on leave in such large
numbers. I think now that this year will see the end and we are making our demobilization papers ready now. We have
to fill in a form telling what our occupation used to be and if it is waiting for us when we get back.
How much cash we will have when we ____ and whether we want to go farming or want a government job. I expect
I‟ll be able to get back my old job on the M.B.C. so am going to say so anyway. Well, Mother, the end of the paper is
in sight so will ring off tonight.
Your Loving Son
Charlie
lxiii

Dibgate Camp, Shorncliffe, Kent
June 15, 1917
Dear Mother,
Received your letters of May 20th, and 27th tonight and sure was happy as we are going to Boulogne tomorrow
afternoon. Will march a couple of miles out of Boulogne and camp for the night and expect we‟ll have to do the 18
miles up to the base on Sunday.
Had a letter from Stan S tonight as well. They are up past the base now and hard at work drilling. The boys who went
over a month ago are still at the rear on working party‟s and drilling so I don‟t expect we‟ll be up to the front before the
end of July.
Sandy Bain and Reg Harrison were around tonight and Percy W and Alf Taylor and I sat on the parapet of the trenches
for an hour talking about old times and about France. There were two air raids today and we‟ve been in the trenches
ever since supper. Fritz is sure getting desperate now a days. He comes over every day now and it‟s taken as a part of
the daily routine to have to beat it to cover when word come of Fritz approaching.
I guess he is trying to scare the English people to try get them to ask for peace but if ever the soldiers feel like fighting,
it‟s after one of these raids and you feel as though you could tear the first German you meet to pieces.
I am sending over a few papers relating to a few of the raids. It‟s only at odd days that they get past the coast and get in
and do any damage.
Have you received my letters with the photos in yet? I sent some negative to Frank for him to develop and told him to
send you a set of them so make sure he sends them as they are pretty good. I took them one day when Sam Green and I
were on guard at the bombing area and the ones taken in the trenches are fine.
Thank God they‟ve got conscription in Canada at last. This camp is getting pretty well cleaned out and there are not
new troops coming in as yet. Another month and there will hardly be a fit man left unless something is done mightily
soon. There are lots in France training but we must have the men here as well.
Don‟t be worried if you see my name in the casualty lists as wounded as the guys say it‟s their happiest day when they
get a blighty and get speeding away to the base in an ambulance and on the road to Blightly.
I‟ve been looking for Bill Cottingham since I got on this last draft but haven‟t been able to find him so I don‟t expect to
see him before we go now as we‟ll leave at 1:30 pm tomorrow afternoon.
I think Cyril Barnes must have gone over as he hasn‟t been around for over a month.
You say you‟ve had your first rain for a month in your last letter, well we haven‟t had any for nearly six weeks, the
roads are three inches thick with white clay dust and its ___ when out on a march.
You want to tell Mrs. Powell not to go worrying any about Alf as take it from me we sure put in an easy time in
England here and there‟s absolutely nothing to worry over. Gosh there goes lights out so I‟ll have to finish this in the
morning and get my bed fixed. Will sleep in France tomorrow night.
Up early this morning and it‟s a great day. Rather warm for the march but will be fine going across the channel. We
are to be inspected by some big mucky muck again. This is the fourth one for us. Beats all creation why they keep on
inspecting for different guys.
You had better send my mail to Aunt Annie now and I can let her know where I am and then get them quicker.
The march is 18 miles from Boulogne to Etaples so if you look it up on the map you‟ll see where we marched and
where your truly is. Will stop now and get my harness polished for this guy that‟s going to gaze on us this afternoon.
With Love to Dad and Willie,
Your Loving Son,
Charles S C.
lxiv

Dibgate Camp
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June 16, 1917
Dear Doll,
Am going over at last kid. Am off to the 43rd again and along with Percy Wilkinson. It is now 9 am and we leave at 12
so have just three hours more in this camp. We march to Folkstone and take the boat to Boulogne and walk 18 miles to
Etaples where our battalion is. Its‟ a great day only rather warm for marching. We won‟t be up to the front line until
about the end of July as the boys who went over a month ago are still training at the rear. We are having our final
inspection is morning so must get my bally harness polish now, Doll.
Best of Love,
Yours truly, Charlie S C
lxv

France
June 18th, 1917
Dear Mother,
Well, Mother, we‟re here and oh the heat. I‟ve sweat more the last two days than I ever did in a month before. Sand six
inches deep and as fine as dust with the sun at its hottest.
We start training tomorrow so I guess it will be sweat, sweat and sweat from now on. We sure had some pierce time
during the morning when marching up here but they took our packs and it was fine walking then. It‟s a pretty good
walk but we done it after sunset and also had a pippin of a swim and we could buy all the oranges we could eat. I had
about fifty of them during the day. Was better than drinking so much water and getting a headache. I met young Archie
Massina on the 16th, he certainly got her quick.
One thing that surprised me is that we get fed so much better and the bread is the whitest and best I‟ve tasted since
leaving Canada.
All the villages and town are out of bounds but we are free to go all over the camp and to the movies. They allow a
limited number to have passes and I think I‟ll put in for one and go have a look at the countryside.
There‟s a big concert on here tonight and am going to listen to it now.
Hoping this finds you all as it leaves me,
Your Loving Son,
Charles S Copelnad
1001187 43rd Bn
B.E. F France
lxvi

June 24, 1917
Dear Mother,
Have had a good week here training hard. We have a march of about 3 miles to the training camp in the
morning and take our dinner with us. It is very interesting training too. We have all sorts of different antes. We have
to spend then days here and then we go to our battalion and get finishing touch and ready for the real thing.
We see a few Fritzy‟s here. They make them work and I seen them marching out the picks and shovels the
other morning. We often wonder what they thing when they see the long line of us going back and forth to the training
camp.
We have Wednesdays and Sundays off. Wednesday is a sort of clean up day. We do all our washing and
bathing parades etc. Had Church parade this morning and have had a good sleep all afternoon.
We don‟t get any mail till we get to our Battalion and I know there is some there for me as I seen some boys
out of my battalion but who just got over and they were telling me there was a lot came just after we left.
You would smile if you caught sight of us marching down the road now as we do here with steel helmets, gas masks,
rifles and battle order. We wear them all the time when drilling and pack our soft hats in our packs. It felt awfully
funny the first few days wearing the helmet as it felt so heavy and uncomfortable but it is OK after you get it fitted to
you and you don‟t notice it at all.
Percy and I are the only Birtle boys at this base at prison (?). We were looking for W Maze to be over this
week, but he hasn‟t got here yet. Guess he will be over next and Alf Taylor as well.
Well, Mother, I hope this finds you all as well as it leaves me.
With Love to Dad and Willie.
Your Loving Son,
Charlie Copeland
1001187 43rd Battalion
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France
July 9, 1917
Dear Mother,
Am getting along fine and we are away from the Bull-Ring now. Left it nearly a week ago and were mighty glad to get
on our way. We rode in the cattle trucks on the day you would be having your sports and two days later, marching all
the last two days, we arrived here.
Ed Taylor, Stand Stewart, Jim Fisher and the two Jordans are near here and am going to look them up some night.
Percy W . went to the Battalion but we were split up and I was put on the working party outfit so I‟m getting on fine.
Rather be here as we don‟t have to be continually shining and fixing our harness etc. We are near enough her to see the
flashes and flares and it‟s great fun watch Fritz come over in his planes and watch the firing. His is sure daring as he
came down and was ripping away with his machine gun the first night we were here.
I snuggled up beside an old trench that was his last year and stayed there till he had gone farther along.
We roam around over the old battlefield here after parade hours and see all kinds of souvenirs but can‟t move any.
The last camp we were at we lived in dug outs but we‟ve got tents here and I‟d rather have a dug out now. This one
would make a good sieve for watering the garden. The rain just drops on it and comes serenely through and down your
neck. Time about 3:00 in the morning.
Still, it‟s all in the life and we are as happy as kings. Give me this to England any day. Will ring off now. The last
mail I got from Canada was when we left Blight.
Best of Love to Dad and Willie,
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
lxviii

France
July 16, 1917
Dear Mother,
Came out for a rest the night before last and found a pile of Canadian mail waiting. Yours of the 3 rd and 10th of June. It
was the first I‟d had for a month and I was sure glad to get news of home. I glad you liked the photos and the kilts. The
Germans call us the Women from Hell and the boys don‟t spare many either.
I was over seeing the boys in last night. The are right close to us now and Percy W and the rest of my old platoon were
there with the exception of three of the Shoal Lake boys who I managed to get a Blighty each.
Stan‟s not with the Bn as yet and they haven‟t seen him since he came over. I heard that he is working around here but
haven‟t found him yet.
You noticed I‟m putting on fat. I sure have and getting into far better health as well. My head doesn‟t bother me at all
now and I feel ten times better since coming to France. The climate is dryer and it doesn‟t affect my old wound at all,
while in England I had a headache every other day.
That was very quick for Mrs. Haines to go off. You say she is the third, all I have heard of is Mr. Thompson and her,
who‟s the other one please. It would be an awful shock to Mr. Haines to wake up and fine her dead in bed beside him I
should think.
Had a great long manuscript from Frank in the last mail as well and he was telling me about his little journey speeding
up to Birtle and back in record time. If we are back by next year, I think the two of us will have to go for a month tour
in the car and try and make the coast. It would just suit me fine to have a trip and I intend to have a good holiday when
we get through with this game. I think this winter will see the end and then away back across the Atlantic again.
I am watching for the parcel and that is just the thin to send. A good cake with those turnovers. I‟m writing to ask
Frank to send over a few Chocolates as we can‟t get any good ones away up here.
Lance Ogilvie will be able to tell you some pretty good stories about France as he must have had his share of it and he
got along pretty good from Private to Lieut.
What‟s the new idea of women voting? Your letter was the first I heard of it as we don‟t see any papers here, just an
occasional English paper of 2 sheets and nothing in it. I‟d like fine of you‟d roll up the papers and send them over and
the Eye__ as well.
Willie Cottingham was mistaken if he thought I‟d left for France in May or it‟s just a month today and by him it‟s 2
months. He was away at the Dover Ranges when we left and I didn‟t get to see him before we left.
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There goes dinner call so I‟ll ring off for this time and grab my knife and fork and beat it for the mess room. I forgot to
say that there is no need of sending smokies as we get lots issued to us every week and I‟m not a heavy smoker. Best of
Love,
Your Loving Son,
Charlie S Copeland
lxix

August 2, 1917

Dear Mother,
The parcel of fudge came along yesterday and your letter dated June 1 st that was forwarded by Aunt Annie.
The candy was fine and the boys were wanting to know if you had anymore left.
We are having a spell of wet weather just now and so we get lots of time to polish up and write letters.
Have you hear yet as to where Percy Wilkinson is? If you can get his address I wish you would send it on to me so as I
can write to him. I didn‟t think Harold Cartwright was wounded bad enough to be for Canada. I only heard that he was
wounded but was getting on alright and would soon be ready to come back over here. Eric Dickinson is over here now
but hasn‟t got to us yet. I know where he is and so am going across to see him some afternoon this week. We will all
be here soon and all ready for winter again.
What ever struck old man __ to but a car I wander? He must be getting frivolous in his old age to start out like that.
Aunt Annie sent the photos so will you give Stan‟s to ___. He wrote and told them about them coming I think. I‟ve a
bunch in my pocket for him if I see him. He should have been here before me but is still out working. I wish I could
send you a photo of me now and you‟d notice a difference from the last ones. I‟m still putting on flesh and getting
higher in the air. I‟ve a fine set of kilts now to and they are away ahead of the others I had.
I don‟t think Stan is losing any flesh either as the life is doing us both good although it‟s a bit cool around the knees yet.
There‟s not much one can write about over here except the weather and how ones getting on. We see lots of villages or
rather places where villages once stood but now only a heap of bricks blown around and one gets so used to the sights
that you don‟t think about anything to write and that is why I sometimes miss writing a letter.
Still I get a lot of mail and that‟s the main thing. I‟ve had it up to date so far.
Hoping this find you in the same health as it leaves me.
Your Loving Son,
Chas Copeland
lxx

France
Aug 12, 1917
Dear Mother,
Sunday evening finds me sitting here in the Y.M.C.A. tent busy writing letters again. Every now and again I keep
letting my mind wander off to listen to the bands and you would do the same. I believe the pipes band is now striking it
up and down the field and going through their movements. They play a few tunes and then the brass band of our
neighboring Battalion starts up and they give up a few. One hears music from reveille to lights out in the army and over
here we have only the picked pipers and bandsmen and this is where we do hear some fine pieces. Our own brass band
was here for three days last week with their concert party and entertained the town the three nights. They have the best
players in the band that I‟ve ever heard. They don‟t go with the Battalion but go around to the hospitals playing so it
was a treat to hear and see our own players last week. Then, every week there is some concert party here for a night or
so and the movies every night.
We have had just a fair time with our sports during the rest as it has been raining a little everyday. The sun is generally
shining in the morning and at noon it is raining like everything. Funniest country for rain I ever seen.
Our baseball and football teams have put up some good games and if it wasn‟t for the wet ground we would have come
out on top with the football.
I got the parcel of candy OK awhile ago but the others haven‟t arrived yet. It looks as though some post office guy has
been hungry just as mine passed him and he mistook it for his. That happens only to often so I‟ll just wait for the next.
Be sure and sew them up in a good tin box and address them so it won‟t rub out and then there is not much chance of it
not arriving. I think that probably Mrs. Hall altering the address has put it off its track as it was addressed to the 14 th
Res Battalion England and it would likely go to the 14th Battalion France and the postman there would hold it.
Had a fine long letter from Violet C yesterday and they are getting on better now. Uncle Will is working and Violet is
in the Bank. She likes it fine and thinks it is better than being a typist in an office. Aunt Alice was going off to Victoria
for a holiday and rest. I guess she‟s been working to hard lately. Violet certainly had the roaming spirit like her
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parents. She thinks it would be fine to visit France in a few years and the old country. For my part, I‟ve seen all I want
to see of it although it must be a lovely country to tour in peace time. We are to far north to get the fine sunny days that
make people say they are off to sunny France. I got your letter dated July 8 th from Aunt Annie yesterday. That was
very hard luck for Mrs. Church losing the youngster in the river, but Church can‟t blame her and I don‟t thing he would
anyway.
Love to Dad and Willie,
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
lxxi

France
Sept 5, 1917
Dear Mother,
You‟ll wander what‟s happening to me for not writing last week but we‟ve just come out of the line after a two week
trip in and I‟ve just been sending whiz bangs to let you know I‟m still traveling over France. We were right in front of
___ within 150 yards and she was pretty hot at times but we came out lucky.
We are going right back in again on another front at “Mot” and over the top with the best of luck so about the time you
get this we will be tearing things up on that part of the line.
I‟m a “Machine Gunner” now but am trying for transfer into D Company in Mr. Wardes platoon and be his “Runner”.
He was after me yesterday. I‟m getting paraded to the Company OC tonight to see if I can go to D Company. I think
I‟ll make it alright and that‟s a peach of a job in the line. Then, one couldn‟t wish for a better officer to be runner for.
This next push will be the last for this year I think and then we will be digging in for the winter.
I had a letter from Percy W and he is getting on fine. Lost his foot off 8 inches below the knee so he will be fine for
getting back to dear old Canada around Xmas.
Was over seeing Ed Taylor the two Jordans, Smith, Bobby Short last night just before they went into the line. It is their
first trip in and they are in for quite a straping. He put nine barrages on his______. Quite warm enough for me. I just
got the parcel you sent in June and the one of Aug 6th the morning we came out of the line and, gee, that was great
candy. The nut bars of Nelson‟s reminded me of olden days in the Bank when I used to slip over to Roys and get three
or four of the __kind. The cake and __ pastries were still in good order and needless to say, none of it was wasted.
They feed us good in the line but when a cake ________________.
Well, Mother, anytime you get the Field Service PCS from me, that will be when I‟m up the line and haven‟t time for a
letter. We are going in four days now to look the place over then out of r ten and practice on the tapes and then in and
over.
Best of Love to Dad & Will.
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
lxxii

France
Sept 6, 1917
Dear Percy,
Received your letter dated Aug 19th but jst had time to send you a whiz bang from where we were so here goes for a few
lines now. Any Thompson is back with the Entrenching Battalion now. Eric D here in B Company just joined the
Battalion a couple of days ago. That was some “Vocal Bombard” you got yours in that Sunday Perc. I was right in the
thick of it on a working party and nearly scared stiff. We had a pretty hot time last try, so I guess old Fritz still has
enough to keep on another year eh. We are getting letters now from people in England telling us to keep in the pink,
that the war will be over this October. If they could just come over for a day and take a look, well, I think they‟d blame
soon settle down and think otherwise. What is your idea of it now.
Mr. Fisher was our platoon officer and he got napoo after only 3 days. You‟ll know him, he had 10 th platoon in the old
226. He had 10th platoon here.
Mr Warde and Pvt. Hancock are both here with us. Leo is in the D Company and wants me for his batman runner but
we are so short of men in C that I can‟t transfer unless D gives a man exchange so I don‟t know yet whether I‟ll get with
Leo or not. It would sure be swell to be able to go through it with him eh Perc.
I have seen all the Birtle boys in the 16th the other night with the exception of Jimmy Fisher and he napoo. He got hit
when he was on the Tramway Company Line and died of wounds. By the way. Harry Rake is her in B Company now
too.
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I‟m glad you came through Ok Perc and have still got a good bite below the knee. Just think old trapper you‟ll be
trotting off back to Canada around Xmas and I‟ll be wading around the mud over here. You know I think your blamed
lucky to have got that and now getting on so well. I heard yesterday that Stan S has been gassed but he is back with the
Tramway Company as I was camped within half a mile of him a couple of nights ago and didn‟t know it till ___ was
telling me had seen him and that Stan was wanting to see me. I wish I‟d have known.
Well Perc, drop us a line and let us know how you are getting on.
Best of Luck.
Your old Chum,
Charlie S C
lxxiii

France
Sept 11, 1917
Dear Mother,
I received your letter dated Aug 12 last night. Am getting on fine and seeing life pretty good. Last year at this time I
was driving the old binder I guess and now, here. I am getting out her on the cubby hold writing a few letters. It has
been very quiet here and believe me its some change from the trip last week.
Eric is in B Company and is here with us. I seen him a couple of days ago when I was wandering around.
Gee, I‟m sorry to hear you have got so poor crops in Canada this year. We thought they were coming on good. If you
have had half the rain we‟ve had the crops would have been washed away.
It looks as thoug all the rain ahs fallen over here from the guns kicking up such a roar.
How are the stock making out on the dry weather. There will be enough water for them surely but the grass won‟t be as
good. Has Frank got rid of any of his yet? He will be wanting to get rid of them this fall and not have Dad going and
looking after them all. I think he must have quite a job as it is to run the oil and farm together. It‟s a good thing there is
a good run on the Oil when the crop is not up to the usual.
I‟m expecting the paper with the next lot of parcels as it takes longer to come. Will you send me the Saturday Free
Press so I can read the news? The papers we get over here are just about the war and doings in England and one doesn‟t
know what is happening over in Canada so if you‟ll send the Saturday paper it will be something to read.
That was some joke on Percy Walton getting C B for not saluting the officer. That blind eye of his will get him into
trouble yet. It will soon be a year and half since I started soldering and I‟ve managed to steer clear of CB so far
although it was tight squeeze once or twice.
Let me know how the Cadets get along at their camping out will you or tell Wallie to write me about it.
In your next parcel, will you in a pair of leather gloves. I take about the same size as Dad. A pair with wrist fasteners
on will be best as the we weather will be setting in about the time they arrive. I‟ve a pair here now that I‟ve carried
since last fall and they come in pretty handy during wet nights.
That fudge in the parcel you sent in Aug was the best yet with the raisins in it and I‟m hoping for a little more please.
What‟s the matter with Harold Cartwright ___ back to Canada again? Did he loose a limb like Nash,, Percy and
Gridley. It seems that Birtle boys are leaving mostly limbs over here. He hasn‟t my number yet but I thought he‟d half
it when he punctured my mess tin. It‟s not what I pictured it to be at all over here. Good bye for this trip Mother and I
hope this finds you all as well as I am now.
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
lxxiv

France
Sept 17, 1917
Dear Mother,
Just a few lines to let you know we are still pegging along and taking life fairly easy, although, in the last six days I‟ve
picked and shoveled more dirt and chalk than I ever done before in my young life. Every night working parties go out
by the 1000 and each man is allotted his piece of trench to dig, deeper or make wider as the case may be and as if you
go to beat all and there has been no moon and its been cloudy every night and believe me it‟s some job working away in
the dark, of __. Fritz has lots of fine flares and uses them so they help along fine. We have between four and five hours
steady picking and shoveling every night and we have some appetite when we get through around 2:00 am.
The rations have been short this trip as well and we have been borrowing oatmeal from other Battalions and making
porridge twice a day to fill up on. We send out and get condensed milk and a tin of syrup for sugar. There are some
great experiments tried out in the cooking line while in the trenches. We couldn‟t get any salt for the porridge one day
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so one of the boys gave us a couple of oxo blocks; we cut them up and into the porridge they went and the porridge
turned out fine.
We got up some stuff for ourselves last night and for breakfast this morning, Stady and I had, porridge, bacon, fried
bread, peach jam, syrup, tea, milk and sugar, bread and butter, the best meal I‟ve had in the trenches yet. If we were
sure of one meal like that every day, well I‟d have not kick.
Mother, if you could just send me a small parcel ever other week of say, a small cake, some teach, a package of those
junket tablet or something with which to make pudding. We can cook anything if we can just get it; we‟re some chefs
getting to be. And a small tin of oxo in every third parcel. A few biscuits on this and we could have quite a spread. A
little candy and chocolate goes fine.
The last time we went out of the line for four days after twelve days in, I got two parcels and they were fine and I hope
there is another one out at the transport lines waiting for me when I come out this time. We have just had eleven days in
_____________ had a very quiet front out all sorts of work prepare for the winter and the next ___. There‟s ___ to be
some whale of a battle __ before winter sets in. I expect to go over the __ first time and __________ see Fritzy the
only. Ones I‟ve seen so far have been prisoners as the lines are over 700 yards apart where we was this trip. I was out
on no mans land on a patrol one night and within a hundred yards of Fritz‟s trench against his barbes wire and we could
hear one olf Fritzy signing away at the top of his voice and I just thought to myself that old man, you‟re not suffering
very blame much if you can yell away at night like that when he shouldn‟t have been on post and watching for parties
like su out at his wire. I thought sure they would spot us a couple of time as we were crawling up a bunch of partridges
roasting around the shell holes got frightened in front __ of us and went fluttering off over towards Fritzs line. We all
kept as still as mice then for about five minutes till he‟d sent up enough flare to satisfy himself there was no one there.
If he‟d only known and trained on MG, we‟d have had some fine Blighty. Well, I think I‟ll have to close this time as
this is the last sheet in the pad.
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
Continues –
Sept 20th
Mother,
Carried this in my pocket, I didn‟t get it off. Am right in the pink and out for a rest before the push comes. Practicing
the grounds __ are going to take etc and it‟s quite a good day‟s work. Got a parcel form Annie, Harry and the girls
today so am feeling OK.
With fondest Love,
Your Son,
Charlie
lxxv

Cyril H. Barraud (1877-1965)

British born Cyril Barraud arrived in Manitoba in 1913 and became a leading figure in the Winnipeg arts community.
He served as President of the Manitoba Society of Artists and Craftsmen and in 1915 was a founder of the Winnipeg Art
Club. An experienced artist and printmaker, Barraud‟s skills were utilized at the front after his posting overseas in 1915
as a lieutenant with the 43rd Battalion of the Canadian Expeditionary Forces. Throughout 1916 and 1917 Barraud made
sketches of the war-torn French countryside and when, in August of 1917, he was appointed to the Canadian War
Memorials Fund, many of these sketches were executed as full print editions.

lxxvi

France
September 27, 1917
Dear Mother,
Received your letters of Aug 19th and 26th and Willies of 19th two days ago and three parcels of papers OK. We are
having about the same weather that you are having. Hot during the day but chilly during the night.
There was a little shower last night for the first time for quite a while and it has lain the dust and that‟s all.
I seen G Renton, G Woods, Alex Mitchel, Jimmy Preistly, Dick Newsham and Fredy Richardson. They are all well and
still going strong. Sam Green had just gone to the hospital that day with trench fever and Percy Brentnall was at he
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picture show so I don‟t know what they thought of their imitation. Eric was along with me as well. They had seen Ed
Taylor the night before and they thought he was a fine looking Scotchman. The night I seen him he was just going up
the line and was wearing short pants. He‟s not lost much flesh in the face but, he‟s beginning to lose in the body alright.
I‟ve had a few letters from Percy Wilkinson and he‟s getting on the alright now. Is out and around on crutches in the
parks.
The snaps were in the letter OK and they are fine I think. Willie just looks like an American Soldier in the one taken of
him in his Cadet Uniform. The picture of the 2 dogs came out pretty good to. It‟s the first I‟ve seen of them since I left
home and to see the house, the yard and the old school certainly makes one think of home pretty seriously. I think that
by next July we ought to be on our way back. Things are going hot and fast at present over here but nothing to kick
over. I‟m looking for the two parcels on the road. I got one of candy form Annie last week; it was a pretty good one
alright.
Last night, a parcel came from Durham and who do you think sent it but Miss K Johnson. It was a regular up the line
parcel, candles smokes, canned meat and cake and sweats. I am certainly getting to have an awful number of friends to
write to. Just keeps me busy writing, but, then I get lots of letters in return and can keep in touch with the civilized
world.
If I come out of this next scrap alright, I‟d like you to send me over about five $2 bills. They go just the same as French
“paper‟. Just register the envelope with the money as it is but don‟t send it till about a week after the scrap is put in the
papers. If I‟m lucky enough to get a Bighty I won‟t want the money but as it is, 5 to 6 dollars a month in France is not
quite enough with such high prices.
Well, Mother, I‟ll stop for this time hoping you‟re all as well as I am at present.
Your loving Son,
Charlie
PS I‟m enclosing certificate which was sent to me over here.
lxxvii

Somewhere in Belgium
Oct 12, 1917
Dear Mother,
Gee, but you‟ll be thinking I‟ve got lost or am missing if I don‟t soon get a line off. Trouble is we are on the trot and
I‟ve a new job now and the two things have kept me busy. I am batman to an officer on the Canadian Record Staff and
am having a swell time. Left the battalion sometime ago and we go all over the place getting sketches etc of ruins and I
go along.
Am getting best of grub, good sleeping quarters and ride around by car so am just having a regular little picnic of it only
lasts the winter it will be jake. You needn‟t worry anymore now as I don‟t see the line and am very thankful for that. I
am at present in a swell civilian‟s house along with a chum batman and we‟ve a room to ourselves. Real live bed with
white blankets and some mattress & sinks down a foot when you get on it. We are having wet weather steady now but it
doesn‟t worry me much. The only thing is we are right in one of the big towns here far back from the line and I see all
sorts of odds and ends I‟d like to buy, but we don‟t get paid here and so I‟ve just got to wander around town during
daylight and look through the windows at the things I‟d like.
My watch was stopped for nearly two months and yesterday I got some gasoline and took it to pieces with my jackknife
and washed it well and now it‟s going as well as ever. I broke the glass out on the boat over from Canada and have not
been able to get a new one since I tried again at a jeweler tonight but no luck, their glass is made only in Switzerland
and can‟t be got now an account of le geurie.
I was glad to hear Granddad and Ma are at last moving into town and settling down. There was no need for them out on
the farm slaving away this last five years and now they can rest easier and not be always worrying over this and that.
Percy must be making things move fast. He‟ll be a regular old married man by the time we get this hanged job finished
and get back again. Still I think that by this time next fall there aught to be a great change in affairs. It is this wet
weather that puts a stop to fighting, otherwise it would be nearly over now. I don‟t envy any of the boys their job of
standing to these wet, drizzly nights in the line.
I‟ve been looking for those two parcels that last week but expect it will be some time before my mail will reach me
now. It‟s all to be readdressed to the Company here and sent back to the PO so it will be another two weeks before I get
any I guess. There was a big Canadian mail came in the day I left eh Battalion and I got your letter of Sept 2nd in it,
saying that a Miss Boles had been making me some candy. Mighty good of her, but I must wait till I get it before I pass
any remarks. You might see if the Drug Store sells “Sabadilla” lice powder and if they do, just drop a package in the
next parcel, please. The lice in our blankets are like elephants and bite like bull dogs just after you get nice and snug in
bed and about half as sleep. I will write you when we get settled down.
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Your Loving Son,
Charlie
lxxviii

Oct 17, 1917

Dear Mother,
I didn‟t get the other letter off so am writing again. We are in a big town just back from where the last big drive was
and every clear night, Fritzy comes sailing over with a few cans of bombs and then away home again. He‟s not much of
a bomber but night although occasionally he getsa few fellous.
It is a fing sight thought to watch the big searchlights playing on him angleway and he shows up so white where the
lights cross. As soon as they all get focused on him, you see him or them whirl about and hit for home and see the
shrapnel bursting all around him but it‟s a big job to shoot at night at such a small fast target and he nearly always gets
away. I was out watching them firing at a couple of his scouts this morning when all of a sudden one burst into flames
and crashed to earth, the other one then beat it. I expect he‟ll be over again tonight as he‟s been over four times already
today taking photos.
We expect to leave this place any day thought and will go up closer to Ravenstoke Wood and he doesn‟t touch that
place.
We got paid yesterday, just 15 francs ($3) but every little helps and when that I asked you for gets here I‟ll get some
good souvenirs for Xmas.
There hasn‟t been any rain the last three days but it is still cloudy and chilly and looks as though it will rain before
night. If it rains, Fritz won‟t be able to sally forth over us and there exhibition will be off.
I noticed a piece in the paper a couple of days ago about the young fellow between 20 & 34 being called up for Nov 10,
I‟ll bet that skunk Ewbank Edmundson will be feeling sick around the gills and a few of the old “Jews” family as well.
Hope they ship them right over in time to get their initiation next spring.
The last mail I got was Sept 2nd of yours. Been expecting the parcels every day but they are always so slow in changing
ones address over here and doing this and that, that I don‟t think I‟ll be getting any for another week or so. If it reaches
me when I go broke this time it will go better so that one good thing to look forward to.
Just after dinner today I took my housewife‟s a blanket out in the sun and sewed it up so as to make a sleeping bag. The
blankets roll off the other way so now I can crawl in at the top and be right in side like a bag. Can‟t get any straw here
and it get chilly on towards morning lying on the __ floor. It was fine last week though when we had a regular bed to
sleep in. Must close now and beat it to supper.
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
lxxix

Belgium
Oct 27, 1917
Dear Mother,
You will be thinking I‟m lost or gone astray if I don‟t soon write but were so busy running our own house now that
there isn‟t a minute to ourselves. Wright & I each have our officer to fix up and then we also run the mess. Wright
cooks and I‟m the waiter. It‟s a good job and I like it fine. We‟ve fine officers on the Records Staff and we cook for
them and ourselves and we do put up some swell meals. Since we got things running good I‟ve never lived better in my
life. The officers have nothing but the best and of course we have the same so I‟ll soon pick up if it last long enough.
The trouble with it is as yet I haven‟t received any mail since I left the Battalion and am beginning to think those two
parcels will go astray.
I sent a line to the Battalion post company the other day so that may waken them up. I have to write to Aunt Annie
tonight as well and let her know where to readdress my letters.
One thing about this job is I‟m getting great experience in Housekeeping and won‟t have any trouble in that when I get
back. Each afternoon I sail forth with a couple of sandbags and go and buy enough vegetables for next day and eggs
etc. Meat is 5 francs a kilo. (Beef steak .50 cents a pound) Eggs are 4.80 a doz and 8 cents each and Sausage is 2.50 a
kilo 25 cents a pound. So it does run away with the change living high over here but we should worry as all we‟ve to do
is to put it up and help eat.
Will writ sooner next time,
Your Loving Son,
Charlie S C
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Somewhere in France
Nov 26, 1917
Dar Mother,
Just received your letter of Oct 21st yesterday. I should have written before but being on the move so much I missed last
week. I got Willies letter two days ago that he wrote the week before yours so they must have both come over together.
This is the best front after all. I used to wish they would send us up on the Flanders front but when they did I was
mighty glad when orders came to move back on the old front again. When we moved I was with an English artist. A
Major J. Kerr-Lawson and we left two days ahead of the rest and went to all the large towns closes to the line and he
sketched most of the old cathedrals and churches, etc. We stopped two days in Arras and put up at the hotel. It was just
like civil life again. He took one room and the room next for me. We got a few drawings there and one morning when
it was wet, he asked me to dress up as a front line soldier and he would take a sketch of me and finish it in his studio in
London. I put on my kilts and harness, etc, and stood leaning on my rifle for nearly two hours while he was busy with
the pencil. The sketch stands about 15 inches high and came out alright.
It will one day be among the collection of war portraits in the great collection we are getting up. He went back to
England about a week ago and I am looking after the office her now. I think I have had every job in the army since I
joined.
There was no billet hand for us three men when we got here so we pinched an unoccupied tent and pitched it on the side
of the hill here and then a coal stove was got in the same way and also a floor and now we have quite a snug little roost.
We are not running a mess just now but us three do quite a bit of our own cooking. Last night I made the jelly and it
turned out fine. We had macaroni and cheese, mashed potatoes, jelly, tea, toast, and jam so that wasn‟t so bad for
ourselves. Eggs cost 4d each. Potatoes 7d a kilo (2 lb). when we all chip in it doesn‟t cost much for a big supper.
I got paid day before yesterday and the B.M. gave me a hundred franc pay. This is Xmas pay now.
I haven‟t seen any of the Birtle boys since the day we had corps sports and I seen nearly everyone that day. I guess a
few of them have since been wounded in Flanders and here in France. It is so hard to get a casualty list over here to see
who is wounded. I heard from our old second in command of the 226 about Mr. Warde being bland in one eye and
paralyzed on one side, also about Pat Hancock from Shoal Lake and our old adjutant, Mr. Severn getting napooed.
They have had an awful cutting up since I left them. It was an awful place to take was Passchendaele and the barrage
the Hun put up on his counter attack was something frightful. It could be heard for miles and miles. We were nearly
twenty miles from it and the windows and door were rattling steady for two days and a night. He didn‟t get it back from
us though.
I think I have received all the parcels so far. I got five while in Flanders and one since coming here. It had the jelly
powder, Junket and soups in it. The soups and tea tablets are very thing for over here. They don‟t take up any room
and any one can make them up in a very few minutes. The biscuits and oatmeal cake were as fresh as anything and I
had them while on the move. The Major thought the cake was splendid and had three slices of it.
It has been rather cold all day and started in though it was going to snow but its cleared off now and the wind is blowing
through the trees and its as cold as winter out. Looks as thought we don‟t get any snow but just rain, rain, some country
for rain this.
So poor old Percy is a married man now. I will have a great many new relatives by the time we get back if things keep
on at the present rate. How is the baby coming on. You will have to send me a snap first chance you get of taking one.
Willie will have lots of nursing to do. I heard about the boys teasing him but I guess that wouldn‟t bother Bill at all.
I am glad that Dad is not going to winter so many cattle. He must have had a busy time last winter looking after the
ones up at the farm. By selling Frank and Henry‟s it will make quite a difference.
Are you milking as many now or have you dried up a few?
I think we aught to be through over here by this time next year. Even if they have managed to get peace by that time I
will be satisfied. If it takes a year to get back that won‟t be so ban as long as we know we are on our way. The German
nation are far from being beaten as far as their man power is concerned but if we can get enough airplanes from the U.S.
to go over and bomb them in fleets of hundreds at a time it will get their goat. When I read in the papers, the letters to
the different papers from these English bishops and Lords about not taking reprisals against the Germans, I just wish I
could get a line on them with my old gat here and put an end to such vermin. If they knew the feelings of the men over
here towards such people they would be ashamed to show their faces. We want to bomb the whole of the German
country, from the front line to Berlin and then it would open the German people‟s eyes.
I got the green back in the letter OK. It is good to handle real money again. You should see some of this French
money. You very seldom see any new coins. The people hoard them away and it‟s all paper money for 21/2 d to a
hundred franc note. Most of the Franc notes are pasted together with pieces of newspapers and in some cases you find
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them pasted on the black table oil cloth. The French Minister of Finance has just recently issued an order that coins
dating back over twenty years are only work 60 to 70 % of their face value so that may bring a lot to light.
Well, Mother, it is nearly half past four so I must close now and go get some supper. By five o‟clock it will be pitch
dark. It comes on night very early now.
Hoping this finds you all as well as it leaves me and little Mary growing fast.
Your Loving Son,
Charlie S C

lxxxi

Augustus John (1878-1961)

He studied at the Slade School in London (1894-99) with his sister Gwen John. After injuring his head after diving into
the sea while on holiday his personality changed. He grew a beard, dressed as a Bohemian and drank heavily. His
painting became more adventurous and his friend, Wyndham Lewis remarked that John had become a "great man of
action into whose hands the fairies had placed a paintbrush instead of a sword".
Considered to be the most talented artist of his generation, in 1898 John won the Slade Prize with Moses and the Brazen
Serpent. He developed a nomadic lifestyle and for a while he lived in a caravan and camped with gypsies. Later he
moved in with Henry Lamb and Dorelia McNeill at Alderney Manor near Poole. McNeill, who eventually became
John's wife, featured in many of his paintings.
On the outbreak of the First World War in 1914, John was the best-known artist in Britain. His friendship with Lord
Beaverbrook enabled him to obtain a commission in the Canadian Army and was given permission to paint what he
liked on the Western Front. He was also allowed to keep his facial hair and therefore became the only officer in the
Allied forces, except for King George V, to have a beard. After two months in France he was sent home in disgrace
after taking part in a brawl.
Lord Beaverbrook, whose intervention saved John from a court-martial, sent him back to France but is only known to
have completed one painting, Fraternity. John also attended the Versailles Peace Conference in 1919 where he painted
the portraits of several delegates. However, the commissioned group portrait of the main figures at the conference was
never finished.
By the 1920s John was Britain's leading portrait painter. Those who sat for him included Thomas Hardy, George
Bernard Shaw and T.E. Lawrence. However, one critic has claimed that "the painterly brilliance of his early work
degenerated into flashiness and bombast, and the second half of his long career added little to his achievement." In later
life, John wrote two volumes of autobiography, Chiaroscuro (1952) and Finishing Touches (1964). Augustus John died
in 1961.
lxxxii

France
December 5, 1917
Dear Mother,
Another week by and we are having a little better weather. It has been freezing the last two nights, and the ground is
now hard, not so bad walking as when the mud is up over your boot tops. If it would stay like this, it would be fine, but
is to good to last.
Everything along the line here is quiet and we only hear an occasional gun go off. It is a great change form Flanders. I
haven‟t seen the Battalion since they were up there so don‟t know who came out of it. I heard about Mr. Ward while I
was on a trip with my last Officer. I am expecting another Artist her tonight. Have been looking after the Office for the
last two weeks as the Sergeant is away on Blighty leave. It‟s fine to get back into an office and have a machine to
pound away at.
I had a letter from Violet and one from Ella as well. Was quite surprised to hear from Ella. She will be having quite a
time looking after school now. Violet is in the Royal Bank now. They seem to be getting along better now. Uncle Will
seems to have a steady job, must be a traveler, as he is generally away from home. Violet thinks she would like to come
over and see the show, but I think if she did, one look would suffice, and she‟d be taking the first boat back. It will be
great trip about three years after she stops, but goodness only knows when that will be. I don‟t think much of Russia
going back on us, and that there English gink, Lord Landsdown getting up and making such a statement. One thing
sure, he has put his family out of business for years to come and if a few more would get the same dose it would be a lot
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better. Anyways we are going to stick it till we get the right kind of a peace and no German peace. It will be a wild
bunch of boys when it is finally declared and we get out on the old Atlantic, speeding for Halifax.
Have they got the rink opened yet? I guess the ladies will make up most of the curlers this year as there can‟t be so very
many men left to curl. Old Harry Gibson will be to much taken up with his new wife to do any curling. It took him
about as long to make up his mind to get married as it usually took him to figure out a shot when curling. I wander how
Percy likes married life now? They will be settled down by now. He wrote me a few lines, saying he was going to take
the leap and was expecting to have about ten days on his honeymoon. I hope he gets his exemption alright. They can
hardly take him and leave the farm to Will.
We are all waiting the outcome of the election now. I think we will win out alright and then for conscription. It is
needed now more than at any other time as the last affair in Flanders took so many men. This is the first time I have
ever voted, and the first time I ever took an interest in an election. We have a few who are determined to vote for the
Opposition but they are just numb skulls. Their argument is that if they get conscription, there will be a lot more unfits
sent over and they will have to go up the line. The fools, it will be just the other way, if we don‟t get it, every man will
have to go up before the Canadian Corps quits the game. Others are just so blamed fed up that they are doing it for
sheer spite.
The old river must be quite changed now with the beaver dam? It will be fine skating till it snows up. Things must
have been very quiet down there this summer, for them to come up and work there. I hope they don‟t start trapping
them for a few years yet till the boys get back. We should be in at the opening and get our share. Am expecting some
mail from Canada in a few days so will write when your letter arrives.
Wishing you all a Merry Xmas & A Happy New Year,
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
PS How is Mary getting along. Please try and get a snap of her for me.
lxxxiii

France
Dec 8, 1917
Dear Bill,
I received your letter of Oct 15th, last week, but have just now managed to get started on an answer. Haven‟t been very
busy in the office but just enough to take up ones time and so keep me from getting a few letters off.
The war is still on, rather hot just now as well. I suppose you read all about us when we went up to Flanders and took
Passchendaele. That was a devil of a scrap and sure wiped a bunch of our boys out. Now we are back on our own front
again and it‟s not so bad. Fritzy was over bombing us a couple of nights ago, but didn‟t come within half a mile of us.
Still he might not be so far off next time. I hate the night raids worse than any gun fire. You don‟t know where they are
going to land and you lay in bed with your hair standing nearly on end as you hear one whistling through the air and
then it‟s all over with a crash.
That was sure some surprise you gave me when you wrote and told me about having a sister. I guess you got quite a
teasing from the girls, eh.
You want to keep on pegging away at school and don‟t be in any hurry to leave it. I‟d give almost anything now to be
right back there. You don‟t know what a good time you are having until you leave and start out for yourself. Just keep
a pegging until you can‟t learn any more. I‟ll bet young Douglas Patterson will wish he was back in school before many
years have passed. He will be able to get to be about a ledger keeper and then he won‟t know enough to go any higher
so you just stick it out and some day you will be mighty thankful for doing it. I quite agree with you about no
homework. Work while one‟s in school but after 4 pm there should not be any work connect with it at all.
How many mink and muskrats have you caught so far? It aught to be good trapping now. Not very many old trappers
around to do any, except the Indian boys and they are not up to much. The only thing they are good at is lifting other
people traps. You must be going right in for the real thing. Gloves, mink stink and greased traps.
Have they started trapping Beaver in Manitoba yet? I seen in the paper they had started out in Saskatchewan and was
wandering about Manitoba. I hope they don‟t start till the boys get back. I would like to be in at the start of that, as it
would be fine trapping then. Could make a few green backs before breakfast.
I suppose you know, I‟m not with my Battalion now. Left them in Sept, just after sending that Wiz bang to you. Since
that I‟ve been at about ten different jobs around the Records Office here. At present I‟m running the office and also
looking after an Artist, a Major A John. We are going away for a few days soon and are going to stop at an old
Chateaux further back. The major has to be back before Xmas so I‟ll be able to spend Christmas by myself and not
have any Officer to bother about. There are three of us batman here and we‟ve already marked the farm where we are
going to get our Xmas dinner, will call around there at dusk, about two nights before hand and the old Farmer will be
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shy one rooster if we are successful in the raid. We have a peach of an oven in the Office so the cooking of it will be
easy enough. We are to be issued with half a pound of plum pudding so we will make out alright, I think.
Don‟t forget to get that snap of Mary for me, first chance you get Bill. I sure do wan to see what my sister looks like.
Those were some fine snaps you sent me before. I showed that one of the old stone school to one of the artists and he
thought it was very good. Just looks like all the buildings near the line.
So long for the present & best of Luck.
Your Brother,
Charles S C
Wishing you a Merry Xmas and Happy New Year.
lxxxiv

France
Dec 26, 1917
Dear Mother,
Just a few lines to let you know I‟m still in the pink and hanging on. We had a very good time yesterday and celebrated
Xmas Day in true fashion. I am putting down the “Menu” for you to see so you will see that although we are out here
we can make things go pretty good.
The Turkeys were donated by the Church Army Hut‟s and were roasted fine. I could just shut my eyes and picture to
myself the scene at home, Frank would be up and here I am the missing boy.
It snowed about eight days ago and it all stayed till Xmas eve when we had a shower and it all melted and everything
was looking green again (the grass is still as green as ever) and just as we sat down to dinner, it started in a regular
Christmas snow storm, great large flakes and in about an hour the ground was covered again and it has been freezing
again all day. It is far nicer when the snow is here and the ground froze a little that the everlasting rain and mud.
I haven‟t received any mail form you since I last wrote you, but I suppose its on account of there being such an
overflow of Xmas mail that it is taking longer to get here. Your Xmas parcel hasn‟t arrived yet, but I got the H.E.S. one
OK and that little friend of Stan‟s in Durham sent me a very nice one. Aunt Annie was telling me all about Willie being
in the drive in Palestine and wishing the Children of Israel were still wandering there instead of them. It must have been
fierce having to go without a wash for six weeks and getting nothing to eat but bully beef and hard tack. I‟ll never be
able to look that corned beef or Fray Bentos in the face when I get back, as it will bring this country to me again. We
are not so bad off here, but with the Battalion, it was bully beef stew, bully beef rissole and bully beef everything. I am
back at H.Q. now. The Major went over to England for Xmas and won‟t be back till about the middle of January so I‟ve
just been kicking around trying to look busy, but its no go. I generally manage to sleep the clock around on these
occasions.
Yesterday after the dinner, there was a concert by our concert party, the “Ramblers” and free cinema shows etc. Then
some of the boys got feeling fine and started marching around town singing and creating quite a noise. It has been a
much better time than last year. It is just a year ago tonight that we came in sight of land although we didn‟t land till the
28th.
The is the menu of our Christmas Dinner:
1:00 pm
25.12.17
“Menu”
Roast Turkey
Veal Dressing
Boiled Ham
Mashed Potatoes
Mashed Turnips
Christmas Pudding
Brandy Sauce
Nuts and Raisings
Tea
Coffee
Hoping you all had a Merry Xmas and wishing you the best of luck for the New Year.
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
PS If there is an old undershirt around the house, you can send me it Mother. Don‟t send anything that is worth much as
when it gets dirty, I may not be able to get it washed and then I would ditch it. I am going down to the town where I got
my photos taken, on Sunday so will be sending it in my next letter.
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lxxxv

France
Jan 10, 1918
Dear Mother,
Rec‟d your letter of Dec 2nd yesterday and of Nov 19 & Dec 9th today and Willies of Dec 5th. This is the first mail I‟ve
received for three weeks. There has been quite a delay somewhere. I haven‟t received all the parcels yet, there must
have been a hold up somewhere.
It has been snowing like everything for two days and the snow is nearly 15 inches deep. It rained a little about three
days ago and melted all the snow and we all thought it was the final thaw but about six hours after the rain, it started in
heavy and has been snowing ever since. I was over and got my photo this afternoon. Didn‟t turn out very good. The
sun was shining to bright on the snow and my face is sort of screwed up.
I spent Xmas at Corps HQ , but on the last of Dec another artist, Wyndham Lewis came out and so we came back to the
Chateau and Major John arrived last night so now I‟ve the two of them, three best rooms to look after, one studio, open
fire – places and on top of that I make afternoon tea so am getting on fine. Keeps me on the hop all morning tidying up
and in the afternoon, I sometime sit for them for an hour or so and then make afternoon tea. I get from 1.80 to 2.00 an
hour for sitting. I could sit all day if they‟d keep on sketching.
I am going to make up a parcel of few photos, post cards and my diary later on. When it arrives you can look through
the diary, but please don‟t let anyone else get at it, not even Willie, as he would go talking maybe and I can‟t have that.
He can read it after the war. I‟m going to rewrite them and straighten it out. Am starting a new one for this year. I
hope we get peace with this year and then I‟ll finish it when I finish soldiering. The copy of the Daily Record has Major
Johns picture in it so I‟d like you to save that was well.
That was the first I knew of Eric having Trench felt and back to Blighty. Also see a lot more have been wounded I knew
Hewitt alright. He worked in the Pay Office and was intending to go on leave with him to Leeds when we got our
landing leave last May.
There is a general feeling of a coming offensive on a very large scale by the Germans. Everyone‟s confident of the
outcome, but fearfully fed up over the way they are drilling everyone. Every branch of the service has to train now and
train hard at that. Thank goodness I‟m not forming fours or doing bayonet fighting this weather.
When I started this letter yesterday it was snowing a regular blizzard and when I went to bed last night there were drifts
three feet deep, when I woke this morning, there was the sun shinning on the green grass. It all disappeared during the
night. I could hardly believe my eyes. The paper this morning are all remarking on the trains and roads being blocked
and blessed if the snow hasn‟t gone while they were delivering their papers.
Do you know what Battalion Bert Wallis and Harry Leslie are in, and which Battalion is Alf Powell in. They must have
been over here during the scrap in Flanders. They stuck to England a pretty good time too. I think I‟ve been very lucky
since getting to France. The first three months weren‟t exactly joyful with Fritz shooting off his guns around us, but
now I‟m out of reach of them and he very seldom bombs this place.
I can‟t think what happened. The paper you send me, so far I‟ve only received 5 rolls. Am going to writ to the
Battalion post Corporal and see what‟s wrong. I don‟t like to have you keeping them in papers.
If Percy Wilkinson expected to be home by Xmas he ought to be there by the time you get this letter. I haven‟t heard
from Perc for ever so long.
It is a good thing they are not making all the boys join before seeding. Food is getting more scarce every month now.
Bread is the shortest ration. I see by the papers the authorities are planning a bigger system of food production for the
armies in France this year. Far better if they put the boys to gardening when they come out for a rest than this blamed
form fours stuff and saluting by number after a mans done two & three years at it. The change _ at them and would of
good. They keep on putt out ____ lack of saluting by the men, but is it any wander they ____ with such detest saluting,
but it‟s the way of the army and has to be done, if you can‟t avoid it.
In your letters I got one $ and one $ bill and one without. If you will send me about $2 a month, that will be heaps. I
get paid pretty good while I‟m‟ here and its not like being with the Battalion. Never had any money then as we had to
but biscuit and jam to eat.
Those “Gong Soups” are just the thing as are those tea tablets. We had a lot of sugar left from when we quit our mess
and also tea and milk as I‟, using that for afternoon teas and when I go down town for my meals, I have to put a few
spoonfuls of sugar in my packet for my coffee. Sugar can‟t be had in the restaurant here at all. You say Turkeys cost
$2 for Xmas. They were 45 franc here, which is nearly $9 each. The lice powder hasn‟t got her yet, but anyways, I‟m
free of those little pests at last. Living like a civilized being, I‟ve been able to get rid of them. Will close now and
enclosing a photo of me.
Your Loving Son,
Charlie S C
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lxxxvi

Somewhere in France
Jan 14, 1918
Dar Bill,
Just a few lines to let you know I‟m in the pink and hope this finds you the same. I received your letter of Dec 5 th the
other day along with a pile of others. We were nearly three weeks without mail. Got Mother‟s parcel too. I gave my
officers a piece each of her cake and they thought it was fine. They are both English officers and it was their first piece
of Canadian cake from home.
The snow is all gone now and it is just like spring out. The winter crops are up around three inches already and look
fine. We will be sure to get a month of this infernal rain though and the mud with it. There is about fifteen different
varieties of mud. It seems, each area has its own particular kind and some, a bit of them all mixed together.
That is some joke on your now having to get up early and nurse baby. Still, you are blamed lucky to be there to do it,
you can‟t imagine how home would look to me tonight. And don‟t you get like I used to be, just keep pegging at school
or someday very soon after you quit it, you‟ll begin to wish you had taken more out of school than you did. I‟m going
to take courses when this job gets over with.
I am pretty jake where I am now. I hope I spend the winter here, or for duration if possible. I have sure struck things
lucky in France eh. I found a pretty good French Helmet yesterday. I am going to hang on to it and take it to Blighty
for a souvenir.
I‟ll have been in France eight months when you get this letter. Another three or four months and I‟ll be due for two
weeks leave. Then for a lively time I may go to Paris instead of to England. Will see later on. I‟ve seen most of the
large places in England and a few in Scotland so I may as well see Paris.
How is the rink coming on this winter. Are there many curlers and I guess hockey won‟t be much, no senior teams
playing now. Do you do any skiing or sleigh riding like we used to? How‟s the trapping too? Did the mink stink
work? Do you know what I dreamed last night, I was going down to the dam and come across a bunch of traps and a
min in one so I just walked off with it… and then wake up. Too bad, it always happens that way, just as the dream
starts to get interesting too.
Its too blame bad that Haines doesn‟t take more interest in the Cadets. I‟d hate to see them fall through for want of a
leader. Now is just the time when they should be making things hum. Guess Haines hasn‟t the war fever. There are a
lot now who seem to be quite afraid of it too with the Conscription eh.
What do you think of my late photo. The sun was too bright or it might of come out better. I screwed my map up just
as the camera clicked.
Thanks Bill for you Xmas gift. I sure blew her in. Went down to the Restaurant (French) and had a whale of a meal.
Pretty near have to take two meals to get satisfied. Grub is getting blamed shy. Am sending a parcel of my diary etc
Bill, you can look over the diary alright, but what ever you do, don‟t repeat any of it to anyone or mention the name of
any of the places. You see, it is war time and one can not tell what would happen if a Fritz hear it.
Your Brother,
Charlie C
lxxxvii

France
Jan 30, 1918
Dear Mother,
Just a few lines to let you know I‟m quite well and still living well. I‟m the same place as before and I‟ve just Major
John now and he‟s been away the last few days and I‟ve been sleeping the clock around for nothing else to do.
Just the same old routine day in and day out so there is not much to write about. I was out in the car the other morning.
Had a nice little trip to three other towns and back. The country is looking fine now. We are having great weather. Sun
out bright every day and it just like summer. To get out and watch the farmers all hard at work plowing and seeding and
the winter crops so green, one wouldn‟t think the war was so close.
There has been a bit more activity along the line lately. The ground vibrates all day and all night. Every now and again,
an extra big one comes and the windows and doors all jar as though it had hit only a mile away. As long as he doesn‟t
take it into his head to bomb this place I don‟t care. He pounded a big town near here pretty badly last week. My boss
was there when they arrived over the town, but as he had nothing in particular to keep him there, he was sailing
homewards before they left.
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Viv Wallis was telling me that Larry Brennan had arrived in Birtle. I thought he had been wounded about three weeks
ago, he must have been home then. Had my photo taken with harness etc on by my bonnet was showing to much
towards the camera. Am putting in some for you. I haven‟t had any mail for you now for quite awhile. It seems to only
come in heaps about once a month now.
With Love to all,
Your Loving Son,
Charlie S C
lxxxviii

France
Feb 16, 1918
Dear Bill,
Well I receive your letter of Jan 10th yesterday, so will just scribble off a few lines before I start anything else. I‟m
having a weeks rest now, nothing to do but answer phone calls and keep the fire going. My head was troubling me
again last week, hence the rest cure.
You say Viv and Dick are going to enlist. Gee, I didn‟t think Viv was old enough and I hope he waits till he is eighteen.
He doesn‟t know anymore of what he is doing than I did when I joined, I think. It is no picnic for a young fellow who‟s
never done any roughing and it sure found me out when I struck the line, but thank my lucky starts, I‟ve had it easier on
the present job. If only some of the fellows, who are old enough and fit, had the same feeling as Viv, it would be a lot
better.
Rather tough luck on you as regards to trapping eh, who do you suspect of pinching the traps. I sure hope I‟m back in
time for the opening of beaver trapping. We could fence our farm off and allow no one else to trap on it but ourselves.
The beaver must be thick if they have cleared out the mink and muskrat. And our old log house is falling down. I‟ll be
making nothing but concrete dugouts when I get back I think. No more shanties up above. One gets used to living
down in the earth over here alright and at times; it feels mighty comfortable to be as far under as possible.
That was hard luck on Howard Haines getting his bean cracked. I hope he is alright again by now. Nettie Stewart
doesn‟t seem to pass for you fellow eh.
I suppose you belong to the Hobby Club in Birtle now. I heard through a friend about it. What‟s your hobby? If I was
there, I‟d be working on an idea of mine for winter sport that I thought of out here seeing the airplanes.
I heard that the ice is very poor this winter too. How is it? Write and let us know how the carnival came off too will
you. Is there anything doing in the Hockey way this winter.
We are having pretty fair weather, but it has been a bit chilly the last two nights. Woke up last night and the blamed
corner had rolled off to one side and there I was, bare to the wind. It was so cold, I got up and put on my pants and two
par of socks and then crawled back and was warm enough then.
I‟ve run out of news now, there is not much doing and little or no excitement so will ring off.
Your affectionate brother,
Chas S Copeland
PS Am putting in half page of our Daily Paper. The snowed up car in the lower right hand picture is the one I‟ve rode
in so much this winter. She‟s a great speeder, over here the cars run the year around.
lxxxix

France
April 27, 1918
Dear Mother,
Just a line saying I‟m still in the pink and alright. I receive you letter of Mar 17th four days ago and wrote then but
forgot to post it so guess you‟ll be wandering what is the matter over here. It is so hard to get anything to write about
that I keep letting my answers go. Joust got parcel 4 today. No 3 hasn‟t got here yet. When you address the parcels or
letter Mother, will you just put on War Records Office Canadian Corps HQ B.E.F. France as when you put on 3/o Army
Post office London. They seem to get all bundled up and they delay them two or three weeks. I thin some of my mail
must have gone west as your last letter was dated Feb 26 th. No I haven‟t had any leave to Blighty yet but am not
worrying any. It will be due in June but as all leave is stopped now while this big scrap is on, can‟t say when I‟ll get it
if it lasts the summer out, which I sure hope she don‟t. I was surprised to hear Bobby Short had married while on leave.
Wouldn‟t be surprised to see Stan Stewart take Kate Johnson home with him either. She must have just been a week did
when Dad left Durham.
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Is Alf Powell in the 16th Battalion do you know, and which is W. Cottingham in. If I every run across him, I‟ll sure
tease him over being such a good boy. Just wait till we all get back and then you‟ll see what a change __ the good this
has done us. It‟s a bit wild and rather uncertain just now, but the experience is the one great thing I‟m glad I‟ve got. I
guess that latest order of conscription every fit man between 20 and 23 will make a few more young single fellows look
blue. And in this morning paper I see where everyone over 16 has to register as well or he will be out of luck for his
meals etc. The war must be making itself felt strongly now worse luck.
Expect Frank will have had his months leave by now and back to work or did he get an extension. I certainly hope it
gets better now. Do you get the assigned pay every month? Some of the boys were complaining of a month missing
now and again so was just wandering.
We are having rather poor weather just now. Misty nearly all the time and every now and again a slight rain shower.
This misty weather is bad for our side as we can‟t see what is going on over the way. It is certainly a blamed big scrap
and old Hieny is getting a bit of ground but what‟s that. Our turns coming or else I‟m a Dutchman and we‟ll soak him a
__ yet. We are not worried over his bit of ground gained as his paying for it in Germans.
Nearly forgot to say I got the dollar in your letter of Mar 17th OK. And while I‟m here Mother, I‟ll rather you didn‟t
send me any more parcels as we are getting fine rations now and I‟m living far better than you people at home are. It is
when we are with the battalion that the food is poor and short. And will you please send me a tin of Zam Buck. These
sudden changes of weather make the skin get chapped so much and I can‟t get any over here. I‟m writing this on my
knee, in the tent so that is why it is such awful scribbling. I sent a couple of programs as souvenirs the other day. We
don‟t want for theatres and sports over here and have one of the finest theatres of our own here. Will close and beat it to
supper.
Fondest love to all,
Your Loving Son
Charlie S C
xc

France
May 24, 1918
Dear Mother,
Guess it is high time I got busy and wrote a few letters isn‟t it. Everything been just as per usual and not a thing to write
about. I got your two letters of April 20th and 28th two days ago and think the snaps are fine. That wee sister of min is
sure plump and happy enough. That one taken against Harry‟s car is a very good one too.
I‟ve just had a letter from Frank too saying he is feeling much better and telling me all about his trip to Rochester and
having his tonsils taken out . And now he is expecting to get on with the Bt so in another year or so, if he does get on I
may see him out here. He will be glad now and I‟m certainly mighty glad to know he has got his arm fixed and getting
stronger.
We are having about the same old kind of weather. Roasting hot one or two days and off comes your underwear and you
wake up next morning with the icicles hanging about and wind and rain blowing. The last week has been simply grand,
we‟ve been having lovely weather and been in swimming twice a day to keep cool and today we were to have sports
and this morning it started blowing and raining to beat all and has kept it up all day so that‟s the sort of country this is.
Keeps one watching to escape catching a cold alright.
Saw in the papers that all youth of 18 have been called up, that are fit. Guns that will comb out a few more. Too
blamed bad that that gink Eubank Ed, its, isn‟t fit as I‟d sue like to see him roughing it over her. Must have been a great
joke about him getting married and his people not going to his wedding.
How is it Mother that Willie is taking up _______. Young beggar, he should be made too. Only wish not that I had the
chance when I was there. And I do hope he goes on for another year too. If you can make him, you bet you, milk him.
I‟m very sorry to hear that young Joe Pounger had been killed. He must have got it the very next time in after I last seen
him. This will be George Haines second time wounded too. I‟ll bet Percy could tell you some funny stories alright
although he did have a short stay over here. Did he tell you where we were together last. Some joke about fat Gordon
Stewart having to join up. They will soon thin him out if they get him up and doing PT before break out.
Must ring off for the night. This is sure awful scribbling but am sitting in hut with a box on my knees, writing. Got the
dollars OK in your letter of April 20th thanks I can‟t make out things where all my parcels have gone too.
Good night, with fondest love to Dad, Mary and Bill.
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
xci

J.W. Beatty (1869-1941)
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Born in 1869 in Toronto, died in 1941. The artist quit school at an early age and worked as a fireman. In his spare time
he studied art, and later when traveling to Europe before WWI, studied at the Academe Julian in Paris. From 1906 to
1909 he traveled around Europe, particularly in the Low Countries. When he returned home he was painting rich, dark,
moody pictures of Dutch peasant life. Around 1910 he was among the first of the Toronto artists to travel to northern
Ontario to paint. During this period he befriended Tom Thompson , A.Y. Jackson and C.W. Jefferys and his style
evolved to become much more colorful and indicative of the Group of Seven style. From 1912-41 he taught at the
Ontario College of Art where he had a considerable influence on his students.
xcii

France
Aug 10, 1918
Dear Doll,
Have just come in from there and will drop you a line while it is quiet. Everything going great and we‟ve got him going
fast. Wish I could send you a few of the many fine souvenir that are strewn around but couldn‟t possibly manage if.
I‟m expecting to get over to England on two week leave stating some time next week if it come through. Been out here
fourteen months now without leave so intend to have a bust out. Only wish it were in Canada instead. Perhaps next
year will see us back again. Please forgive me Doll for not writing for such a long time but we‟ve been going pretty
steady for this. Haven‟t seen any of the boys for quite a time. They will be right in their glory chasing Huns, right now
as I write this too. I am quite well and before this fins you ditto.
Fondest Regards,
Yours,
Charlie S C.
xciii
Princess Victoria was 1678 tons. Built in 1912. Sailed on the Stranraer/Larne route for the Portpatrick &
Wigtownshire Railways Joint Committee [previously (1872-1890) The Larne & Stranraer Steamboat Co.] Served as a
troop ship from 1914-1919. Scrapped 1934
xciv

Dear Doll,
Am just scribbling off a few line tonight as tomorrow morning I am off back over there again. Have had a swell time on
leave to London and a week in Durham. Met a boy from Birtle today. We are putting in a last night of it together. He
use to work out at ______. No more new tonight and are sorry I have gone so long without writing but will write as
soon as I get over. Please send us a card of little old ____.
XXX
Charlie S C
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Belgium
Nov 6, 1918
Dear Mother,
Just received my mail for the last six weeks in a heap this morning. So now I can have something to do in answering
them all. There is also one parcel up at the office and I‟m going up for it this afternoon.
Poor old Mrs. Powell shouldn‟t worry over Alf. You may be sure he‟s alright and in no danger over in Blighty. He is
certainly doing good though to stay there so long without being sent over her. There is some pretty good work going on
now. Taking the ridge has been a hot job but it is ours now and the Boche is in for a poor time this winter.
I‟ve had quite a few experiences in air raids since coming to this country. Ever clear night they come and we go.
Down cellar one feels more at home and next day your laugh at yourself for getting your wind up. He drops most of
them in the fields though and the holes they make. You could drop the kitchen in one of them.
It all sounds so close at night and generally we have just rolled in for the night when you hear the drone of their engines
and then a whistle and crash.
I haven‟t heard anything of Charley Cooley since leaving England except that he‟d gone into a Boys Brigade
somewhere in Sussex so he‟ll be having quite a time I expect.
I can just imagine how Willie and Lloyd would feel after cycling all that distance. I used to think it far enough to go to
Foxwarrren but up to Arthur‟s and back is quite a record.
Ethel was saying she‟d been out helping in the harvest. I think Canada must be getting as short handed in some parts as
they are over here.
One sees nothing else but old and young women working the land here in France and Belgium.
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I hope its right, what Dad and Harry think about Bob starting fresh. Aunt Annie is rather cut up over it and from her
letter she thinks he has met with an accident and got killed but I hardly thin so. Something is bound to turn up later on.
You are doing fine with the stock and Frank and Henry will be all tickled over such fine prices. It will give them quite a
good start if they don‟t get gay and shoot it all away as usual.
I‟ve three new pair of socks at present but you can send the other pair anytime as they soon go when they get wet. So
far, the weather has been pretty good. Not much rain and the roads are all good so there is no cause for wet feet yet but
one can never tell when a time will come and it is best to have them hand. A pair of gloves with parcel would be very
hand this time of the year. The leaves are mostly all off now and it is just like an autumn day at home. I guess by this
time you‟ll be beginning to get winter and some snow. It does seem a long time since I had a skate and a game of
curling.
Dad must have been going it hard to break his teeth like that. That‟s some idea sending half at a time to get fixed.
There are not many people who can ship their teeth off, one set at a time to get fixed tell him.
It is over a month now since I heard from Percy Wilkinson. He was then about to be around on crutches and was having
quite a time.
What‟s the matter with Percy Walton? He seems to be sick nearly all the time since he got to England. I heard quite
awhile ago that Ed Aikens had lost a leg over some metal falling on him but don‟t know whether it is right or not. Percy
will be getting married in about another week‟s time then. He is getting into the trases soon but it will give Grandma
and Granddad a rest now and she will enjoy life more.
Well Mother, it is now time to set the table for lunch so I must close and will write sooner next time.
With Love to You All,
Your Loving Son
Charlie
xcvii

Mons,
Nov 20, 1918
Dear Mother,
Still going strong as ever and quite well, hoping this finds you all the same. Having fearfully foggy weather now.
Same days and night, can‟t get see more than fifty yards in day light and at night you don‟t want to go prowling along
any side streets or you will be lost in three minutes.
This is ___ place her. Only trouble is that there are so many little side streets that you are likely to get lost if you go out
after dark. Jerry left the gas___plant all right but blew the electric works to ___ anyway and so there are no street
lights. This is some great soldiering now. Never had anything like it before. Best of billets and everything. Been in
some lovely homes here, some of my billets lately have been regular palaces compared to anything that we‟ve seen in
all Canada. There is nothing in Canada to compare with these old towns from an artist point of view but all the same,
there is no place like home and living as we are now just makes one long all the more to get back and into civies once
more. I‟ll have been some time on the Rhine when this reaches you. We started out for Berlin as if we don‟t actually
get that far, I‟ll be able to say I got into Germany anyways.
It is going to be the greatest tour out for us. Never even dreamed of such a thing until about ten days ago. The morning
it all quit, I was all ready to go into action with a fighting unit. Gee, weren‟t we flabber gasted when they stopped us
and told us the war would quit in a couple of hours. There was no ___ or yelling, we couldn‟t it was about ___ days
before we could realize it was one and ___ the everything was quiet. I read in the paper ___ all the __ and noise making
that went on over at Bilzty and Canada when the news came.
I sent off a parcel today by post, containing a German Caps, 2 tossils, a pom pom shell case, a German water bottle and
a German tumbler with Hinderbruger Fiziog on and the Iron cross. Guess it will reach you around New Years. Am
watching for all little souvenirs now as I want to have a __ by the time I get back. Wish I had sent them when I was
where they were so plentiful. They were so common then that you didn‟t bother with them. Got hold of one of the first
gas masks used by the Germans a few days ago and there was a fellow here, just over from England for three or four
days souvenir hunting. Morning he went back, gas mask was missing, such is life.
Have you sent the camera I asked for yet? We are allowed to take pictures now and you can guess I‟m just itching for
one, and especially in this town. If you have already sent it, send over about four films at once in registered mail please.
Hope I get it before we reach the Rhine.
I thought all along that Mary‟s birthday was Nov 14 instead of Oct 14 th. She will be running all over the place by the
time spring gets around again and I come tearing back. I see we are to be withdrawn immediately peace is signed so I
think that by the end of March or April I should be getting closer to old Birtle again. I am thinking seriously of taking
up a course in banking right ___ as soon as I get back to civiy life. Been out here too long to start in where I left off and
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think the best thing to do would be to take such a course in some business college in Winnipeg. Of course I intend
having a holiday first of all.
Just had a letter from Frank today. First one since the middle of June so not worrying now. Had begun to thin
something had happened alright.
Expect this will reach you just about Xmas. Looks as though we may spend this one in Germany. Next one is going to
be at home.
The parcel sent Oct 10th got here one day under a month Nov 18th OK. ___ open it and the lemon butter was dandy.
Just finished it at lunch today. The biscuits and chocolate disappeared first day, whenever anything like that is opened, I
keep nibbling away and then see they are all napoo (?)
Not troubled with ___ b- here. Aunt Annie hasn‟t __ it looking after the family across the stree from her.
Trusting this finds you all well as it leave me and wishing you all a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
Your Loving Son,
Charlie
xcviii

Vielsalm

Dec 3, 1918
Doll,
Put in over a week here altogether. It‟s a swell old city and had a very nice time too. Was in Mons the morning the war
quit. I think I‟ll have to come back to Europe after a few years and just tour around. Wouldn‟t it be great? Where we
are now the scenery is lovely; all mountains.
Love,
Chas S C

xcix
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Bonn a Rhine
Dear Doll,
Back in Bonn once more for a few days. Have had a swell time up around Calogne. Have been all along the Rhine
from Mulheim to Godesberg now so haven‟t done too bad. Expect to put in about five days in Godesberg very shortly.
After that expect the whole mob of us will beat it back into Belgium on our way to France, ____ and Home. Many
thanks for your lovely fudge and cake Doll. Both are delicious and the fudge the best I‟ve ever had the pleasure of
testing. Hope you will make ___ some more some day.
Fondest Love,
Charles S C
ci

Germany
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Jan 14, 1919
Dear Bill,
Received yours of Dec 15 on the 12th with the two snaps of the girls and __ Am still pegging along back in Bonn for
good now I think. Left Gadenberg two nights ago, went up to Cologne and had a good time and stopped the night,
skipping my boss off to Blight on the 3:00 am train and now I‟m with an English professor. Work all day in Cologne
and come to Bon at night with this guy.
Those films you sent Bill are too old. You should give the person who sold you thme a good balling out as it said on
each box they should have been developed by Sept 1918. They are all turning out black now as you can see by the
enclosed.
Still having fine weather. Rumored that we may stay here another month yet. Hope so as it is far better here than being
in those blamed camps back in France around the __ Tom Peter is in France and wrote him yesterday asking if he could
arrange leave to Paris and did meet him there on leave too so we may work it yet.
We could sure have a great time of it together. I don‟t car to go in along. He said he to see me back in Birtle this spring
unless demobilizing starts mighty fast when spring in Canada opens. I couldn‟t have a better time then what I having
now. Only I‟ve had enough for awhile and want to see home one more.
If you were asking where my flyer is Bill, blamed if I know. Haven‟t seen the old thing for three blooming winters.
Have they lifted the ban __flu in Birtle yet. You have sure had a spell of it. Was looking at the list of banned towns in
the papers. Quit a bunch. I‟ve had four rolls of papers since new years. Have some pile of apers in the room her now.
Take care they don‟t batter you up too much this winter playing hockey and go easy on the ski‟s. I hope to have a go on
them next winter if I stop in Canad. I hate the idea of 60 below again. This having fine sunny weather with little
showers and no snow has that beat all ways. Plenty of roller skating on here.
Your affection brother,
Charles S Copeland
cii

Bonn & Rhine, Germany
Jan 15, 1919
Dear Mother,
Anther week passed by and still on the old Rhine. Expect to be about another ten days here and then go back into
Belgium for a coupe of weeks and from there to the concentration camp I suppose. Hope to get a Paris leave next
month. Am trying to get Tom Peters to meet me there and the two of us take the town in together. If it is a good day
tomorrow I am going up on my first flight in the air and will cross the Rhine and circle around from Bonn to Cologne.
That is the general trip that about eight of our staff have had lately. One of the Flying Officers has been taking quite a
bunch of the boys on the Corps up as they have nothing to do now but test the engines so there are generally a few boys
waiting to go along.
I can‟t say just when I will be getting back but if we leave this country as expected, it looks a bit better anyways,
although I‟d far sooner stay here and go straight from Bonn than have to go back into France to one of those camps at
the base and live in tens and army billets again. We have sure put in a splendid time here, best of billets in private
homes, the people have treated us to a better time by far than we ever had in France and Flanders and the surroundings
are so much nicer as well and up till today, we have been enjoying summer weather, it has started to rain this afternoon
so we may be in for a wet spell now.
I am sending home another parcel tomorrow with a pair of new breeches and few more souvenirs. I have sent about five
parcels altogether I think Am sending the breeches as I am not sure when I‟ll land home so will have one decent pair to
wear until I get my civies made. Might send my good tunic too after I get my next leave.
This is all for now I think, am in the best of health and hope this finds ever one at home the same.
Fondest love to everyone, Your loving son,
Charles S Copleland
ciii

Andene, Belgium

February 4, 1919
Dear Mother,
Well, Mother, my promised month down around Arras was cut short three days ago when the O.C. called for me on his
way back to H.Q. from England but I sure had a great time of it while it lasted. The trip down from Bonn was splendid
and after shipping the boss over to England we had nearly a week just joy riding about the country in the car visiting all
our old homes. I have been in nearly every large town and city her now. On our way to Boulogne from the Rhine we
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went via Cologne, Duren, Aix La Chapelle, Liege, Louvain, Brussels, Ath, Tournai, Lille, La Basses, Baeluel, St Pel,
Hesdin, Montreul, Etaples and Boulogne. Then I spent a week joy riding between Boulogne and Arres and Bapaume.
On our way back we came by Bethune, Las Bassee, Lille, Tournai to Courtrai and back to Tournai, Ath, Soignes,
Namur and Andenne. Not to bad for a couple of weeks touring eh? I am expecting to be going back to Tournai in two
or three days time and looking forward to being on leave in Blighty in about three weeks time. She has been quite a fine
war since the armistice. Been so blamed busy sightseeing that haven‟t had much time for writing but will tell you all
about the big trips I‟ve had when I get back. I had a similar experience to Ed Taylor the other night. We stopped at a
place called Nivelles for supper and while we were at it some enterprising get calmly walked off with my bed roll. Lost
a suit of clothes, four blankets all my equipment and a few souvenirs but I‟ve already got hold of someone else‟s so
should worry. Its just a case of take what you want or be out of luck. The only thing that made me so wild at first was
that I thought all my correspondence with my diary and snaps were in the roll but found them in my kit bag which they
were good enough to leave me.
Frank is going back into the bank at his old job is he? I am undecided what to take up yet. Have an idea to take up
motor engineering. Having cooler weather now. The ground is just barely covered with snow but it is freezing nearly
all day and if it keeps on we may get some skating.
Must ring off now and get this to the P.O.
Love to all,
Your loving son,
Charles Copeland
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Andenne, Belgium

Dear Doll,
Just a few lines today. Have just completed a glorious two weeks of joy riding from the Rhin to Boulgne and back
along the Meuse River at Andenne, near Huy. Have had a swell time of it and pretty ___out now but expect to be on
leave in England in two or three weeks. Will most likely to to Tournal, France in three or four days. It is a fine war just
now for me. So long for now, don‟t say anything Doll, but am expecting to see you before many weeks go by.
Fondest love,
Charlie S C
cv

Brussels

Dear Mother,
Just a PC from Brussels. Arrived here yesterday and it is some grand place. Has them all beat. We thought London
____ 21 but this is it. Going to Tournal this afternoon and will possibly stay there a couple of days.
Your loving son,
Charlie S C
cvi

Tournai, France

Feb 8, 1919
Dear Mother,
Just a line to let you know where I am today. Have my pass for Blighty so will be in Calais tonight and England
tomorrow
Love to all,
Charles S C
cvii

Calais, France

Dear Mother,
Am sitting on deck writing the PC. The boat is laying right where the on in opposite side shows. Had some trip down
from Tournal. Just took us fifteen hours and wouldn‟t have been here yet only one jumped a passing French express.
IK these leave training for ___________ Charles
cviii

London

Arrived here about 6 o‟clock last night and am putting in a couple of days of my own. No one asks for your pass now.
Pretty cold here. Been a few parties skating on ponds on our way up from Folkestone.
Charles S C
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Durham, England
Feb 19, 1919
Dear Doll,
Up here on leave again. Have a nine day leave up on Sunday night and then back to Bramshott to get ready for Canada.
Having a good time, hope everything going fine at home. Please don‟t write anymore Doll,
Charles S Copeland
cx

Dear Aunty,
Just a line to say that orders came in this afternoon for us to sail on Wednesday on the SS Baltic so by the time this
reaches you; we should either be in Liverpool or on the boat. Raining every day now but we just sit inside and spend
the day over Crown Archer in shows. Now it all one and three weeks from now I hope to be right back in little old
Birtle again. Will write from home as soon as I get settled down. That will take a day or so I guess too. Tell Bill to
drop a line to Birtle.
Your affectionate nephew,
Charles S Copeland
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Map of some of Charles’ travels.
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